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ABSTRACT
TOWARD A THEORY OF MULTI-METHOD MODELING AND SIMULATION
APPROACH
Mariusz A. Balaban
Old Dominion University, 2015
Director: Dr. Patrick Hester

The representation via simulation models can easily lead to simulation models too
simple for their intended purpose, or with too much detail, making them hard to
understand. This problem is related to limitations o f the modeling and simulation
methods. A multi-method Modeling and Simulation (M&S) approach has the potential
for improved representation by taking advantage o f methods’ strengths and mitigating
their weaknesses. Despite a high appeal for using multiple M&S methods, several related
problems should be addressed first. The current level o f theoretical, methodological, and
pragmatic knowledge related to a multi-method M&S approach is limited. It is
problematic that there is no clearly identified purpose and definition o f the multi-method
M&S approach. Theoretical and methodological advances are vital to enhancing the
application o f a multi-method M&S approach to address a broader range o f scientific
inquiries, improve quality o f research, and enable finding common ground between
scientific domains. This dissertation explored theoretical principles and research
guidelines o f a multi-method M&S approach.
The analyzed literature offered perspectives related to the purpose, terms, and
research guidelines o f a multi-method M&S approach. A pragmatic philosophical stance
was used to provide the basis for the choice o f terms and definitions relevant to a multi
method M&S approach were proposed. The degrees o f falsifiability are adapted to the

M&S domain, which allowed for developing complementarity principles as the
theoretical basis o f a multi-method M&S approach. Next, a blueprint o f a multi-method
M&S approach called method formats was derived, because transitions toward formats
must seek justifications in order to increase research objectivity and transparency.
A sample set o f methods was explored in the context o f a proposed sample set of
criteria. None o f the methods were evaluated with the maximum score for every criterion,
which implied that if all those characteristics were required within a research context,
then, none o f the methods could provide the highest possible score without combining
methods. Finally, a case study that included a multi-method simulation model was
developed, providing a data layer for evaluation o f complementarity principles. The case
study contributed to the credibility o f complementarity principles as a reason to use a
multi-method M&S approach and value o f pseudo-triangulation as a mean o f verification
o f a selected approach.

Copyright, 2015, by Mariusz A. Balaban, All Rights Reserved.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Macal and North [1] referred to the use o f the computer simulation as a third way
o f doing science in addition to deductive and inductive reasoning. Constructive
simulations, as a new way o f conducting science, could be characterized as inductive and
deductive at different stages o f a study. The creation o f a constructive, virtual world with
often deductive rules follows inductive analysis o f output data or patterns, which in turn
might lead to insight into consequences o f assumptions o f studied phenomenon [2],
leading to the question o f whether the deductively created virtual world is an adequate
representation to produce valid information for further inductive analysis o f phenomena.
Unfortunately, there is no easy answer to this question at this point1.
The need to use combined discrete event and continuous simulation was
introduced by Fahrland [3] more than four decades ago. He suggested application o f both
discrete and continuous methods to model different parts o f systems. For instance, in
batch-processing chemical plants, discrete process could help investigate policies that
pertain to scheduling, inventory and resource use, while continuous view o f chemical
reactions could describe mass balance. In automobiles, traffic queuing and driver
decisions would be discrete while vehicle dynamics remain continuous. In neuro
muscular systems, task sequencing and impulses would be discrete while muscle
mechanics and biochemical reactions remain continuous. The approach with multiple
methods has gained momentum, already representing various phenomena in
manufacturing [4]; healthcare [5, 6]; and supply chain systems [7]. Discrete Event
1 IEEE Transactions and Journals style is used in this dissertation for formatting figures, tables, and
references.
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Simulation (DES) and System Dynamics (SD) methods often complement each other. For
instance, DES offers a better representation o f detail complexity, and SD allows for
easier representation o f dynamic “feedback” effects [8, 9].
The working definition o f a multi-method M&S approach is offered based on
Balaban and Hester [10] as a combination o f at least two M&S methods that combined
allow for a unique system or phenomena representation and execution. Mingers points at
two main reasons for using a multi-method approach: “It is both desirable and feasible to
combine together different research methods to gain richer and more reliable research
results.” [11] He refers to the principle o f complementarity in which “no one paradigm is
superior, but that their individual rationalities should be respected within the discipline as
a whole.” [l 1]
During the development o f a simulation model, a modeler mostly operates on
abstraction and refinement processes, which can lead to a model that lacks the required
fidelity by building it too simple for the purpose. The opposite could also be true when
the representation carries too much detail, making it hard to understand. Sylvan and Voss
discussed the relationship between the quality o f a problem representation and the quality
o f a solution that was summarized as follows: “...more specific representations led to
more specific solutions. Indeed, in general, the quality o f the solution was a function o f
the quality o f representation.” [12] This finding contributes to the discussion on how
much detail is enough to understand phenomena studied. The context given by Sylvan
and Voss could be interpreted contrary to what M&S practitioners often claim as a
general modeling rule: ‘KISS (Keep it Simple, Stupid)’. Despite many advantages o f
simulation, the scientific community faces problems o f phenomena representation where

the ‘KISS’ approach often does not work. Schwandt [13] conveyed the problem o f
representation with the declaration that no interpretative account could ever properly,
directly or completely, capture lived experience. As a realization o f the need for a more
descriptive approach, Edmonds and Moss [14] proposed a new approach under the saying
“Keep it Descriptive, Stupid (KIDS)”. This helped to limit oversimplification to
simulation practices overall.
The presumed or trivial representation o f a phenomenon that does not cover
important aspects o f the underlying phenomena can lead to a solution, insight, or
decisions that are inaccurate and miss important alternatives. One possible cause o f
oversimplifications is related to limitations o f used modeling and simulation methods.
More flexibility and creativity to represent various phenomena using an M&S approach
seems desirable. On the other hand, human capacities to comprehend and computer
power limitations can inhibit the usefulness o f complex simulation models [15], and this
is very much applicable to complex multi-method simulation models.

1.1 PROBLEM
Presently, the practice o f combining methods has become more popular as more
simulation tools offer capabilities beyond the original idea o f combining continuous and
discrete parts. Different M&S methods can contribute their advantages, forms o f
expressiveness, and different perspectives on capturing complexity o f phenomena. For
instance, SD seems more suitable for capturing dynamic complexity [16], Agent Based
Modeling (ABM) seems more suitable for representing complexity arising from
individual behavior and interactions [1], and DES can well capture “black box” process
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complexity [17]. Bayesian Networks (BN) offer a unique probabilistic view, where
posterior probabilities can measure the degree o f belief based on evidence and can be
used to represent e.g. beliefs o f agents [18, 19]. Fuzzy Method (FM) allow for capturing
vagueness o f phenomena systematically [20] and can be useful in social simulations [21].
Triangulation or use o f multiple methods within a single or multiple simulation models
could be valuable. The outcome o f a study based on a simulation model can indicate the
value o f an approach chosen, for instance, the level o f gained understanding for
investigated phenomena. Tashakkori and Teddlie argue, “ ...there is an iterative process
between considering the research purpose and the research question. Out o f this iterative
process come decisions about methods. We make the case that when the purpose is
complex (as it often is), it is necessary to have multiple questions, and this frequently
necessitates the use o f mixed methods.” [22] If possible, projection o f this argument into
the multi-method simulation based research could empower and encourage the use o f this
approach. Swinerd and McNaught acknowledged that it may be challenging to employ a
single method approach to represent complex, modem systems, and that the use of
multiple methods “could provide a simpler, more natural or more efficient solution.”
[23] They have emphasized coupling between different scales o f a system and
representing cross-scale dynamics as a potential value added, but noticed a need for more
research.
Despite a high appeal to using multiple M&S methods to represent various
phenomena, it is problematic that possible reasons and justifications have not been
thoroughly explored to provide a solid theoretical base. Because the use o f multiple
methods seems intuitively more difficult, the trade-offs would be systematically
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deliberated. The concept o f complementarity o f methods originated from the
complementarity theory postulated by Bohr [24]. In an M&S context, it is often given in
the context o f justification for the use o f more than a single method. This is observed in
M&S [9, 25] and close to M&S for instance information systems (IS) and management
sciences [11, 26], but also in more distant empirical social sciences [27]. The idea o f the
complementarity o f methods pertains to taking advantage o f methods strengths and
mitigation o f their weaknesses. The question arises as to if and how complementarity
could provide a general overarching reasoning for the use o f more than a single method.
Different terms, definitions, and knowledge exist within branches o f the
multidisciplinary M&S field, which may be due to a variety o f M&S methods more or
less applicable within different domains [28]. M&S is a fast-growing discipline, and it
may take time to clarify, refine and categorize all terms. Different terms are used e.g.
method, paradigm, technique, formalism or methodology to describe the DES, SD, ABM
and other M&S approaches [8, 10, 29, 30]. Similar problems exist when terms are used to
describe approach with more than a single method, e.g. multi-method, multi
methodology, multi-paradigm, hybrid, mixed-method, multi-model and multi-formalism
[23, 31-33]. Sometimes a single term is used, sometimes multiple terms are used within a
single piece o f work as synonyms solely for readability purposes, and still other times,
different meanings o f those terms are intended to convey. In many cases, the purpose o f
using multiple terms is difficult to determine, which can lead to confusion and should be
further explored and corrected. The lack o f agreed-upon terms that may or may not mean
the same thing can cause consistency problems and should be clearly understood to
provide a useful, clear, and holistic terminology accepted by M&S community.
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Chahal [8] proposed the reasoning for the use o f hybrid SD/DES models in the
context o f healthcare setting. Unfortunately, this approach has limitations related to the
scope o f methods considered because only two methods were used. For this reason, the
use o f this framework to other methods, or for more than two methods is problematic.
Chahal [8] disintegrated objectives in order to determine if both DES and SD are needed
for a representation. If criteria for different objectives aligned with different methods,
then multiple methods were used. Unfortunately, the ability to assign clear qualitative
boundaries for criteria of a given objective may not be always possible for subjective
phenomena. The criteria would be unable to expose methods’ uniqueness in a particular
context due to their limited precision.
Currently, methodological guidelines for multi-method M&S approach focus on
methods considered, study problems, and system at consideration [8, 34], but are often
method or domain (or both) specific [8, 23, 31, 35]. When a modeling framework
prescribes a set o f methods, it can lack flexibility and constrain conceptual modeling.
Moreover, the problem should not be adjusted to the known methods, but handled by the
most appropriate one [8]. On the other hand, in a realistic situation a modeler may not be
even aware of, or familiar enough with the appropriate method(s). In this case, guidelines
could only direct to the method(s) from a set o f methods available within the software
used and known, or those that could be learned within time frame available. Depending
on the circumstances, a modeler could learn new methods, but must know which one
should be used, which leads us back to the original point. Unless an updated knowledge
base o f all known M&S methods existed, there is always a possibility o f choosing not
appropriate method(s). To the best knowledge, no such a repository o f knowledge
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currently exists. Even when assuming that all knowledge that pertains to methods was
accumulated in the repository, should this enable full objectivity during the selection
process? A general set o f criteria may not provide sufficient threshold to decide which
method is better in a given case. For instance, Glazner [35] used three methods, SD, DES,
and ABM to represent different parts o f the system. Glazner noticed that two out o f three
subsystems could be modeled using either o f three methods. The decision, which method
to use in each case, was a combination o f the modeler preference and expected modeling
effort. The only part that was directly leaning toward the use o f ABM was
“organizational unit”, characterized by individual behavior, which could not be
sufficiently represented using either SD or DES. This example indicates that in some
cases, there is a gray area for choosing a method, but in other situations, there is a clear
choice due to the requirements o f the modeling effort.
A better understanding o f subjectivity that influences method(s) choice is
desirable. Multiple aspects, for instance, limited knowledge about methods, systems and
phenomena, and lack of guidelines are probable factors that all tie to human subjectivity.
The ultimate goal to eliminate subjectivity may not be achievable, but ability to limit and
to communicate it using more holistic, transparent yet systemic, research guidelines
would be beneficial. The general guidelines for a multi-method M&S approach should
not prescribe methods within its guideline core. However, they should provide a balanced
systemic process to determine satisfactory method(s) based on multiple elements e.g.
research questions, merits of methods, modeler’s knowledge o f methods, and availability
o f software.
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In summary, the current theoretical basis, and guidelines to conduct a multi
method study are limited. The lack o f a theoretical basis to a multi-method M&S
approach relates to a taxonomy, purpose and affects methodological guidelines
mentioned above. It is expected, that exploration o f complementarity o f methods can
contribute to a more sound theory o f multi-method M&S approach and methodological
guidelines. This is vital to enhance application o f M&S to a broader range o f scientific
inquiries, improve quality o f research, and enable finding common ground between
scientific domains. In this dissertation, development o f theoretical basis leading to
methodological guidelines for the use o f multiple M&S methods is pursued.

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION
The research explores the theoretical basis and research guidelines for a multi
method M&S approach. The research question is: What is the theoretical basis fo r a
multi-method M&S approach? The proposed answer presented in this work consists of:
•

a set o f relevant definitions,

•

principles guiding multi-method M&S approach,

•

general method formats, and

•

multi-method M&S research guidelines.

The research method and approach for each o f these elements are discussed in the
following sections.

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This section identifies main research objectives.
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Objective 1: Explore Purpose, Terms, and Methodological Aspects of Multi-Method
M&S Approach
A literature review was conducted in order to examine components o f a
theoretical basis o f a multi-method M&S approach. The scope consists o f the purpose(s)
for the use o f multiple methods, relevant terminology, and methodological guidelines.

Objective 2: Propose Definitions for Multi-Method M&S Approach
This objective is about clarifying important terms. First, a pragmatic philosophical
view will be used to provide a basis for the definition o f a multi-method M&S approach
and its derivative terms. The proposed definitions will supply an ontological base for
theory o f the multi-method M&S approach.

Objective 3: Propose Theoretical Principles Guiding the Use of Multiple Methods
Complementarity, Falsifiability, Commensurability, and Triangulation will be
used to propose theoretical principles o f multi-method M&S approach. Next, these
principles will be utilized to develop building blocks called method formats, which
provide an abstracted view o f methods and their relationships.

Objective 4: Evaluate Multi-Method M&S Approach
In order to explore and assess the plausibility o f proposed theoretical
developments, a sample set o f methods in the context o f criteria for method selection will
be analyzed. Next, a case study research format will be applied. Within this case study,
research guidelines based on a theoretical principle for a multi-method M&S approach
will be proposed. The developments undertaken based on a real-world problem by using
these research guidelines will serve as data for the evaluation layer.
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1.4 RESEARCH METHOD
Induction and deduction are often considered the most popular scientific research
approaches. Induction directs research from “specifics to general” relying on observation
and then inferring, which could lead to generalization. Deduction directs research from
“general to specific” and often relies on rigid assumptions and testing their consequences.
If an area o f research was not adequately covered in the related literature, the inductive
approach is usually a better choice [36]. Because the topic o f the multi-method M&S
approach was not broadly debated in relevant literature, it lends itself to an inductive
approach. Moreover, inductive research is often associated with qualitative data i.e. nonnumerical data. The analysis o f qualitative data can lead to a theory, often seen as an
outcome o f research [37],
Adams and Buetow said: “It is tempting to assume that when good method and
good processes are adequately assembled, good theory will follow. This act o f faith fails
to recognize the constitutive and multilayered contribution o f theory.” [38] It may be
helpful to use a background theory (a starting point for further enquiry) sufficient to
provide a basis in the context o f a research thesis. It is also desirable to reach beyond
background theories toward a grand theory. As pointed by Adams and Buetow: “While
not every enquiry is compelled to explore its grand theory roots, a major enquiry, such as
a PhD thesis, is vastly enriched when it tracks back to these origins.” [38] Padilla et al.
said that “M&S is the study o f conceptualizations, their theory, analysis, design,
efficiency, implementation, validity and verification, and application.” [39] Theory
building process can be based on M&S process [40], hence in order to investigate
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theoretical principles o f multi-method M&S approach a higher order o f analysis is
needed.
This research could be characterized by both inductive literature analysis,
complemented by learning by doing approach through exploration and development,
preferred by the author and advocated by one o f the most influential social scientists
Herbert A. Simon (1916-2001) [41]. The learning by doing approach empowers the
inductive approach by generating necessary observations for the evaluation. The
theoretical principles created within this work will be reexamined using a case study [42],
The case study will be used to develop research guidelines from theoretical principles and
apply these guidelines to a sample real-world problem for evaluation determinations.
The identified research gap summarized the lack o f theoretical principles behind
the multi-method M&S approach. Although multiple methods can be used for theory
development [43], this dissertation research aims to close this gap with the inductive
based research that includes exploration via literature review, application o f relevant
theoretical concepts within multi-method M&S approach context, and evaluation that
involves M&S-based case study.

1.5 RESEARCH APPROACH
Figure 1 illustrates the research approach undertaken for this dissertation that
leads toward the development o f a theoretical basis o f multi-method M&S approach.
The research consists of three main sections and starts within the top large section. The
literature review and analysis explores M&S relevant literature and synthesizes results
into coherent perspectives. Four questions were explored:
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1. What is the purpose o f multi-method M&S approach?
2. What does exist within multi-method M&S approach?
3. How does one employ the multi-method M&S approach?
4. How does one evaluate the multi-method M&S approach?
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Figure 1. Research approach.

The first question explores the purpose o f multi-method M&S approach. Exploring the
purpose o f using multiple M&S methods can contribute to a better understanding o f its
theoretical basis, exposing dimensions and criteria for deciding whether the use of
multiple methods is the right choice in comparison to a single method approach. Two
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perspectives were examined. The first perspective consists o f the review and analysis o f
relevant M&S literature, to summarize current reasoning behind the use o f multiple
methods. The second perspective uses theoretical principles related to the purposes o f the
mixed-method approach according to Greene [27], and projects them onto the M&S
domain. Greene et al. [44] developed a mixed-method conceptual framework from the
theoretical literature and refined it based on analysis o f 57 empirical mixed-method
evaluations. A key question to support this perspective is whether a more established
mixed method could offer its knowledge, experiences, and principles to guide the
research o f the multi-method M&S approach. The second query reviews and discusses
relevant terms related to the use o f more than a single method e.g. what approaches that
use multiple methods were called and why. The aim is to explore and determine if
ontological ambiguity is present within the M&S field in the context o f using more than a
single method, which is necessary in order to analyze and develop more consistent
ontological basis for multi-method M&S approach. The third query will review important
and relevant research guidelines. This will include a review o f method formats as a
structural guiding aid in multi-method research, problem o f method selection often
related to criteria, and general research dimensions relevant to multi-method M&S.
Finally, the last query focuses on research evaluation guidelines with a special focus on
aspects applicable to multiple methods. A background for assessing quality and validity
of a study that employs multiple methods based on social science perspective was
discussed and different M&S perspectives on Verification and Validation (V&V) are
briefly introduced.
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This research expands upon critical review to propose the theoretical basis o f a
multi-method M&S approach, which can be considered a major step toward answering a
research question o f this dissertation. First, the analysis o f the most important work
terms is conducted. The author takes a pragmatic philosophical stance to provide basis for
the choice o f terms and proposes a definition o f the multi-method M&S approach and its
derivatives.
The second small block in the middle section develops principles guiding a multi
method M&S approach. Although theory o f falsification developed by Popper [45]
provides a very strict and anti-induction perspective, in the author’s view it is a suitable
starting point because it conveys an idea o f a falsifiable statement, which reflects the idea
o f testability. The idea o f a falsifiability o f methods and commensurability o f methods are
defined and used in this dissertation to analyze complementarity o f methods in the
context o f the purpose o f multi-method M&S approach. This, in turn, will be helpful
during theorizing about multi-method M&S approach in the context o f its dimensions e.g.
origination, methods, systems and/or phenomena at consideration, and human dimension.
It is emphasized that the author o f this dissertation is a proponent o f a pragmatic
philosophical stance, which does not constrain views about methods and theories that
including both inductive methods and theory o f falsification. Both perspectives, although
quite far in their canons, are useful and play an important role in this research. However,
the principles o f pragmatism for using multiple methods in the context o f M&S field may
need more guidelines related to structured and well-defined purpose, especially when
looking at reasoning to use different constructive methods. For that reason, degrees of
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falsifiability seem to be a good choice for exploring the theoretical principles o f multi
method M&S approach.
Based on developed principles, the final block o f the middle section develops
method formats (MFs). In short, MFs pertain to a generalized view that consists of
methods and system and/or phenomena. A set o f transitions o f model component(s)
toward MF(s) can be used to design a multi-method M&S approach including a
simulation model structure that can involve multiple modeling methods. Multiple sources
for this derivation were used.
•

Balaban and Hester [10] proposed an initial concept o f MFs derived from
empirical mixed method approach based on Greene [27]

•

Review o f M&S literature and the use o f UML relations led to the specification of
three general relations for a multi-method simulation model

•

Proposed theoretical principles from the previous section

The bottom section focuses on an evaluation o f theoretical principles. First, a sample
set o f methods and criteria for method selection will be used as a data layer during
analysis o f the theoretical basis. The goal is to gain insight into the relationship between
commensurability and complementarity related to the purpose o f multi-method M&S
approach and problem o f method(s) selection. Next, a case study is developed to look
into a practical application o f theoretical basis using falsifiers instead o f criteria.
Research guidelines are proposed based on previously developed theoretical basis, and
are embedded into a case study format [42]. The conducted case study provides a
mechanism to evaluate plausibility o f the theoretical basis and their implications,
examining whether theoretical basis will have the potential to improve decisions for
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choosing methods. This case study employees “learning by doing” approach, which
seems suitable for the practical investigation o f theoretical principles o f multi-method
M&S approach [41], The case study could also serve as a model o f how one can conduct
multi-method M&S study. The case study will have three hierarchal dimensions:
•

Dimension describing multi-method M&S approach research guidelines

•

Dimension driven by the purpose o f a real-world problem studied using
proposed multi-method M&S research guidelines

•

Overarching evaluation dimension, which will serve as a platform for
assessment of the two other dimensions
The case study dimension will examine the theoretical basis to generate insight

into plausibility o f theoretical developments and will provide a valuable lesson to refine
multi-method M&S research guidelines itself. A detail view o f the decision to select
method(s) will indicate areas prone to subjectivity. The case study will include
implementation o f a multi-method simulation model, which will allow for additional
stimuli for the evaluation. The simulation model will be used for experimentation to
explore a real-world problem, and additionally to evaluate the purpose o f multi-method
simulation model by assessing the insight generated. For instance, it will be examined if
the use o f multiple methods can be justified by examining if similar insight could
potentially be generated without using a multi-method simulation model. This could
show a case demonstrating complementarity principle indicating benefit o f multi-method
M&S over a single method in answering a research question. A detailed description o f
the case study dimensions are provided in the introductory section o f Chapter 5.
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1.6 SUMMARY AND OUTLINE OF DISSERTATION
This chapter introduced the main problem being addressed in this dissertation as a
lack o f theoretical basis o f multi-method M&S approach, which led to determining a
research question, which was followed by research method, objectives, and outlined
approach. Finally, limitations o f this work were briefly discussed. This dissertation has
five chapters. Chapter 2 provides literature review and analysis related to Objective one.
Chapter 3 focuses on theoretical basis o f multi-method M&S approach, which aligns with
Objectives two and three. Chapter 4 uses criteria for analysis o f the proposed theoretical
basis. Chapter 5 consists o f a case study, which proposes multi-method research
guiltiness and subsequently develops a multi-method simulation model. Both Chapter 4
and 5 contribute to Objective four o f this dissertation. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a
review o f how the research question was answered with the stated objectives, and how
this research contributed to the body o f knowledge. Moreover, possible directions for
future work are identified.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
More than four decades ago, Fahrland [3] introduced the notion o f combined
discrete event and continuous simulation. Presently, the practice o f combining methods
has matured and more simulation platforms offer capability beyond the original idea o f
combining two main modeling methods. Mingers [11] points at two main reasons for
using a multi-method approach: “It is both desirable and feasible to combine different
research methods to gain richer and more reliable research results.” [11] He refers to the
principle o f complementarity in which “no one paradigm is superior, but, that their
individual rationalities should be respected within the discipline as a whole.” [11]
Detailed definitions provided in the next chapter are guided by this chapter, but for
clarity’s sake, in this chapter “mixed method” refers to social science approaches and
“multi-method” refers to M&S approaches that use more than a single method.
Tolk [46] pointed to ontology, epistemology, and teleology as enablers o f a
holistic view o f M&S as a discipline. This view motivates development o f the basis for a
multi-method M&S approach in the context o f teleological, ontological, epistemological,
and axiological beliefs as shown in Figure 2. Tolk et al. [47] emphasized simulation
philosophy as a key to the determination o f whether or not current philosophy o f science
is sufficient, or a new pragmatic philosophy o f simulation is needed. Moreover, Tolk et
al. [47] pointed at the need “ .. .to develop methodologies and standards for the use o f
simulation in scientific research.” [47] Figure 2 is used as a guideline in this chapter,
which consists o f four main sections.
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1. Teleology
What is the purpose
-w!of multi-method M&S
approach?

;

4. Axiology
How does one evaluate
i the multi-method M&S
approach?

2. Ontology
What does exist
within multi-method
M&S approach?

i

J

3. Epistemology
How does one employ
the multi-method M&S
approach?

Figure 2. Basis for the M&S methodological developments.

In the first section, relevant literature is reviewed to examine the reasoning behind
the use o f multiple methods. The first part explores M&S relevant literature, while the
second part uses theoretical principles related to the purposes o f the mixed-method
approach according to Greene [27], and projects them onto the M&S domain. The second
section discusses terms related to the use o f more than a single modeling and simulation
(M&S) method, which aims to explore ontological ambiguity present within the M&S
field in the context o f using more than a single method. The third section investigates
available research guidelines involving multiple methods including method selection and
integration. Moreover, it explores objectivity, quality, legitimacy, and validity in context
o f evaluation o f multi-method M&S, including approaches to, and evaluation o f research.
The last section ends with a summary o f the findings.
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2.1 PURPOSE FOR USING MULTIPLE METHODS
An initial review that could justify future work on the theory o f multi-method
clearly depends on the support o f reasoning why should one consider using approaches
that consist o f multiple methods. The first part o f this section explores purpose o f the use
o f multiple methods based on M&S relevant literature. The review process is directed at
finding different views, perspectives or reasoning for the use o f simulation models that
employ more than a single method. The second part o f this section analyzes the purposes
for mixing methods according to Greene [27], which are projected onto the M&S
domain.

2.1.1 Purpose of the Use of Multiple Methods in M&S Field
The following are the main purposes for the use o f multiple methods in M&S
field found in M&S relevant literature.
The complementarity o f methods presumably mitigates assumptions prescribed
within methods that allow for shaping research approaches that are more flexible. Eldabi
et al. have gathered information on the direction o f M&S domain in the healthcare
context in the form o f synthesis o f the trends identified by experts in the field. The
reasons for combinations o f methods and the need o f hybrid methodologies given by
respondents referred to “move[ing] away from perception that one method fits all” [48], a
need for a holistic view o f the complex interconnected systems, and a need to include
human elements. Brailsford et al. [25] have demonstrated complementarity o f SD and
DES in inclusion o f different system factors in relation to perception o f components
being inside or outside o f the system. Similarly, Morecroft and Robinson [9] noticed the
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complementarity o f SD and DES. They observed that DES effectively captures detail
complexity by tracking and analyzing o f individual entities, but does not handle dynamic
complexity easily because implementation o f feedback loops is less intuitive and more
difficult to build. The opposite is also true for SD. Zulkepli et al. [49] reflected that
combined Operations Research (OR) and M&S techniques might reduce the limitations
and increase capabilities o f the individual methods e.g. passive individuality requirements
for DES, and feedback elements of SD. Kott and Corpac [50] noticed that no single
modeling method is truly relevant to the entire Diplomatic, Information, Military and
Economic (DIME) and Political, Military, Economic, Social, Infrastructure, and
Information (PMESII) dimensions. This indicates the complementarity reason with the
emphasis on the system context as the main reason directing toward the multi-method
M&S approach. The use o f multiple complimentary methods may carry additional
abduction risks. Abduction can be considered a third way o f research, besides induction
and deduction, and it pertains to finding causes for a certain effect by assuming that a
specific resulting regularity are adequate (which is uncertain) [34]. Lorenz and Jost [34]
described this risk to be more dangerous if the implicitly accepted combination of
assumptions carried by different methods are not well understood, or cannot be stated
explicitly, leading to higher uncertainty o f the observed regularities. Level o f coupling
between complementary methods depends on the level o f required interaction between
methods. Fahrland [3] has considered use o f a multi-method methods within a single
simulation model in cases where representation o f system elements not only required
different methods, but additionally a strong interaction between these methods. Similarly,
Helal [51 ] has considered application o f multiple methods dependent on the presence o f
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strong coupling between methods. Subsequently, Chahal [8] developed a framework in
which the need for multi-method simulation model is reliant on strong dependency
between methods. This reasoning indicates the possibility o f different levels o f coupling
between methods e.g. methods that do not interact, or methods that interact during a
simulation run.
Multilateral problems. Djanatliev et al. [52] decided to employ multi-method SD
and ABM to cover both a globally aggregated level and more detailed workflows. They
believe that a combination o f methods could profit in assembling complex, large-scale
simulation architectures, and that taking advantage o f different modeling methods could
help them in answering multiple questions about economic prognoses and impacts o f
different factors on patient’s health. Currently, multi-method simulations are employed
more often because more complex problems are being targeted [23].
Modeler preference and skills. It is clear that modeler preference plays a role in
the use o f a multi-method approach. Viana et al. [53] do not elaborate much on why they
decided to use multi-method approach, explaining that each subsystem was implemented
using the best method, with the “best” meaning the method that most closely aligned with
the mental models o f designers. Glazner [35] used SD, DES, and ABM to represent
views o f different parts o f the system but noticed that two out o f three views could be
modeled using either o f three methods. The decision on which method to use in each case
was a combination o f the modeler preference and expected modeling effort most likely
related to proficiency in using a modeling method. Only one view could be clearly
determined for the use o f ABM because the individual behavior o f the organizational unit
could not be sufficiently represented using either SD or DES methods. This example
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indicates that in some cases, there is a gray area for choosing a method, but in other
situations, there is a clear choice due to capabilities needed. A modeler needs to make a
decision about which method, or combination o f methods, is the best or satisfactory
choice for a given purpose. On one hand, a modeler’s expertise is often the determining
factor for a method choice [54]. However, if a modeler is unfamiliar with some crucial
method, there is a risk o f using a suboptimal method by adjusting problems to methods
with which the modeler is more acquainted. According to either Chahal [8] and Lorenz
and Jost [34], the opposite, choosing method to fit the problem, is the right approach.
Stakeholder acceptability. Viana et al. point out that by using different methods
suited better for different tasks, “the stakeholders have gained greater buy-in and
understanding, where the stakeholders included both the problem owners (health care and
social care professionals) and those members o f the project team who are unfamiliar with
the techniques.” [53] Similar reasons, oriented toward acceptability o f simulation models
by stakeholders were given by Sachdeva et al. [55]. The results from their study indicated
that a mixture o f hard and soft OR methods allowed for better understanding, acceptance,
and willingness to implement results by stakeholders.
Data availability. Lattila et al. [30] suggest that data availability could also be a
factor for choosing multi-method approaches. Because data availability often depends on
phenomena studied, and because different data could align better with different methods,
a multi-method approach could allow alignment with available data from different parts
o f the system.
Validity. Could advantages o f a multi-method simulation model be based on
validation merits? Parunak et al. [56] pointed out that validation at multiple levels o f
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analysis might be more difficult, but could deliver a more accurate model. Following this
idea further, if a multi-method approach can facilitate adequate modeling at multiple
levels o f analysis, it is possible that this leads to models that are more accurate as well.
Crespo and Ruiz [32] have combined DES and ABM with a goal o f obtaining estimation
that is more accurate and a more realistic model o f the CMMI process. The innovative
part in this model included the use o f ABM to represent the project coding process,
including the project team behavior from the participants’ perspective. Similarly, Siebers
claimed that a combination o f DES with ABS had a positive impact on the model
accuracy and allowed for “proactive behavior in service system models.” [18]
Unique representation. Lattila et al. [30] determined problematic situations where
a combination o f ABM and SD are needed in order to create models that are more
realistic: 1) different actors, e.g., in SD, actors are homogeneous, in ABM, they are
heterogeneous; 2) data availability; 3) system structure, e.g., in SD is fixed, in ABM it
can change; 4) complexity o f events; and 5) policy representation. The need for more
sophisticated modeling approaches to represent proactive behavior was the reason for
extending the Commander’s Model Integration and Simulation Toolkit (CMIST) [57].
CMIST is a multi-method modeling environment integrating so far three modeling
methodologies: SD, ABM, and derivatives o f Bayesian approaches, namely Dynamic
Bayesian Network (DBN), and Bayesian Knowledge Bases (BKB). The addition o f BKB
had the intention to support advanced intent modeling for inference o f goals and beliefs
o f an agent. This extension allows for the representation o f more proactive agents. The
agents were capable o f simulating the simplified model o f the already simulated world,
projecting the future state o f the simulated world, including for instance adversary
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behavior. Lieberman [19] also used DBN as a method for representation o f an agent’s
internal Beliefs, Values, and Interests (BVI), which is an interesting direction to enhance
representativeness o f an agent by capturing a change o f perspectives, values o f prior
probabilities, and likelihood function probabilities to accommodate for new information.
Kott and Corpac [50] presented Conflict Modeling, Planning and Outcomes
Experimentation (COMPOEX) as an integrated set o f decision aids to assist leaders in
planning and executing campaigns. The COMPOEX described a set o f interacting
models, developed with appropriate paradigms, required to represent the environment
defined by all of the DIME and the PMESII dimensions. The COMPOEX engages many
different modeling methods, e.g. concept maps, social networks, influence diagrams,
differential equations, causal models, BN, Petri-Nets (PN), SD, DES, and ABM to
facilitate unique representation o f individual dimensions leading to a better
representativeness o f large, complex systems.
Emergent phenomena. Kott and Corpac remark on multi-method M&S, “A family
o f interacting models have the potential to produce surprisingly unanticipated results due
to effects of cascading.” [50] A cascade reaction is a result o f interactions between
models that can produce an emerging situation that a single model by itself could not.
This reaction indicates the purpose o f surprising discovery, but the important question to
answer is determining whether or not this reasoning was conceptualized at the origination
o f the model’s concept or if it was realized because such an interesting effect was
observed and then considered desirable to facilitate understanding and stakeholders’
discussion. Please refer to [58, 59] for a discussion and classification o f emergence
types.
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Dimensions and criteria. Different criteria and dimensions provide more systemic
view of purpose and were applied to justify the usage o f multi-method M&S. For
instance, Brailsford and Hilton [54] focused on technical differences, whereas Lane [60]
focused on conceptual differences. Sweetser [61] used a structure, mental model, system
orientation, role o f simulation, and validity as criteria to differentiate between SD and
DES methods. Axelrod [62] provided criteria for choosing modeling methods in relation
to a modeler: construction time and effort needed by modeler to build a useful model, and
flexibility and ease to modify it; a user: user prerequisites, time to learn, transparency to
discover bias; and a method itself: mathematical rigor, predictive value, and heuristic
value. Behdani [63] characterized SD, DES, and ABM methods in accordance with their
ability to represent complexity at micro and macro levels. These two levels are further
divided into criteria, which provide guidance for selection o f one or more methods.
Lorenz and Jost [34] proposed three dimensions that should be aligned in order to choose
the suitable modeling approach: purpose, object, and methodology. Chahal [8] took this
idea further. He used three different perspectives to describe and differentiate between
SD and DES methods: the methodology perspective that covered criteria based on
assumptions, capabilities, and unique aspects o f methods; the system perspective that was
concerned with the real system under investigation; and the problem perspective that
focused on why a method might be useful for studying a problem. Each o f these
perspectives carried a set o f criteria, which revealed possible reasons for choosing
between SD and DES. The choice based on the criteria could also reveal that single
method models were not the appropriate choice.
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Missing consideration o f “the why ” question. Waltz [64] provides a discussion
that categorizes PMESII elements with the detailed model components, along with the
methods used for each component, and its modeled function. It seems that each category
o f PMESII has a dominant method, e.g. Political - ABM, Social - BN, Economic - SD,
Infrastructure - SD, Information - DES, and Military - mainly SD with some BN use
[64]. The strengths o f the four major categories o f modeling approaches (ABM, SD, BN,
and DES) used in COMPOEX are briefly presented in Tables 2-4 [64], but the lack of
discussion about reasoning and the justification for combining these methods should be
mentioned. It is a problematic situation to provide the “what”, but ignore the “why”
questions in methodological reasoning about a multi-method approaches. Glazner [35]
noticed that decision regarding which method to use was subjective in two out o f three
cases, indicating that there is a gray area for choosing a method. On the other hand, there
was a clear choice favoring use o f ABM due to capabilities offered by this method.
The presented perspectives on reasoning behind the use o f multi-methods can
provide a starting point that can shape the direction o f this research. It is noticeable that
relatively young multi-method M&S field has limited scientific literature. The reasoning
for the use o f multi-method simulation models that were found in the literature relate to
the complementary nature o f methods with the additional need for methods coupling,
data availability and usability, skills and preference o f a modeler, stakeholder
acceptability, emergent phenomena, enhanced with the very diverse needs related to
understanding, credibility, validity, and complexity o f models. Dimensions and criteria
provided by Lorenz and Jost [34], Chahal [8], and Behdani [63] are a good starting point
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to provide more systemic perspective, but generalizability o f a single set o f criteria
should be further reconsidered.
A limited use o f a multi-method approach at the end o f the twentieth century
could be attributed to narrow the focus o f educational institutions, lack o f textbooks, and
lack o f appropriate tools [65,66], This situation has improved with more software and
educational resources available. Additionally, multi-method simulations are employed
more often because more complex nature o f problems are being targeted [23]. Lorenz and
Jost [34] stated that modelers could overlook modeling methods when deciding which
one(s) suit the purpose because they are not very familiar with them or have biased
preferences, which can lead to an inability to compare alternative approaches and to
choose methods based on insufficient judgment. It is possible that some scientists are not
acquainted with more than one simulation method, and they might not be able to explore
the potential for more flexibility and creativity by integration o f multiple simulation
methods.
Viana et al. have pointed at more difficulties and challenges
“ ...in designing sub-components and their interactions so that they represent the
real-world complexity without overwhelming the model with impenetrable detail.
Moreover, this process is both enriched and made more challenging by the
combination o f disciplines involved. The work required a marriage o f an OR
stakeholder-driven approach, with the ‘empirical eye’ o f social statisticians and
the micro-level theories o f complexity science. Social statistics helped make
informed decisions on where mechanisms could be abstracted from relationships
in empirical data, rather than having the causal mechanisms modeled explicitly.
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However, the latter is a strong current in complexity science, and promises to help
in better modeling individuals’ adaptation to changing social and technological
contexts, which the scenarios explored here represent.” [53]
This citation indicates that with more complexity involved in the project came more
work, more people with different backgrounds involved, and most likely a need for better
methods and tools. When looking at organizations that started an application o f multi
method frameworks these are usually big sponsoring organizations involved in larger
projects [19, 50, 57, 67]. On the other hand, cheaper multi-method simulation tools and
better research guidance should change this situation. Unfortunately, there are not many
modeling platforms allowing for easy use o f multi-method M&S, and appropriate tools
like AnyLogic® are rather expensive. Currently, the lack o f more explicit reasoning
displaying advantages and purposefulness o f multi-method M&S can add up the need to
overcome the difficulties related to tool availability. Addressing the purposefulness o f
multi-method M&S requires a tangible reasoning why multi-method approach is needed
to support the decision to use a multi-method simulation based on some merits.
Additionally, multi-method M&S could be described as theoretical guidelines within a set
o f general formats.
The literature reviewed so far showed existing reasoning for the use o f the multi
method M&S approach based on M&S literature within socio-technical context. This
reasoning can provide a starting point for exploration o f the usefulness and purpose o f
applying a multi-method approach. The studies that use a multi-method approach as a
research method often consider both social and technical phenomena (see Appendix A for
definitions), but subjectivity o f social phenomena generate difficulty to more objectively
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analyze merits o f this approach. One can observe growing trend o f trying to incorporate
social phenomena into more descriptive simulations that including combining them with
technical phenomena [1 8 ,1 9 ,4 9 , 52, 5 3 ,6 8 ,6 9 ]. Because o f a scarcity o f implemented
and analyzed in detail multi-method M&S studies that consists o f social phenomena the
reasoning for the use o f multiple methods to represent social phenomena may be more
challenging. The idea o f using multiple different methods has is also present in empirical
mixed methods, which is a well-established field with a dedicated journal, Journal o f
Mixed Methods Research. Because there is no well-established equivalent research within
M&S field, the view o f purposes related to social phenomena research will be analyzed
based on mixing methods from empirical social science domain.

2.1.2 Purpose for Mixing Methods
Starting in 1970s, research paths o f using mixed methods in social science began
to emerge, and “started to blossom at the turn o f the century.” [27] Mixing methods in
social inquiry could be described as invitation o f different mental models into the same
inquiry space with plurality o f philosophical paradigms, theoretical assumptions,
methodological approaches, formal techniques, and with inclusion o f subjectivity
reflecting the human perceptions.
A key question to support this work’s research approach is whether a more
established mixed method could offer its knowledge, experiences, and principles to guide
the research o f the usefulness o f the multi-method M&S approach. This section uses the
purposes for mixing methods in empirical social science and explores their analogies
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within the M&S domain. This is facilitated by exploration and translation o f mixed
methods’ perspectives covered by Greene [27] into the area o f multi-method M&S.
An initial comparison o f both the mixed method approach and the multi-method
M&S approach should begin by discussing the context o f their emergence, and
similarities and differences. Both multi-method and mixed method views emerged as an
alternative to the single method approach. There is a claim for more creativity in mental
processes using mixed method approach because o f the abilities to connect many
conceptual dimensions through multiplicity o f methods used [27], which also seems
plausible for the use o f multi-method M&S, but this notion is not supported by scholarly
literature. It seems that both approaches can suffer from more difficulty in the design,
development, and analysis. Practical aspects o f mixed methods are more difficult than
theoretical ones [27], This statement may be not so obvious for multi-method simulation
models. The development o f a multi-method simulation model can often be considered
difficult, but theoretical and axiomatic aspects are also problematic. In mixed method
social study, a “wider toolbox” increases flexibility and chances o f a broader view o f
phenomena. Similarly, a researcher engaged in multiple dimensions o f building, testing,
analyzing o f a multi-method simulation model could draw mental models represented
differently with each method. The availability o f the “right” simulation method and skills
required for multi-method M&S could facilitate broader modeling perspectives on a
system. This may increase chances o f building a model that is adequate for its purpose.
Propelling modelers’ generative abilities may be the most important advantage o f the
multi-method M&S approach. On the other hand, this fact could be very difficult to
prove. It’s emphasized that the generative mental state o f a modeler during modeling is
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considered here, which is not to be confused with the “generative growth” approach that
considers generative aspects o f a simulation model [70]. On the other hand, if a multi
method approach allowed increased creativity in modeler’s mental states, this ultimately
could also yield more generative simulations. A mixed method approach has been
established and growing fast and many research guidelines were proposed [27, 71-74].
Recently, the multi-method M&S approach has become more popular, but the lack o f a
more general and systematic approach in the form o f research guidelines or a framework
is problematic.
Greene et al. [44] developed conceptual framework aimed at mixed method
approach. It is based on theoretical principles from the literature with addition o f the
analysis o f 57 empirical mixed-method evaluations. They identified five purposes for
engaging in mixed-method approach. The exploration o f these purposes could provide an
important direction for the evaluation o f the usefulness o f the multi-method M&S
approach, especially in the context o f representing social phenomena. The following is
the summary o f these purposes and their projections reflecting the M&S multi-method
context.
Figure 3 illustrates the ideas covered during the discussion.
1) Triangulation uses different measures for the purpose o f investigation o f the same
phenomenon with offsetting biases o f different methods, with the ability to identify
irrelevant sources o f variation, observing consistency based on comparison o f results
from different methods. It captures a phenomenon through different lenses but with
the same conceptualization. This has a goal o f increased validity and credibility. In
the M&S field, this may be conceptualized as building two or more models using
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different methods, maybe by different parties, to increase the validity o f results or to
represent phenomenon through different lenses o f abstraction (e.g. specific or
general).
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Figure 3. Graphical representation o f mixed method projected onto multi-method M&S
based on [44].

2) Triangulation could also be considered in the context o f different models built with
the same method. The main idea behind triangulation refers to the possibility o f the
comparison o f two or more models, for our consideration (focus) developed with
different methods. The models are not designed in order to interact together during
the models execution.
3) Complementarity focuses on broader, deeper, and more comprehensive facets
through additional development, initiation, and expansion o f the same complex
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phenomenon. Different methods are employed because they complement each other.
This approach projected onto the M&S field might be translated as the addition o f
elements or views realized at a different or the same level o f analysis by using
different methods needed for better representation o f a phenomenon for a given
purpose. A somewhat similar idea in the M&S community can be called a pluralistic
perspective and was advocated by Helbing, who wrote that this approach “should
lead to a better quantitative fit or prediction than most (or even each) model in
separation, despite the likely inconsistency among the models.” [75] Helbing
considered usefulness o f different models to represent different aspects or parts o f
the system (which may overlap) by creation o f the analytical structure made o f
different models that increases validity o f the insight. Unfortunately, he did not
consider merging models into a single executable model. What follows, an
opportunity for increased usefulness o f combined methods should be considered as a
driver for the use o f integrated models. Axelrod recognized the scale o f difficulty in
the process o f developing a combined M&S model: “The most ambitious method is
to develop a single unified outline o f a comprehensive m odel... This method o f
linking two or more models is substantially more ambitious than merely requiring
that one model’s output to serve as another model’s input, since the comprehensive
method requires that the parts work together in many different ways.” [62] In the
M&S field the complementarity-based simulation model should be implemented in
the form o f views that can be integrated, allowing for more holistic view o f the
system or phenomenon. Because the focus o f this work is the multi-method M&S
approach, complementarity refers to methods, not models. Two forms can also be

distinguished that are important to consider in the M&S field. The first form should
consider execution o f complementarily viewed parts with different methods within a
single model. The second approach focuses on the use o f complementary models
with separate methods that are not executed together and used, e.g., via analytical
evaluation that provides a more holistic view. Hence, the major difference between
two complementarity views in M&S lies at the level o f binding: executable as a
single model or not. A tight analytical structure for evaluation o f complementary
models as proposed by Helbing [75] is closer to triangulated and complementary
models that are built with analytical binding, because Helbing did not consider a
single executable model built with different methods. Obviously, there can be many
models of phenomenon built with the same method, which relates to a broader
human perspectives’ on complementarity and triangulation, providing different
viewpoints based on each modeler’s views and views o f many modelers as well. The
combination o f model, human, and method dimensions creates possible combinations
o f how one can understand complementarity. Because this work focuses on purposes
o f the multi-method approaches, a methods’ complementarity is given the most
consideration at this moment.
4) D evelopm ent’s main idea lies in the sequential alignment o f different methods with
their inherent strengths, where one method is used to inform and help in the
development o f the follow up work that employs another method. In M&S, this could
mean that an output from the first model represented with one method is used as an
input to the second model using a different method. The frequency o f updating
between methods defines time complexity o f this unilateral binding. Other options
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explaining projection o f development into the M&S field is the purpose o f the
systematic increase o f the phenomenon understanding, facilitated by using different
methods at different stages o f modeling and validation o f a conceptual model with an
intermediate method [76]. This option would not require methods to be integrated,
but be only related by a sequential function in the simulation-based research process.
In order to distinguish this purpose from the complementarity purpose, it is specified
that interaction flow (conceptual or numerical) is unidirectional (no feedback).
5) Initiation induces paradox, contradiction, divergence, dissonance, and disagreement
in order to create different perspectives and important insights, and allows for
discovering the need for further analysis. It is similar to complementarity but with
the concept o f looking at a broader scope o f disagreement and divergence. In multi
method M&S, initiation may be realized when applied additional different method is
leading to contradiction, surprising results, or unexpected insight in comparison to
the single method original model. Even if this seems more an effect than a purpose,
use of, for instance, ABM, in social science is especially focused on initiation.
Unfortunately, social scientists, in large measure, are not concerned with the
possibility o f multi-methods M&S as the additional driver o f this effect.
6) Expansion calls for the use o f different methods to capture different phenomena,
which extends scope, breadth, and range o f a study. It focuses on the use o f the most
appropriate method for different constructs. In multi-method M&S, this may be
represented as the combination o f different modeling methods to capture different
phenomena.
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All o f the presented purposes for engaging in mixed method approach have
feasible explanations or projections to simulation-based studies. The focus o f this
dissertation is a multi-method M&S approach, including simulation models where
methods exchange or does not exchange data during their execution. The purpose o f
development is limited to the sequential character and could be derived in the M&S
context from the purpose o f complementarity or expansion, which makes it a subset o f
them. The focus o f triangulation in the context o f methods is their separate use for
validation purposes via comparison.
The purpose o f initiation seems applicable to all o f the other purposes as the
desirable feature, but it is a very abstract concept that exists at human dimension and
therefore it is more difficult to represent graphically. The exploration o f emergent
phenomena can often be surprising, and social scientists are engaged with simulation
techniques to get that “wow” moment that could be described by the initiation purpose.
Most likely origination o f the study directs the use o f multi-method M&S approach by
purposes o f complementarity, development, or expansion that could lead to the initiation
effect. Furthermore, it would be problematic to assume that the multi-method approach
would bring constructive disagreement from the beginning o f the model design. The
purpose o f initiation needs further research in M&S science, especially because it can be
considered a higher-level purpose for explaining social phenomena. The above discussion
about the purposes o f multi-method M&S based on purposes for mixing methods
provided by Greene [27] will be narrowed temporarily to complementarity and
expansion. The purpose o f initiation is an abstract concept that can exist within any other
purposes considered here.
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The complementarity and expansion elements as purposes for using mixing
method approach in social science are relevant when projected onto the reasoning for the
use o f multi-method M&S. However, these are high-level purposes that need to be
interpreted through more detail M&S dimensions and criteria. In order to justify the
choice o f using a multi-method M&S approach in a given study context, this choice
should show its superiority over a single method model by providing supporting
dimensions and criteria. It should be shown that a single method model could not provide
the same results or insight as model obtained based on the complementarity or expansion
purposes. For instance, the need o f expansion o f a model to embed additional phenomena
can lead to requirements identifying multi-method M&S as the preferred approach,
thereby prohibiting the choice o f expanded model using a single method as sufficient to
capture multiple phenomena. Similarly, additional insight into a phenomenon through
refinement or generalization should be shown impossible with the single method
approach. Obviously, these cases should not be considered as the general rule, but as
prove o f concept showing the need for o f a multi-method approach in some cases. Hence,
expansion or complementarity could take the multi-method route, but depending on some
additional dimensions or criteria that would have regarded the single approach as inferior.
The purposes o f expansion and complementarity can sometimes become vague depending
on a subjective definition o f phenomena. When analyzing Greene’s definition, the
expansion could not be conceptualized as complementarity purpose because it is directed
toward additional phenomena. On the other hand, when considering concept o f M&S
methods’ complementarity only, this difference could be omitted because a phenomenon
does not have to be considered as a unit o f analysis to distinguish between the
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complementarity and expansion reasons. From the M&S perspective, it is possible that
different methods complement each other in order to expand the simulation model inward
or outward through refinement and generalization. In this context, complementarity is
required to expand a view on a phenomenon or extend a model with a new phenomenon.
It does not seem sufficient to say that different methods are always required, but they
may be required to complement each other. With this in mind, it is possible to combine
social science purposes o f complementarity and expansion perspectives and M & S's
method complementarity perspective to describe complementarity o f methods.

Definition 1
Complementarity o f methods is a purpose fo r using different methods within mental,
analytical or simulation space to enhance the expansion o f studied phenomena or systems
inward (generalization or refinement), or enhance the expansion outward to combine
different phenomena or systems (scope). Multiple inward and outward expansions are
possible. This definition is refined based on work o f Balaban and Hester [10]. The
complementarity o f methods can also be internally driven by a set o f practical reasons,
e.g. required computational efficiency, data availability, skills and preferences o f
modeler, and origination o f research related to and managerial and organizational
circumstances, e.g. preferences o f stakeholders [10].
Because another echelon o f reasoning for the use o f multiple methods is related to
triangulation, the following discussion explores triangulation in the context o f M&S
study, especially looking into the context o f methods.
Triangulation is a strategy for increasing the validity o f evaluation and research
findings [77]. Triangulation can be used in a context o f a purpose or a study type to
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investigate the same phenomenon through replication o f study results using the same or
different methods [27], Denzin [78] specifies four types o f triangulation: data
triangulation, investigator triangulation, theory triangulation and methodological
triangulation. These types can be generalized in the context o f M&S by introducing a
concept o f a level o f triangulation. Moreover, triangulation conducted by separate
modelers should be distinguished from pseudo-triangulation conducted by the same
individual modeler.

Definition 2
Pseudo-triangulation is triangulation that is conducted by the same individual who
conducts the original research.
Triangulation level describes a phase o f a replication study based on how it is
conducted, which influences level o f variability allowed in the triangulation. Within an
M&S based study, stakeholders and modelers would have at least two study decision
points affecting triangulation: method(s) and a starting point o f triangulation. These
decisions would affect comparability o f results, closeness of results o f compared studies,
in turn reflecting on credibility o f triangulation. The aspects o f triangulation level are
introduced next.
Within M&S, levels o f triangulation could be established based on a generic
M&S research process, e.g., purpose, research question(s), concept o f phenomena and
system(s), simulation model, experimentation, and analysis. This way, when specifying a
level o f triangulation, it is assumed that the previous levels are asserted, and relevant
knowledge base is available. Each o f the proposed levels could serve as a starting point of
a triangulation study. The steps o f a study would align with the order o f decreasing
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permitted level o f variability o f the triangulation. The purpose level permits the highest
level o f variability and in principle should generate the most credible results, with these
results decreasing when starting at lower levels.
During triangulation at the study purpose level, modelers share only the purpose
and work in total isolation without sharing information about all the following phases,
i.e., development o f research question(s), concept, and analysis. Triangulation at the
research question(s) level would assume the same research questions and purpose, while
triangulation at the concept level would assume the same purpose, research question, and
concept as a starting point. Following the same logic, one arrives finally at the analysis
level, where triangulation would utilize the same design o f experiments, and modelers
would analyze output data, describe insights, and recommended decisions. Moreover, the
proposed levels can be refined into smaller levels based on the desired insight to be
gained from the modeling effort. For instance, the concept level could be informally
separated into high and low levels. High-level could provide an overview o f phenomena
and system and depending on the model’s purpose, it could provide some dependencies
between them, e.g., a causal loop diagram, whereas a low-level would operate on
constructs o f constructive simulation methods like DES, ABM, SD or implemented
Statechart (SC). Moreover, these levels serve as a general overview only, and studyspecific triangulation levels can be derived.
Another option that can influence research design is preselecting methods. This
means that the methods may be artificially imposed, which can influence the rest of the
process. Method(s) could be preselected in order to lower variability of solution by
considering the same method(s) at the purpose, research question(s), or concept levels. It is
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important to note that triangulation at the concept level (low-level) can be considered as a
threshold point at which methods must be selected in order to implement a simulation model.
Pseudo-triangulation is more problematic. At the purpose level, additional
research questions would mainly expand the research scope conducted by an individual
within established purpose. At the research question(s) level, multiple concepts o f the
same phenomenon and the resulting development paths could be considered by an
individual based on the same or different method(s) for established research question(s).
Because the concepts are created by the same individual, they cannot be derived
independently and the objectivity o f resulting triangulated views can be affected. Some
expansion o f the original concept is very likely depending on methods used and pseudo
triangulated views can refine the representation o f system or phenomena. For instance,
possible alternative simulation models can be considered by an individual based on
implementation options related to method(s) for an established conceptual model. At the
simulation model level, experiment level, and analysis level, pseudo-triangulations are
even more questionable, because alternative designs o f experiments or additional analysis
would expand the research effort, rather than serve as confirmation o f the results as is the
case when conducted by separate modelers.
As discussed above, triangulation at different levels could provide benefits to
compare different research paths. The question is also if preselecting method(s) at early
stages o f study, e.g. at purpose or research question levels, is a justifiable practice when
considering how this can limit possible variability.
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2.2 AMBIGUITY OF TERMS USED
In order to develop an ontological basis for a multi-method M&S approach, this
section discusses terms related to the use o f more than a single modeling and simulation
(M&S) method. The aim is to explore the ontological ambiguity currently present within
the M&S field in the context o f using more than a single method.
Hofmann [79] distinguishes two classes o f ontologies in modeling and simulation:
methodological, which defines methods, and referential, which focuses on representing
real-world systems. Partridge et al. [80] discussed briefly historical background and
different aspects o f the use o f the word ontology. For instance, they referred to Honderich
[81] who described derivative use o f ontology to describe things that exist within a
theory. This top-level meta-methodological context is adopted, providing context for the
word ontology in this work, and a base for the clarification o f terms relevant to a multi
method theory.
As with many fast-growing application fields, it takes time to clarify and
categorize terms, definitions, and knowledge o f new branches o f the multidisciplinary
M&S field. This is also due to a variety o f applicable M&S methods in different domains
[28]. DES, SD, ABM and other approaches are called methods, paradigms, techniques,
formalisms and methodologies. The literature consists o f different terms describing
concepts related to the situation where more than a single method is used, e.g. multi
method, multi-methodology, multi-paradigm, hybrid, mixed-method, multi-model and
multi-formalism. Most often, several o f these terms are used as synonyms solely for
readability purposes, while sometimes only single term is used, and still other times,
different meanings o f those terms are intended. In many cases, the purpose o f using
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multiple terms is difficult to determine. Below are a few examples presented to show the
need for more consistency in using different terms that may or may not mean the same
thing in the M&S field. The following review is only a sample o f the vast extent of
relevant literature. It is hoped that this short review illustrates the scope o f this problem.
It is stressed that the purpose here is not to criticize, but to present the current situation,
discuss it, and, later on, propose a more unified taxonomy.
Balaban and Hester [10] use the terms method and paradigm without discussing
possible differences between them. Chahal [8] refers to hybrid simulations and models as
integrated DES and SD and described hybrid simulation as a form o f mixed methods. He
also uses the term multi-method in sentence “Through an extensive review o f existing
literature in hybrid simulation, the thesis has also contributed to knowledge in multi
method approaches.” [8] This may indicate a parent-child relation between multi-method
approaches to a hybrid. Finally, Chahal referred also to SD and DES as paradigms, e.g.,
“ .. .deployment o f SD and DES in an integrated way, where both paradigms
symbiotically enhance...” [8] Rabelo et al. [82] and Rabelo et al. [4] call SD and DES
methods, but also a methodology and integrated SD and DES a hybrid or a methodology.
Glazner refers to DES, SD, and ABM as simulation methodologies, but also as
paradigms: “In other cases, this paradigm might not make sense...” [35] It is difficult to
determine if he equates the words “hybrid” and “multi-methodology” by saying: “others
have gone on to argue that a portfolio o f stand-alone simulation models does not
accurately convey the system’s dynamics, and that a hybrid, multi-methodology approach
to simulation should be used.”[35]
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Helal [51 ] refers to hybrid as a more than a single form o f abstraction used to
represent e.g. cars, robots, cell phones, digital watches, medical devices microwaves,
washing machines because they fall under a hybrid systems umbrella. He defines a hybrid
simulation as “combined discrete-continuous simulations, which gives modelers the
ability to reach better fidelity and fit the characteristics o f all sections o f the system being
modeled.” [51] Moreover, he refers to SD and DES as a methodology or a method, but
the word “method” is also used to connote numerical methods, HLA calling methods, and
synchronization methods in distributed simulations. Martin and Raffo [83] described a
hybrid as a combined continuous and discrete models and two main modeling paradigms,
allowing to examine phenomena that are not reproducible in either continuous or discrete
models alone. Choi et al. [84] describe the combination o f SD and DES paradigms as a
hybrid, whereas the word method was used in reference to numerical integration. Levin
and Levin [85] use a word paradigm to refer to continuous differential equation and
discrete finite state machine (FSM) parts. They use the word hybrid based on “ ...hybrid
system theory [that] connects two models o f change, one described by continuous
differential equations and the other by discrete logical transitions.” [85] Osgood [86] uses
the word hybrid to mean combined discrete and continuous rules and hybrid automata
from analog-digital control theory and refers to SD and ABM as paradigms. Henzinger
[87] defined a hybrid system a dynamical system with both discrete and continuous
components and developed a formal model o f a mixed discrete-continuous system called
hybrid automaton. Rossiter and Bell [88] call workflow hybrid an integrated multi-model,
multi-paradigm simulation framework, and call SD, DES paradigms. Setamanit et al. [89]
call hybrid a combined SD and DES. Swinerd and McNaught [23] call SD and ABM as
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both paradigms and methodologies, while combined SD and ABM hybrid or multi
methodology. They define “hybrid approaches [as those] which combine at least two o f
the three methodologies discussed [SD, ABM, DES].” [23] Venkateswaran and Son refer
to hybrid simulation as “the work carried out in using together discrete and continuous
aspects for analyzing a system.” [90] Wakeland et al. [91] call hybrid combined SD and
DES, and machine learning approaches are called methods. Heath et al. [29] refer to SD,
DES, and ABM as paradigms, and examine “cross-paradigm” modeling. In the same
paper, the word method is used for DES and a naive Euler, Runge-Kutta algorithms.
Hassan et al. [21] use the word “paradigm” in the context o f the individual social agent,
while the ABM is seen as a tool that executes several individual agents. Pena-Mora et al.
[92] refer as hybrid to combined SD and DES. Rabelo et al. [93] describe initially a
hybrid approach as a combination o f SD and DES, while analytic hierarchy approach
(AHP) is listed as separate item, not as a part o f hybrid. In the conclusion o f their paper,
the authors change this structure: “This paper presents a preliminary analysis o f the
potentials o f integrating the group analytic hierarchy process (AHP) technique, system
dynamics (SD) and discrete-event simulation (DES) in a comprehensive hybrid
approach.” [93] They refer to AHP as a methodology but also as a method and technique.
This example may indicate evolution o f the use o f the word hybrid beyond continuous
and discrete methods. In this context, the term hybrid can be synonymous to the term
multi-method since it has evolved from its original meaning as the combination o f two
discrete and continues views into more general meaning. Zulkepli et al. also expand
meaning o f original world hybrid to include OR/ simulation methods “such as
Optimization, Markov Chains, Linear Programming, DES, SD, Forecasting, Just-In-
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Time, Decision Trees and Soft Systems Analysis, to facilitate better and more informed
decision making.” [49]
Lee et al. [94] call integrated SD and DES simply combined SD and DES. They
also used combination o f different words like hybrid, method, paradigm, and technique
for writing convenience: “This hybrid algorithm is developed to combine the nested
partitions methods with the paradigm o f an efficient ranking and selection
technique.” [94] This shows how puzzling the writing about application o f multiple
methods can become. Hester and Tolk [28] discussed M&S methods in the context of
their use for systems engineering (SE), providing an overview o f M&S methods. The two
sentences “ ...(M &S) methods in support o f complex systems engineering has become
integral part o f the “toolbox” used today by engineers.” [28] and “ .. .the different M&S
methods used to improve systems engineering efforts are often perceived to be based on
fundamentally different paradigms” [28] indicate that paradigm can be seen as a more
established method, but both terms are used later in the paper often as synonyms.
Zeigler et al. refer to use o f different methods (formalisms) as multi-formalism:
“ ...they require a combined discrete/continuous modeling and simulation methodology
that supports a multi-formalism modeling approach...” [95] Moreover, “ ...a model that
subsumes several different models is termed multi-model. The DEV&DESS formalism is
an appropriate means to implement multi-models.” [95] Fishwick refers to a multi-model
as “ .. .a collection o f individual models, each characterizing an abstraction levelconnected together in a seamless fashion to promote level traversal” [96], and mixes the
words model and method: “It is better to choose a variety o f well-utilized and proven
modeling methods and then search for ways to glue them together to yield a multi-model
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rather than always to view the world to be modeled through a single-model colored lens
perspective.” [96] The use of term multi-model clearly indicates model as its level o f
analysis, which does not convey the idea o f using multiple methods within research or
simulation model. This means that multi-model is not necessarily a multi-method
approach. Holm et al. define multi-methodology as “ ...the combination o f
methodologies, often from different paradigms.” [97] They discussed combination o f
hard positivistic method e.g. DES with interpretivistic soft method e.g. Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM). provides a summary o f the review. Different terms used to convey
meaning that pertains to the use o f more than a single method can create ambiguity. The
presented literature demonstrated the need for more consistency in using different terms,
because they may or may not mean the same thing. The problematic situation o f the lack
o f agreed upon terms displayed above is analyzed in Chapter 3, also proposing definition
o f the multi-method M&S approach and its derivative terms.
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2.3 REVIEW OF RESEARCH GUIDELINES
Current research guidelines for multi-method approach are often method or
domain (or both) specific [8, 23, 31, 35]. Because this view can constrain method
selection and conceptualization flexibility more general and flexible guidelines for multi
method conceptualizations seems desirable. The choice o f dimensions and criteria is
important for deciding if the multi-method M&S approach should be used in a study, but
deciding which criteria to choose can be problematic. This sections reviews research
guidance in the area related to M&S multi-method approaches. It displays current
approaches related to method formats, criteria, and dimensions. These elements provide
some basic insights into how to choose method(s), which also influence choice between
single and multi-method approaches. Furthermore, this also motivates discussion related
to question if single and unique set o f criteria and dimensions could be defined and used
within multi-method M&S approach research guidelines.
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2.3.1 Multi-method Simulation Model Structure
This subsection reviews method formats found in literature and generalizes them
based on three UML concepts. Transitions o f model component(s) toward atomic MFs
could specify structural research characteristics that involve multiple modeling methods.
In order to advance discussion related to multi-method research guidelines definition o f
method format is proposed first.

Definition 3
A method form at (MF) is defined as a basic arrangement o f method(s) and their
relations overlaid with systems (or their components) and/or phenomena.
Chahal [8] propose three formats for SD and DES. Three formats pertain to
combined SD+DES when methods required interacting. The hierarchical format could be
used for analysis o f the vertical interactions between different levels for “Setting strategic
targets and evaluating their feasibility,” “Simultaneous generation o f strategic plan and
operational schedules,” and “Evaluation o f resource allocation policies from operational
perspective” [8]. The process performance-environment format could be used for “re
engineering o f process or operations department [and] long-term consequences of
interventions” [8]. Finally, the process-environment format was conceptualized with the
purpose o f “evaluating the interactions between environmental context and process
activities; for example evaluating the impact o f qualitative factors such as experience,
motivation, schedule pressure etc. on process performance” [8]. DES was considered
useful for capturing operational and processing view of systems and SD in representing
either a strategic level or environmental factors.
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Swinerd and McNaught [23] propose three common formats for SD and ABM
(called hybrid design classes). An agent with rich internal structure is a format where SD
method is used within an agent. In a stocked agents format, SD method is used to bound
aggregate measure o f agents. Finally, in the parameter with emergent behavior format,
the aggregate measure o f agents is used to influence a parameter within SD method.
Borshchev [31] discussed six common formats for combined SD, ABM, and DES
methods (called architectures): 1) agents interacting with SD method, 2) SD method
inside agents, 3) agents interacting with DES method, 4) DES method inside agents, 5)
DES method interacting SD method, and 6) agents persistence thought their DES
presence.
Each o f the presented approaches provides insights, but they do not offer a
general view for MFs. Please refer to Figure 4 during the following discussion about
generalized relations A, B, and C. All formats for combining methods proposed by
Chahal [8] can be generalized as a format in which methods are associated to exchange
data within their interaction points during simulation. Formats proposed by Swinerd and
McNaught [23] add a special case o f association where embedding o f one method into
another takes place. Subsequently, Borshchev [31 ] specified beyond those two formats,
adding the concept o f dual existence o f an actor within different methods.
It is not difficult to map those formats to UML notations [110]. In UML terms,
relation A is the most general association where data exchange takes place. Relation B is
a more specific association where aggregation describes how parts relate to the whole,
components have their own identity, may be owned by more than a single aggregate, and
their ownership can change over time. Relation C is a more specific form o f relation B
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and restricts identity o f components to the composite, so components must be referenced
and owned by a unique composite. All three formats will be used as MFs in Section 3.3

Relation A

agents
interacting with
SD method

Relation B

agents
interacting with
DES method

Relation C

DES method
interacting SD
method

hierarchical

process
performance environment
process environment

(Chahal, 2010)

agent with rich
internal structure

persistence o f
actor in more
than one method

stocked agents

SD method
inside agents

parameter with
emergent
behavior

DES method
inside agents

(Swinerd &
McNaught, 2012)

(Borshchev, 2013)

Figure 4. Generalized formats.

2.3.2 Research Design
2.3.2.1 Interaction between Methods
Chahal [8] defined three types o f relationships between interaction points o f
methods. In direct replacement, the equivalent variables exist within both methods;
values o f one variable are replaced by equivalent variable defined using a different
method. In aggregation/disaggregation type, the same conceptual elements are present in
both methods, but do not exist at the same level. Finally, according to Chahal [8] in a
causal type interaction points influence each other. The last concept seems more
problematic as being described. If both values generated by each method affect each
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other this is a feedback between methods that consists o f at least two one-directional
interaction points. From the perspective o f merit to using different methods, interaction
point o f simple variables will be one-directional unless the merits o f using the values
generated by two methods is not constant but changes during simulation run and is
controlled by additional logic. If, on the other hand, causal type interaction pertains to
data transformation, this is a one-directional data exchange where the meaning o f data
being passed between two methods has different dimensions e.g. space, time, probability.
For a clarification, an interaction point where exchanged data have different dimensions
within interacting methods will be called transformation. Another interaction type that
should be added to this list is triggering and listening to conditions (including messages).
These interactions generate asynchronous discrete events, which, in turn, can cause state
transition or data exchange. If autonomous atomic structures such as ABM agent are
implemented as discrete event versus discrete time (clock ticks), they are often associated
with internal asynchronous events. The last important consideration to developing multi
method SD/DES given by Chahal [8] is mode o f interaction: cyclic or parallel. In cyclic
mode, models developed with different methods do not interact during run but the
information has to be transported manually, while in parallel mode they interact during
run time automatically. Level o f coupling between methods depends on level o f required
interaction between methods.

2.3.2.2 Criteria for Method Choice
Selection o f appropriate methods is one o f the hardest problems in the M&S field;
“ .. .the hardest general problem in simulation is determining the exact method that one
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should use to create a model.” [96] Practitioners need criteria that provide orientation for
when to apply which method or methods [34]. The criteria for method choice should be
able to expose methods’ uniqueness in a particular context. This can help to select
method(s) and a need for the use o f multiple methods. The criteria for method choice
often considered features o f method, system, complexity, modeler, and a user in different
contexts [34], [62], [8], [60], [111], [51], [112], and [63], The development o f criteria
itself is a subjective endeavor, but can enrich research and justify context for methods
chosen in the study, providing higher-level reasoning. For instance, validity limitations
could be traced back to certain criteria not considered, avoiding pointless validation effort
o f implications arising from assumptions that cannot support representation o f a given
phenomenon.
Chahal [8] advised to disintegrate objectives allowing a modeler to determine if a
multi-method approach is needed. If criteria for different objectives aligned with different
methods, then simulation model with multiple methods should be employed. Chahal [8]
extracted a set o f the criteria based on relevant literature that could be used to choose
between SD and DES using problem and system perspectives. These criteria are further
extended with other methods (ABM, BN, FM, and SC) and are shown in Table 2. The
problem perspective identifies purpose, importance o f randomness, importance of
interaction between individual entities, and required level o f detail. The system ’s
perspective distinguishes system view, complexity o f importance, evolution over time,
and control parameter. Through these criteria Chahal [8] assigned methods to
disaggregated objectives. Both SD and DES were selected if they were interacting to
achieve separate objectives. Table 3 presents criteria for selection between o f SD, ABM,
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and DES methods provided by Behdani [63] and extended for additional methods like
BN, FM, and SC.

Table 2. Criteria for selection between SD and DES proposed by Chahal [8] extended
for ABM, BN, FM, and SC.
Method
Crittvia

PwpoK

DES

SD

Decision
optmuzaboa.
prcxfictioa and
comparison

Polcy afc a g .
cnvral
mdmoncfag

ABM
BN
Rrebkm perspective

FM

sc

Decatioa: optintizatioa.
Poftcy making. overal
predefine and cO T p a iw
understandmg.
Poticv *ak«e. osrrafl
idiare&ce

Pofcy making.
overal
understandmg.
description

Logic description

High

High

Low

Low

Aggregate, high
level

AgggegMe, high
Irvd

Importance of
Lo t
High
«* h
H#
randomness
hnportance o f
■tonliMi between
Low
Low
ndh-idual entities
Required level of Drwirdiaicioscopic Aggregae,hi^ Detaied microscopic view
Aggregate, high level
resohmon
view
level
and agpegne. h & level
Systaaa' p erfe ctiv e
System view

Dctaird eacrcscopac
Detaied microscopic view Hofatic telescopic
Hofatic
virw
telescopic view and hofatic telescopic view
view

Complexity of
■npoftunee

D tU complejy

Dynastic
cosnpteotv

Evofabon over time

D K O tiB n tn d
bated

CoatioDons

Control parameter

HokSog (qacats)

Rates (flows)

Hofatic telescopic Hofatic telescopic
view
view

Demi complexity and
Coocfibonal
Fuzzy complexity Logic complraity
dynamic complexity
complexity
Diu'natuuaan eventbased Djtrflafaitm event Discontinuous event Discootinnows
based
based
event based
Membership
Node.stttes,
States. transitions
Population, agents
coaneetioas
function

Behdani [63] characterized SD, DES, and ABM methods in accordance to their ability to
represent complexity at micro and macro levels. These two levels are further divided into
criteria. Because criteria proposed by Behdani [63] are concerned with levels o f
complexity, they may provide additional value for determination o f the need for multi
method M&S to represent social phenomena beyond criteria selected by Chahal [8].
Robinson [113] provided guidelines for a conceptual modeling and proposed a set
o f factors to assess model meets requirements. These factors can be divided into four
groups as shown in Table 4. The groups were adapted to describe method context as
follows. Conceptual validity (CV) is defined as perception, on behave o f modeler(s) that
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the developed with proposed method(s) component can be at sufficient accuracy for the
purpose.

Table 3. Criteria for selection between DES, SD, and ABM proposed by Behdani [63]
extended for BN, FM, and SC.
Laval

MKM

and
I
a
IV
1
s
©
fc.

DES

SD

No ArtjactaT etaaes,
Dtatttcmraad
Dwarto-c a d
worfcu* wifc average k t o o p a o a eatacs
heftrrogenrom emitirs in
system observables
in bota trctaucd aad
A r tecktacal level
(taaauffauas eWtars)
w d rtb il

Local
h tw u tw i

Imeracaons m trdaacd
Levri

A v rn p vd n t fcr

N irttE im

Not omAy presented

Hard to presear

N o A d fin v u tf
ta fc iM k v d

No Arhpivuarss a
m frx ta d U v d

D cM b feb eca K o f
|i e - < l n ip d syttem
properties

Debatabir because of
h c k c fa o d e ta a o R
tfaai oae sysatm level

S

Hard to capture doe to H vd to captare <tae to
U c k a im o d H m t+ e
ta*<rfm odefa«*e
■ M U duciuoa
aM ddedaas

!
a
E
9

rn * m

Hard to captare
b ecaae processes are
fixed

1
J
©
it

I
Path

ABM

Hard to capture
beewtse system
struclmes feed

lateradiaaeiabo*
aad technical
kvd
S t a d d o n r a d to

to a d

A d ta ta n s a ^ a t
property
Capable to capaare
b et awe cf atodefiag
system ai two
dkttaeair ievdt

BN

FM

SC

N o rfctarlPT entities,
No dattactoT entities,
working w*h
working wtb state and
working wifcfcnxy
traosiboa view of
prohahfctic system
system observables
o b te n A b
system observables
(homogenous entities)
(hrmrgmnar eotairs)
(homogenous eatibes)

ProbabAsta vtaac for
iateractioas

Fuzzy value for
iateractioas

Hard to present

Hard to present

N o Adtptiweaess rt
todhictaal level

No A d p b t a e u a
a d v id a lL e v d

StnataTfcrwwd to
present
No AdaptKmess at
tadtaidaal Irvd

Not present

N ot preseta

Not present

Interaction between
statckarts

Hard to captare Ate Hard to capaae doe Hard to capture dae to
Captablr to captare
tack afmode&agdie
to tack cf aodefag i r totackafatodeiag
became ofmodetag
indKvtari deowoa tae tadhwhuf decaaoa ■xfcidnal decision
imtmg
making
Capable to capture
Hard to captare
Hard to capture
becaase network
b eo aae artw orks are because membership
a a a a e in c d fc d
fixed
fitocbcaa are fixed
by agents interacitaut

Hard to captive
because statecharts
are fixed

Cupdblt to capUue
Debatable becaase of Capable to captare
Debatable becaase of
Debatable because of Debatable because of becaase a r e a l aad
no expfidt
becaase ciareat end
no ezpfidt
ao explicit roaaderubou ao eipfcil w anA lataw figure state can be
finare state can be
umiahi'taaw cf
consadentaoncf
of tattor? lo detenaae o f iM krr to detenaae
expfidly ddtaed
expiaEy defbed
tastory to detenatar
tartorr to drirntanr
ta re M e
t a r e s ta r
based on system
fature mutabmihg)
based on system
fiaarr sttoe of network
history
fantory
fiairtinu

Conceptual credibility (CC) is defined as perception, on behave o f client(s) that
the developed with proposed method(s) component can be at sufficient accuracy for the
purpose. Conceptual feasibility (CF) is defined as perception, on behave o f modeler(s)
and client(s) that component developed with proposed method(s) can be useful during
experimentation phase and for a possible reuse.
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Table 4. Factor for model requirements assessment based on Robinson [113] adapted to
methods.
Groups
Conceptual
validity

Conceptual
credibility

Conceptual
utility
Conceptual
feasibility

Description
Perception, on behalf o f a modeler that the
developed with proposed method(s) component can
be at sufficient accuracy for stimulating for the
purpose
Perception, on behalf o f the clients that the
developed with proposed method(s) component can
be at sufficient accuracy for the purpose
Perception, on behalf o f modeler and the clients
that component developed with proposed method(s)
can be useful during experimentation phase and for
a possible reuse
Perception, on behalf o f modeler and the clients
that component can be developed with proposed
method(s) into a simulation model with resource
including skills, data, and time available

Factors
Accuracy

Accuracy
Ease to use and
flexibility
Run-speed
Visual display
Reuse
Resources and
skills
Data
Time

Finally, conceptual utility (CU) is defined as perception, on behave o f modeler(s) and the
client(s) that component can be developed with proposed method(s) into computer model
with resource, data, and time available.
Table 5 presents a set of proposed criteria by the author in relation to following
methods: DES, SD, ABM, BN, FM, and SC. This set was assembled mostly based on
analysis o f criteria provided by [34], [62], [8], [60], [111], [51], [112], [63], and the
author’s M&S practical experience. Criteria for methods’ choice should display unique
characteristics of considered methods to distinguish their merits. The work to assemble
the above criteria was motivated by the initial belief that a unique set o f criteria could be
created. For instance, Table 6 provides a second version o f criteria that adds Petri Nets
(PN) method.
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Table 5. Proposed criteria for method choice considering DES, SD, ABM, BN, FM, and
SC.
M ethod /
C riteria

DES

SD

ABM

BN

FM

SC

Lim ited due to
structural
constraints

Lim ited due to
structural
constraints

Lim ited due to
structural
constraints

R epresen tation o f
in d ividu al
beh avior as part
o f a larger system

C orrelations o f
p assive entities
create view o f
system

Lim ited due to
structural
constraints

C an focus both on
internal and external
behavior for passive,
reactive and proactive
agents, their internal
behavior, and
correlations and
interactions w ith other
agents

A b ility to op erate
on aggregates

P ossible, but often
lim ited

H olistic view
through causality
and feedback

D esirable for
m ultilevel m o d e ls ,
and used during
expe rim entation

N etw ork nodes
as aggregates

F uzzy view o r
p erspective
about
aggregated
system

S lates as
aggregates

A b ility to handle
uncertain ty

W ithin constant
structure, usually
to represent tim e
dim ension or
routing options

N ot as its core but
possible w ithin
predefined
structure

At structural and
behavioral level

Bayesian
p erspective
within predefined
structure

Fuzzy set
concept

T ransitions
betw een states as
probabilities

In teraction

Lim ited to
correlations o f
reactive entities

B ased on
causality, lim ited
by predefined
structure

Interactions betw een
agents, environm ent,
and betw een elem ents

Probabilistic
value for
interactions

Fuzzy
assessm ent o f
interaction level

Interaction
betw een
statecharts

U n iqu e featu res

E ffective process
description, visual
anim ation

Ease to construct
feedback loops

A gents types can be
designed to different
levels o f specification

U nique approach
to inference

Fuzzy set
perspective

C om bines
different triggering
options condition,
rate, tim eout,
m essage

Form o f
d escrip tive u sage

P redictive analysis
based on em pirical
input from the
system

C alibration,
stylized facts

C alibration, stylized
facts, predictive
analysis based on
em pirical input ffom
th e system

U tilization o f
em pirical d a ta to
g enerate prior
know ledge C P T s
and inferences

U tilization o f
em pirical d a ta to
describe
fuzziness

Logic o f
m echanism s or
system s

Form o f
th eoretical u sage

Process concept
testing

C ausal structure
evaluation

Individuality and
interaction based

C onceptual
inference

U nderstanding if
phenom enon
have fuzzy
properties

Logic o f
phenom ena

R elevant to
represen t
com p lexity type

Lim ited to
structure and input

T im e com plexity,
but lim ited to
structure and input

B oth structural and
behavioral

Lim ited to
structure and
input propagation

Lim ited to
structure and
input

Logical
com plexity lim ited
to structure and
types o f transitions

Table 6. Proposed criteria for method choice considering DES, SD, ABM, BN, FM, and
SC.
Crfecrfe/Uetfcad
SD
ABM
BN
DES
FM
SC
R ifreH M ad n M M dnal behavior as
significant i m n i n u l essential
none
none
none
H i t t f i larger ttyW<■
AMky M n a n t t M l a n p U s
none essential significant essential moderate moderate
AbMUr to I w a i i m h l T
essential mntimal significant smrafirant tagmfiranl significant
la tr r r ti—
significant none essential
none
none
moderate
Descriptive u a f t
essential
moderate moderate moderate significant
m — nal
Theoretical » » g
essential essential s&nficant tagnrfiram moderate
tu g o n
mnimal minimal essential
none
none
none
AMfcy lo rtfm o M active behavior
none
none essential
none
none significant

PN
moderate
moderate
significant
significant
significant
moderate
moderate
significant
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The criteria were estimated using scale ranging from essential, through
significant, moderate, minimal, to none. The perspective about finding a unique set o f
criteria has changed during this research. Unfortunately, the ability to find a unique set o f
criteria for all methods may not be always possible. The criteria may not be applicable in
the context o f methods examined nor cover sufficiently the considerations deliberated as
vital to the modeling effort.
Moreover, if social phenomena are present, their subjective character can
complicate matching criteria to objectives. The first question is, if considering division o f
objectives can really lead to sufficiently granular options directing the choice o f using
multiple methods. The framework proposed by Chahal [8] specifies that multi-method is
chosen when different methods address different objectives, and there is a strong
relationship between parts represented with different methods. It is problematic to use
objectives or questions as a unit o f analysis during selection o f methods. For instance,
what if a question or an objective cannot or should not be divided, but still requires a
multi-method approach? The approach proposed by Chahal [8] can be useful, but may not
work in every case. The set o f criteria assembled above as well as any other set presented
or cited before can also be useful in analyzing methods’ choices, but may not necessarily
include all considered phenomena and system’s contexts.
Because the criteria for method choice originate from human deliberation and
change with scientific advancements, a human interpretation about method choice seems
to be the ultimate stage. A set o f unique criteria for method selection could limit
methodological ambiguity, but there can be no unique perspective on research that covers
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all methods considered, problems, phenomena, and systems. The aspect o f a set o f
methods considered is also important and problematic. Because perception on usefulness
and applicability o f simulation methods to different kind o f problems evolves as new
practices and functionalities are established and implemented into software criteria
should naturally adapt to reflect this progress. On the other hand, work toward a unique
set o f criteria for method choice should not be discouraged by their current and future
limitations, but propelled by that fact, allowing for subsequent improvements o f multi
method scientific practice.

2.3.2.3 Proposed Research Dimensions
Balaban and Hester [10] have extended work o f Lorenz and Jost [34] beyond
object, method, and purpose as three main dimensions. A graphical representation shown
in Figure 5 identifies high-level dimensions discussed during this literature review. The
following extensions are considered:
•

Human dimension pertains to subjectivity o f method choice

•

Origination o f study is related to managerial and organizational circumstances
affecting human dimension. This can include relation with a sponsor and what
project constraints we have e.g. software, methods
A decision to employ multi-method should involve projecting the simulation

study steps on the reasons derived during analysis o f M&S literature conducted in
Section 2.2.1.
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Figure 5. General research dimensions relevant to multi-method M&S [10].

Figure 6 highlights specific important links between dimensions. It is desirable
that criteria for method selection expose methods’ uniqueness in the context o f all other
dimensions specified. It is pointed out that considered criteria originate from human
deliberation so they are also subjective. On the other hand, they could permit better
understanding o f subjectivity by disclosing deliberation given during research design,
leading to more objectivity.
The improved reasoning for employing the multi-method M&S approach should
include process for method(s) selection that identifies the human subjectivity and
discloses it. This can also improve research credibility because o f the ability to evaluate
layers o f considerations given to the dimensions.
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Figure 6. Important relationship between dimensions.

Unfortunately, large scopes within each o f the dimension and multiple dependencies
between the dimensions limits feasibility to consider all their knowledge bases in relation
to the objectivity o f research. First, how should be criteria developed? It is evident
throughout the M&S domain that many scholars attempted to devise a method-specific
single set o f criteria [8, 34, 51, 60, 62, 63, 111, 112]. On the other hand, it is problematic
to assume that the same set o f criteria is applicable the same way for every scientific
community, every study, every set o f methods considered, and every modeler. Criteria
developed once in the past may not be adequate because o f evolution o f the dimensions.
A classical approach to criteria can have limitations. Considered systems and/or
phenomena, origination concerns, and human contexts evolve, and with them our limited,
yet increasing, knowledge how to conduct research. Careless adoption o f criteria from the
past research is not objective unless those criteria are universal and true in every context,
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which as discussed above, would not be the case unless the world had stopped and all
possible useful knowledge was formal.
A large and growing number o f M&S methods impose additional implications.
Perception about the usefulness and applicability o f simulation methods to different
purposes evolves as new practices and functionalities are established and implemented
into software. Criteria should naturally adapt to take advantage o f this progress.
It may be especially problematic to devise criteria related to the human dimension
because o f its subjectivity. Preferences o f modelers to use particular methods often relate
to their knowledge, modeling skills and various constraints, which, in the end, influence
time to build a simulation model. Pragmatic considerations that often arise within
origination dimension may often be useful. For instance, general factors like flexibility,
run-speed, visual display, and reuse can impose requirements helpful to plan modeling
tasks and discover feasibility constraints [113]. Moreover, the origination o f a study can
shape the character o f a study toward expansion, comparison, or both. Tight
dependencies between researcher and stakeholders are possible. Both stakeholders and
researchers often follow rules, policies, and organizational objectives, which can affect
the research process. For instance, a researcher may have to follow rules related to
method(s) that should be considered, or must follow directives about the level o f
exploration within a study. Often, the decision about a research approach is made by both
stakeholders and researchers, but the level o f independence o f the researcher can
influence research objectivity. For instance, the scope of a study can be affected by
preselecting method(s) and assertions about knowledge bases. If a researcher is
independent, the research process is more internally controlled and affected by
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knowledge available, the initial researcher’s knowledge, which also consists o f
knowledge o f method(s), researcher effort, and resources.
The guidance for designing a study without limiting it to a particular methods and
a set o f criteria could enhance multi-method M&S approach. Because there are already
many M&S methods, and the list will most likely grow, it seems challenging to develop
one specific set o f agreed upon criteria addressing all methods, formats, phenomena, and
system contexts. A more general process for the development o f multi-method research
seems to be a valuable approach. For instance, a project/study would start with
considerations given to its origination, propelling the design o f a simulation study,
including both reuse and/or development o f criteria for selection o f method(s) based on
research question(s). A conceptual model would emerge along the process with the
considerations given to different methods, and according to criteria chosen and
developed. This would allow for a balanced systemic approach, yet sufficient modeling
freedom during conceptualization that do not constrain views up front, and gradually
considers the use o f different methods to describe system and phenomena. The proposed
dimensions influence reasoning about the use o f a multi-method approach and provide a
theoretical path for the current and future research related to this topic. The scientific goal
o f achieving objectivity by supporting a human dimension with a set o f criteria that
satisfy the study aims is an idealized case scenario worthwhile o f pursuing.

2.3.3 Research Evaluation: Objectivity, Quality, Legitimacy, and Validity
A general view on objectivity introduces the topic, and it is followed by a quality
and legitimacy o f a study with multiple methods employed. Validity concepts in relation
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to M&S filed follow next. This section ends with a discussion about evaluation o f multi
method M&S approach.

2.3.3.1 Research Quality and Legitimacy
Post-positivists’ view on objectivity accepts that theories, values and knowledge
o f the scientist could influence what is perceived, but with minimization o f an inquirer
and methodological bias in the quest for truth [114]. The feminist tradition o f objectivity
emphasizes challenging o f prevailing but false assumptions [115]. Democratic objectivity
evaluation criteria reflect ideals o f fairness and equity, advancing the well-being o f the
most underserved and giving voice to all legitimate perspectives and interests rather than
privileged ones [116]. Philosophical views such as interpretivism and constructivism
present objectivity as unattainable and negotiated through dialog, hence, subjective.
Defensible knowledge could be attained by closeness, engagement, and sufficient time to
understand different perspectives.
Judging the quality o f a model from a social science perspective could be
conducted with many criteria, e.g., data representativeness, generality o f inferences,
richness o f samples, contextual meaningfulness o f inquiry, actionability o f an inquiry and
knowledge generated [27]. Tetlock pointed out that: “political psychology poses greaterthen-usual scientific challenges that require us to model the mindsets not just o f research
participants but o f the researchers themselves.” [117] Likewise, during the assessment o f
the quality o f a simulation model, especially representation o f social phenomena, we
should be concerned with not only the simulation model but also the mindset o f the
scientists who build and interpret the model. It seems intuitive that the quality and
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validity o f a study depends on a person conducting the research, and there could be an
immense difference in the results even if multiple scientists use the same paradigms and
methodology. Similarly, judgment o f both quality and validity depends on personal views
and knowledge o f evaluators. Qualitative assessment o f the merits o f a simulation model
capturing social phenomena poses a challenge because it can be very subjective. Greene
[27] indicated that with only one paradigm there is one set o f criteria for warranting the
use o f the method and the study’s outcome, which makes this process simpler comparing
to a mixed method approach.
The study can often be judged quantitatively based on accuracy, reliability, and
precision o f results but qualitative measures are also important. Tashakkori and Teddlie
[74] provide the following criteria for inference o f mixed methods’ quality:
•

Conceptual consistence is a degree o f agreement between inferences and between
knowledge and theory that pertains to the inferences.

•

Interpretative agreement is a degree o f consistency o f interpretations between,
e.g., scholars and Subject Matter Experts (SME).

•

Interpretive distinctiveness is a degree o f difference between inference and
alternative possible interpretations; meaning rival explanations are ruled out.

Greene [27] provided four elements to consider for the warranting quality o f inferences
o f a mixed method approach:
•

Data choice for inferences should be assessed based on how different paradigms
handle data, because different methods facilitate use o f different data. This can
allow for minimizing prejudice and bias, and maximizing data merit.
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•

Criteria o f methodological assessment should be utilized in an integrative,
coordinated and synthetized way, as integrated judgments based on inquiry
findings from multiple paradigms views and perspectives. Conflicts, contrasts,
and tensions between findings from different methods are welcomed aspect,
which can provide for an additional insight.

•

Persuasive power o f deliberation, emphasizing coherence, expansiveness,
interpretive insight, relevance, rhetorical force, appeal, and texture o f argument
can be used as a measure o f quality. Even if the different views could be
considered adversary, they could engage possible dissonance in judgments
yielded by multiple criteria leading to a dialog, and in fact contribute to
understanding.

•

Determination o f additional insight and understanding that is reached with mixed
method design that is not attained within a single method.

Different types o f legitimacy that can provide insight into mixed method validation were
proposed by Onwuegbuzie and Johnson [118]:
•

Sample integration should yield quality meta-inferences and valid statistical
generalizations.

•

Different perspectives should be utilized, e.g., insider’s and observer’s views.

•

Weakness mitigation could be accomplished when the weakness from one
approach is compensated by the advantages from the other approach.

•

Potential problems based on sequence and structure o f methods utilization should
be considered and minimized.
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•

Mapping o f data, such as quantitizing or quantizing, should yield quality meta
inferences.

•

The researcher uses mixed methods based on his/her beliefs that methods are
combined and blended with sufficient epistemological, ontological, axiological,
methodological, and rhetorical justification.

•

Commensurability should be reflected by utilization o f mixed world-views based
on the cognitive process o f switching between methods and integration of
scientist’s perspectives.

•

Multiple views o f validity should be incorporated based on different validation
approaches to different methods.

•

Validity can be partially inferred based on how much the consumers o f mixed
methods research value the research results.

2.3.3.2 Validity in M&S
The Department o f Defense defines validation as the process o f determining the
degree to which a model or simulation and their associated data are an accurate
representation o f the real world from the perspective o f the intended uses o f the model.
Validation should answer the following questions:
•

Did we build the right thing?

•

Does our simulation do what it is supposed to do?
The validation o f a simulation model is described in Law’s textbook as the

process o f determining if a simulation model is an accurate representation o f the system
based on requirements specified for a particular problem [17]. The validation process
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divides the error o f a simulation study into the validation error in translating system to a
model and the output analysis error. If the first term can be called accuracy, the second
align better with a definition of precision provided in [119]. Closely related to validation
term is fidelity, which encompasses other more specific terms like accuracy, precision
and resolution [119].
Accuracy is defined by Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology (JCGM) as a
degree o f closeness o f the measurements o f a quantity to that quantity's actual value
[120]. Accuracy is defined in [119] as the degree to which a parameter or variable or set
o f parameters or variables within a model or simulation conform exactly to reality or to
some chosen standard or referent This can be interpreted in a simulation validation study
as a measure o f closeness between a system and its simulation model output. However,
the lack o f accuracy between the system and its model can be subjective and does not
imply directly its lack o f validity, because this also depends on the context o f the
simulation use. Evaluation based on accuracy in the M&S validation study can also be
subjective because there are neither a perfect nor a one hundred percent accurate
representation o f a system. Modeling is a process o f abstracting elements o f reality based
on the purpose o f a simulation model.
Harmon and Youngblood [121] have defined validation as the process o f
generating information in the quest for truth. They have discussed the risk o f the
validation process as dependent on the quality o f information, which is based on
truthfulness as an essential measure o f validation o f information. Moreover, they used
objectivity, repeatability, timeliness, completeness, and accuracy as attributes o f
information quality. Grime-Yanoff [122] argues that the full explanation cannot be fully
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supported because o f the validation issues. For instance, social phenomena may not be
directly observable, and are usually characterized by subjective empirical data and lack o f
full causal understanding. If simulation regenerates limited quality empirical data and
lacks solid, theoretical grounds, then the simulation model cannot be considered a true
explanation o f social phenomena, but it may contribute to increased understanding. Balci
[123] offers 15 Verification, Validation and Testing (VV&T) principles. First and
foremost, it is crucial that VV&T must be conducted throughout all phases o f a
simulation study. He presented also and discussed main groups o f VV&T techniques:
informal, static, dynamic and formal, with multiple possible techniques within each
group. Sterman [16] provides extensive discussion and guidance on conducting VV&T in
his book about SD, which complements work o f Balci [123] by providing insight on
validation o f theoretical models.
Rossiter et al. [124] extended the model-centered approach o f McKelvey [125] to
application in simulation studies. This perspective on scientific exploration via simulation
models can be used as a high-level validation model (shown in Figure 7). Rossiter et al.
[ 124] defined different types o f adequacy testing that can be used in qualitative and
quantitative assessment o f simulation models that consists o f both descriptive and
theoretical components. Use o f different methods in a simulation model may often be
spurred by the need for modeling both more theoretical and more descriptive
components.
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Figure 7. Validation o f simulation models based on Rossiter et al. [124],

Assuming this, the approach provided by Rossiter et al. [124] can be applied as a useful
validation construct. Following is a brief introduction and discussion about this
validation model. Analytical adequacy testing (AAT) can be conducted as theory-versusconceptual-model validation (path 1, causality) or as the validation o f a theory with a
descriptive simulation model (path 2, quantitative). Theoretical models are often built
with a focus on exploration of theory and its consequences. Analytical adequacy relates
to the model as a representation o f theory. Ontological adequacy testing (OAT) is
conducted by comparison of empirical data versus simulation model output (path 3). It
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focuses on determination o f how closely observed phenomena is reproduced by a
simulation model based on quantitative basis, but it does not imply validity on its own.
A descriptive model provides the researcher with information that a given model
setting allows fitting empirical data with a certain degree, but does not necessarily imply
its validity. Both descriptive and theoretical usages o f a model can be useful for different
purposes and at different stages o f research, and both usages can require different
methods. Exploration o f various phenomena; technical, social, or mixed may require both
theoretical and descriptive perspectives. A transition from theoretical to descriptive usage
called bridging argument (path 4) can be described as formation o f a hypothesis on how
the real world works based on some theory. The opposite, conversion through path 2,
indicates an approach to validation o f the existing theoretical context via a descriptive
model (real world setting). The combination o f these two approaches can create a loop
allowing for iterative refinement and generalization o f a phenomenon representation,
which in turn can lead to a better understanding, theoretical contributions, and decisions.
Theoretical filter (path 5) indicates subjectivity in choice o f empirical data. Software
adequacy testing is the verification process o f a model translation from a conceptual to
the computational form; here the methods used and their interaction are an important
consideration. Causal adequacy testing (CAT) provides additional support to AAT by
analyzing and comparison o f theoretical aspects o f a model with the real world.

2.3.3.3 Discussion
Many o f the items in the lists provided in Section 2.4.3.1 have their analogy in the
M&S domain, indicating ties between these fields. A higher legitimacy [118] based on
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combined insider and observer’s views can be facilitated within a single simulation
model by combining different methods e.g. SD as an observer view, and ABM as insider
view. Complementarity o f methods can also be mapped to improved legitimacy because
weaknesses mitigation from one approach can be compensated by the advantages from
the other approaches [8, 118]. Improved degree o f ‘interpretative agreement’ with the
application o f multi-method suggests that the use o f multiple methods has potential to
improve quality o f simulation model [53, 55, 74]. Flexibility o f data mapping can be
considered as a factor for minimizing bias and maximizing merit, hence, improvement o f
quality and legitimacy [118]. Similar reasoning is also given as a purpose for the use o f
multi-method by a member o f simulation community [27, 30, 118], Value added related
to ‘initiation’ [27] is closely related to ‘emergent phenomena’ [10]. Both can be
generalized as inclusion o f different methods into mental process during research design,
communication, modeling and experimentation. This aspect is difficult to measure, hence
the research investigating influence o f ‘thinking in multi-method way’ on cognitive
abilities translated into the quality o f research or validity o f simulation model would be
desirable. If multiple methods allowed for a better access to different levels o f analysis,
translated into better mapping o f the researched phenomena [56], this could have positive
effects on ‘conceptual consistence’ and ‘interpretative distinctiveness’, factors o f research
quality described by Tashakkori and Teddlie [74]. On the other hand, improvements to
‘conceptual consistence’ and ‘interpretative distinctiveness’ have limits related to human
capabilities. Complex models can extend structure, behavior, and experimental
framework beyond human comprehensibility, hence “depth” (conceptual consistence)
and “breadth” (interpretative distinctiveness) o f a simulation model should be balanced.

Moreover, concerns related to methods interaction, structure, criteria for validity o f all
methods included in a simulation model should be considered. Finally, a measure o f
usefulness related to insight and understanding that is reached with a simulation study
that employs multiple methods may not be always be a good indication o f quality or
validity o f a simulation model, but can be valuable regardless o f that, similarly as in
mixed method study [27].
The challenge o f evaluation o f combined elements represented by different
methods within one model in large relates to the difficulty with synthesizing validation
requirements for different modeling methods. For instance, common use o f DES and SD
methods may lead to different perspectives on what a valid model should look like when
the methods are combined. Most likely combination o f standards should be used,
although some may be contradictory. For instance, assumption o f input being
independent, and identically distributed (IID) may be violated if SD method controls
creation o f entities while the feedback loop o f SD depends on DES process itself. On the
other hand, if the error between referent o f a real or imaginary system and simulation
output had decreased this would have increased credibility o f simulation model at the
cost o f violation o f statistical assumptions. When adding DES to SD this would have
most likely extended validation requirements set by a common SD approach [16],
because results could have varied across replications. This may indicate that the level o f
validity might depend on the standards used, which in turn should define validation
limitations and the proper context o f simulation model usage. The key aspect to consider
when specifying validation requirements for a multi-method simulation model is the
fulfillment o f the purpose with a sound and holistic perspective on a study. Verification
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and Validation (V&V) processes expose scientists’ skills about a subject studied and
M&S skills for representation o f researched system o f phenomena.

2.4 SUMMARY
After a brief introduction, Section 2.2.1 provided a review o f relevant M&S
literature and analysis o f the rationale for the use o f multi-method. The justifications for
using multi-method M&S that were found were characterized as complementarity o f
methods, multilateral problems, modeler preference and skills, stakeholder acceptability,
data availability, validity, unique representation, emergent phenomena, and more
generally, dimensions and criteria. Ideally, the purposefulness o f multi-method M&S
should be based on more solid theoretical base propelled by guidelines that support the
decision to use a multi-method M&S approach. In Section 2.2.2, justifications for mixing
method in empirical social science field according to Greene [27] were projected onto the
M&S domain and analyzed, allowing for deeper understanding o f complementarity
through human, model and method lenses, and leading to a proposed definition of
complementarity o f methods. Finally, levels o f triangulation were analyzed in the context
o f M&S study, including multi-method cases.
Presented in Section 2.3, the literature demonstrated the need for more
consistency in using different terms related to approaches that use more than a single
method.
Section 2.4 generalized multi-method simulation model structure based on
reviewed MFs. Section 2.4.2.1 discussed and extended interaction points between
methods. Discussion in Section 2.4.2.2 led to conclusions that the ability to find clear
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boundaries o f criteria for method selection may not always be possible making translation
o f phenomena and system, with consideration to methods’ complementary set o f
assumptions, into required simulation model difficult and possibly subjective. Section
2.4.2.3 identified high-level dimensions for multi-method M&S approach. Section 2.4.3
provided a theoretical background and insight into evaluation o f quality and validity o f
the o f multi-method M&S research. The reviewed and analyzed literature provides
foundations for the developments undertaken in Chapter 3. The next chapter will develop
and propose a theoretical basis o f multi-method M&S approach to fulfil the research gap.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL BASIS OF MULTI-METHOD M&S APPROACH
This section is divided into three main parts. The first discusses and analyzes the
most important to this work’s terms in order to provide basis for proposed definition o f
multi-method M&S approach and its derivative terms. The second uses concepts o f
falsifiability [45], commensurability, complementarity and triangulation o f methods to
search for principles o f multi-method M&S approach. The last part proposes method
formats.

3.1 PROPOSED DEFINITION OF TERMS
Different terms, definitions, and knowledge exist within branches o f the
multidisciplinary M&S field. This may be due to a variety o f applicable M&S methods
in different domains [28], Sometimes a single term is used, sometime multiple terms are
used with a single piece o f work as synonyms solely for readability purposes, and still
other times, different meanings o f those terms are intended. In many cases, the purpose o f
using multiple terms is difficult to determine. Presented in Section 2.3, the literature
demonstrated the need for more consistency in using different terms. This section
analyzes the most important to this work terms. The first part takes pragmatic
philosophical view to provide basis for proposed in part two definition o f multi-method
M&S approach and its derivative terms.
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3.1.1 Pragmatic Stance on Terms
Three ways o f looking at the term methodology are presented by Mingers [11].
The first refers to methodology as a study o f methods [126, 127]. The second meaning is
the most specific and pertains to a particular research study (see [73]), while the third one
is a generalization o f the second. Using the word “methodology” as a combination o f
methods or techniques is more general and less prescriptive but “it can be difficult to
precisely delineate the boundaries between method and methodology.” [11] He also states
that the use o f the terms methodology and multi-methodology in the United Kingdom are
synonymous with method and multi-method, respectively.
Mingers defines the term paradigm as “a construct that specifies a general set o f
philosophical assumptions covering, for example, ontology (what is assumed to exist),
epistemology (the nature o f valid knowledge), ethics or axiology (what is valued or
considered right), and methodology.” [11] For example, research paradigms in social
science are positivism, post positivism, interpretivism, and pragmatism. These were
characterized through the dimensions o f fundamental beliefs that affect ways to conduct
research, i.e., ontology, epistemology, axiology, and methodology [126]. Moreover,
Mingers argues that “the paradigm concept is useful as a shorthand for a particular
constellation o f assumptions, theories, and methods, but it is purely a heuristic device.”
[11] This means that we can “detach research methods (and perhaps even methodologies)
from a paradigm and use them, critically and knowledgeably, within a context that makes
different assumptions.” [11] This concept is examined by Lorenz and Jost [34], who
analyzed assumptions o f DES, SD and, ABM and differences between them. The authors
leave the modeler with two options: first, to use methods within a single established
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methodology, or second, to combine methods within methodologies o f different
paradigms. This can be pictured as a possibility to combine methods between different
paradigms. Lorenz and Jost add that a paradigm “ . . .is characterized by the fact that it is
to a large extent not questioned within its scientific community.” [34] This means that the
assumption o f whether a method becomes a paradigm can be questioned by an
individual’s personal set o f beliefs, but what really matters is that the supporting
community agrees upon terms and definitions and shares fundamental beliefs that affect
ways o f conducting research.
M&S theory and practice echelons need to provide more guidelines on what
should be considered a paradigm and why and whether this term is even correct to
convey what is meant. Considering ABM as a paradigm can be problematic because it
has not reached the point o f sufficient agreement about its epistemological and
axiological bases as compared to SD and DES. On the other hand, it would be easier to
assume SD and DES as paradigms because these methods have a long tradition and
dedicated development communities, e.g., System Dynamics Society and SIGSIM PADS
(recently extended to other areas), respectively. When looking more formally at methods
Zeigler et al. [95] distinguish three main formalisms: discrete event system specification
(DEVS), discrete time system specification (DTSS), and differential equation system
specification (DESS). They are used to provide general dynamic system formalism.
Moreover, the authors give examples o f SD and Bond Graph methods as sub-formalisms
o f DESS, and Petri Nets and Statecharts as sub-formalisms o f DEVS. Combination o f
different methods is called multi-formalism modeling. Within this theoretical, formal
view, DEVS, DESS, and DTSS could be considered M&S paradigms, while SD, Bond
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Graph, Statecharts, and Petri Nets would be sub-paradigms or methods. On the other
hand, Fishwick [96] discounts continuous and discrete time simulations as main
categories and focuses on distinctions that pertain to modeling, i.e. conceptual,
declarative, functional, constraint, and spatial. The groups provide different ways to
categorize simulation methods as compared to Zeigler et al. [95]. Fishwick [96] indicates
that formal specification can be very useful to convey M&S bases and it is
mathematically pleasing, but the use o f formalisms by scientists and modelers is less
intuitive and can be even deceiving. The inclusive character o f the word “method” versus
the philosophical-assumption-constrained “paradigm” can be beneficial in this context.
Additionally, the use o f the word “multi-formalism” or “multi-specification,” grounded in
predicate logic or a mathematical theory, can be less intuitive to modelers and scientists.
Many methods, e.g., Bayesian Networks, Neural Networks, and Fuzzy Methods,
can be complementary within simulation-based methods, and should not be excluded
during conceptualization. It is important to point at the inclusive character o f the word
method as a unit o f consideration in description o f a multi-method M&S approach. For
instance, because methods evolve, the word multi-method seems more inclusive and
specific over multi-paradigm because the considered method may not be established in
the M&S field as a paradigm, yet it can contribute its desirable unique characteristic.
Besides, the unique paradigmatic perspectives are not always desirable, but only some
methods within an M&S paradigm are complementary and may not change the
perspective o f the original complemented part. In this case, we can draw a relation that a
paradigm is or has one or more methods, while a method is not necessarily a paradigm.
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Sokolowski and Banks [41] refer to the combination quantitative and qualitative
data gathering as mixed-method research pointing at M&S for the quantitative part.
When considering M&S as a multi-disciplinary field built from different domains,
pragmatism seems the most appropriate paradigm to follow because it integrates
quantitative methods (simulation model) and often-qualitative methods (conceptual
model). Expansion o f simulation research to other domains o f science, e.g., social
sciences, can be a little confusing if methods are called paradigms, because the word
paradigm was used there at a different, higher-level. For instance, if M&S is a part o f
mixed method research that exists within a pragmatic paradigm, naming SD and DES
paradigms within the same piece o f work can be confusing. Clearly, some sort o f
structure to terminology is needed to avoid using the same terms at different levels.
Mingers [26] uses the term multi-method in reference to a general plurality of
methods and techniques, both qualitative and quantitative, and within a real-world
intervention. He pointed at many logical possibilities about whether methods come from
different paradigms, are combined within the same intervention, and if methods may be
combined. This work adopts the position on paradigms proposed by Mingers [11], which
allows us to remove constraints related to paradigms at the level o f methods, while
assuming a pragmatic paradigm within the whole M&S domain. This directs the focus on
M&S methods, whether taken from an established M&S method, often called a paradigm,
or not. Obviously, commensurability o f methods is not assumed in all cases, because not
all methods can be used together. This also depends on method computability and the
study context itself. Reducing level o f analysis from a multi-paradigm to multi-method
M&S approach allows it to be more flexible, specific and inclusive.
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3.1.2 Definitions
The following set o f definitions provides a starting point for multi-method M&S
approach theory development [128], Figure 8 illustrates dependencies between these
terms.
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Definition 4
A methodology is the ideological and theoretical foundation o f a method [126],
Implications:
Methodology as a model to conduct a research within the context o f a particular paradigm
is closer to research practice than philosophical concepts found in paradigms. It can
properly refer to the theoretical analysis o f the methods appropriate to a field o f study or
to the body of methods and principles particular to a branch o f knowledge. It does not set
out to provide solutions but offers a theoretical underpinning for understanding which
method, or which set o f methods, can be useful to a specific case.

Definition 5
A method is a systematic procedure, technique, or mode o f inquiry employed by or
proper to a particular discipline [129],
Implications:
This is a broad and general definition providing a starting point for the discussion related
to the use o f multiple methods. It is pointed out that methods can be more or less specific.
For instance, they can be characterized by a systematic way o f instruction or
representation.

Definition 6
A model is a physical, mathematical, or otherwise logical representation o f a system,
entity, phenomenon, or process [130].
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Examples:
An example o f a physical model is a plastic car. A mathematical model can consist o f
mathematical symbols and their relationships, e.g., as in mathematical equations. A
logical model can consist o f a set o f interdependent, logical statements.

Definition 7
Modeling is a mental process that, combined with a modeling method, is used to develop
a model.
Implications:
It is noted that modeling as a mental process carries a notion o f a method itself since it
can be described as a process. For instance, Hester and Tolk [28] defined modeling as the
process o f abstracting, theorizing, and capturing the resulting concepts and relations in a
conceptual model. Modeling pertains to abstraction where systems or phenomena are
mental projections made by a modeler related to the highest level o f human
consciousness [131]. The projections become models by using a modeling method.

Definition 8
A modeling method is a method capable o f representation.
Implications:
There are different modeling methods depending on a type o f model being developed and
its purpose. For instance developing a scaled physical model could consist o f a process o f
building and assembly o f components. Building a 3D constructive model would include
development o f a shape and its protrusions using 3D modeling software. On the other
hand, development o f a logical model o f system behavior could consist o f the
representation o f its important factors and their dependencies. Each o f these examples
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would need a method for building a model. Conceptual method is a type o f modeling
method, and it is an import one in the M&S discipline. Different levels o f specification
are offered by different conceptual methods. For instance, a causal loop diagram is a
higher-level conceptual method in comparison to an activity diagram or stock and flow
diagram. Analytical methods are another relevant category o f modeling methods.
Analytical methods are modeling methods producing a closed form models (without
simulation). Hester and Tolk [28] considered analytical models as the foundation for
simulation models usually limited to relatively simple models used for deterministic
analysis and static scenarios.

Definition 9
A simulation is a method fo r implementing a model over time [132],
Implications:
Three main simulation types are considered within the M&S community. Live

simulation involves real people operating real systems [133]. For instance, live
simulation consists o f phases and events o f an exercise. Its purpose is training within an
environment closely resembling reality. Constructive simulation involves simulated
people operating simulated systems [132] that is Turing-computable [134], For a
definition o f a model as a computable function and its implications see Weisel et al. [135]
and Weisel et al. [136]. Virtual simulation involves real people operating simulated
systems [132], It is a combination o f live and constructive simulation. It has both
constructive simulation and human operator that connects both live and constructive
environments. A flight simulator is an example o f virtual simulation.
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Definition 10
A M&S method is a method that consist o f both a modeling method and simulation.
Implications:
The boundary between modeling used to produce a model and a simulation is
problematic in the pragmatic context when trying to describe common methods like DES,
SD, ABM, and PN. It is impractical or even inappropriate to refer to them as modeling or
simulation only, when they are used for both parts. Although modeling and simulation
are considered as separate parts, there is a need for a term that acknowledges methods
that are commonly used for both modeling and simulation. This work proposed M&S
method to combine elements o f both modeling and simulation under a single term. When
discussing certain specifics or formal descriptions related to either modeling or
simulation, one can always use terms modeling, modeling method or simulation instead
o f the aggregated M&S method term.

Definition 11
A multi-method M&S approach consists o f at least two modeling methods, where at
least one o f them is an M&S method.
Implications:
Combined modeling methods should allow for a unique system or phenomena evaluation,
representation or insight. Epistemologically, a multi-method M&S embraces
complementarity o f methods and triangulation as its research justification. At a more
abstract mental dimension, the multi-method M&S approach could be perceived as a way
o f diverse representation through different mental models that direct to use o f different
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M&S methods. Combined methods are chosen from a set o f a total o f n methods that is
greater or equal to the number o f methods known and used during conceptualization.

Definition 12
A constructive multi-method multi-simulation consists o f at least two constructive
simulation models represented by different methods or different combination o f methods,
which do not interact.
Example:
For instance, triangulation using two methods, e.g., ABM and SD o f the same
phenomenon, or a set o f two simulation models developed using, e.g., DES and SD that
separately represent a phenomenon are examples o f constructive multi-method multi
simulations. No exchgange of data between both M&S methods exists during their
separate runs.

Definition 13
A constructive multi-method simulation is a special case o f constructive multi-method
M&S approach in which methods interact during the computer simulation run controlled
by a simulation engine.
Example:
An example of constructive multi-method simulatin is combined DES with SD, where
both M&S methods exchange data during a simulation run controlled by a simulation
engine.
A multi-method M&S approach is focused on the M&S field and requires at least
one M&S method, but it is philosophically synonymous with a pragmatism-based mixed
method approach [22, 27, 44, 73, 74, 137]. Moreover, combination o f a conceptual
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method, e.g. qualitative analysis, and a simulation model [41] can be considered a mixed
method approach as defined by Greene [27]. One can see, in this context, the major
difference between mixed method and multi-method M&S approaches. A mixed method
is a multi-method M&S approach if, among all methods mixed, at least a single
simulation method is used. Additionally, the definition o f a multi-method M&S approach
specifies an important aspect that can distinguish the terms multi, mixed, or hybrid.
Terms mixed or hybrid capture a study characteristic where methods are combined, while
multi indicates multiplicity of methods considered, but not necessarily determines their
status. The definition of multi-method M&S approach combines both aspects:
multiplicity o f methods considered, and, actually, mixed methods as its subset. For
instance, if M&S methods considered and methods used are equal, then a multi-method
M&S approach is also mixed or hybrid. Moreover, a single method simulation model is a
special case o f a multi-method simulation model. A single method simulation model can
also be part o f a multi-method M&S approach depending on conceptual method used.
This section has explored the problem o f ontological ambiguity for the use o f the
term “multi-method M&S approach.” Current reasoning or often lack o f it, demonstrated
in Section 2.3, displayed perspectives on different terms used to convey meaning that
pertains to the use o f more than a single method. This section discussed philosophical
stance adopted about chosen terminology providing basis for defining multi-method
M&S approach and relevant terms. The provided above definitions and work related to
purpose o f multi-method M&S approach included in Section 2.2 direct a path for research
related to the epistemological and axiological aspects o f the multi-method M&S
approach. The complementarity o f methods will be explored next to shape theory o f
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multi-method M&S approach as a base to develop method formats, which in turn could
provide a bridge between theoretical and applied parts o f this work.

3.2 THEORETICAL BASIS
The M&S literature reviewed in Section 2.2.1 indicated various purposes for the
use o f a multi-method M&S approach. Most o f the identified purposes such as
multilateral problems, unique representation, data availability, validity, and emergent
phenomena relate to the complementarity o f methods as an overarching purpose. This
section uses concepts o f falsifiability, commensurability, complementarity and
triangulation o f methods to develop the principles o f a multi-method M&S approach.

Definition 14
A falsifier is a basic statement that can be falsified (evaluated false).
According to Popper [45], a statement is falsifiable if it is possible to conceive an
observation or an argument, which proves the statement (falsifier) in question to be false.
Because scientific theories are formed from falsifiers, they must be accepted or rejected
by scientists. A theory can be falsifiable to various degrees depending on chosen
falsifiers. It must be at least theoretically possible to question falsifiers so that they can
come into conflict with observation. The aspect o f observation during M&S method
choice is problematic in this context because the purpose o f knowing which method or
combination o f methods to use in addressing a research question would require testing all
possible configuration if an empirical approach, as conveyed by Popper [45], was
assumed within the methodological context. The meta-analysis o f modeling methods is
clearly necessary in the context o f method selection for a multi-method M&S approach
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whether considered as scientific, philosophical, or somewhere in between, e.g., as
proposed by Mingers [11] by removing constraints related to established “paradigms” by
separation o f research methods from paradigms. This may require a higher-level analysis
as compared to a level at which theories are described, for instance those theories that
could be developed using M&S methods. The concept o f commensurability o f methods
will be introduced and discussed later in this chapter to provide insight into a possible
resolution to this concern. Popper [45] admitted that the one method o f rational
discussion is “that o f stating one’s problem clearly and o f examining its various proposed
solutions critically” [45]. The analysis o f M&S methods should follow this advice to
avoid naive falsification in relation to method selection, e.g., by examining multiple
falsifiers in the study context.
Even though a pragmatic view on multi-method is necessary, achievement o f
higher objectivity through a better understanding o f subjective dimensions with a set of
transparent falsifiers is considered paramount. The concept o f falsifiability will be
adapted to a multi-method M&S approach. The original context o f falsifiability pertains
to empirical content; hence, some adaptation to meta-analysis o f simulation-based
concerns is required. The concept o f falsifiability o f method is introduced next.
Falsifiability o f method is divided into internal and external falsifiability.
Internal method falsifiability is conceptualized as a characteristic o f a method that
describes whether a method can facilitate achievement o f research objectives as seen by a
modeler. For instance, if a method could not represent a phenomenon or a system with a
required fidelity it would not yield a sufficiently valid simulation model. This, in turn,
would disallow to answer research question(s) based on conducted experiments. Such a

situation could be translated as an insufficient falsifiability o f method expressed in
Popper’s terms as both inability o f a method to represent system or phenomena at
desirable level o f universality (scope), and its insufficient precision (accuracy, resolution,
and precision). Popper’s universality in a simulation study is adapted to a scope in M&S.
Similarly, precision is adapted by multiple factors such as accuracy, precision, and
resolution. Precision in this work pertains to units o f simulation trajectory (most often
time) and when considering stochastic simulation an analysis o f stochastic output [17]
e.g. measured by variance [119]. Resolution is the degree o f detail used to represent
aspects o f the real world or a specified standard or referent by a model or simulation

[119].
External method falsifiability as seen by the scientific community or stakeholders
relates to credibility o f the study in the context o f deliberation about quality o f study in
the context o f a method or methods employed, and considerations about a method or
methods that could have been used instead. The external falsifiability is more subjective.
The often-qualitative external falsifiability requires confirmation from scientific
communities. The multidisciplinary character o f the M&S field makes this requirement
more problematic because currently there are no agreed upon mechanisms for
communicating subjectivity that could satisfy different scientific communities.
ABM may be more falsifiable than DES if used, for instance, to capture complex
phenomena beyond DES passive entity capabilities (see Appendix A for definition of
passive entity). Less falsifiable would mean more predictable and less variable
description o f phenomenon, but less probable as a sufficient outcome o f phenomenon
representation if a higher degree o f falsifiability was desirable as expressed by higher
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scope, accuracy, precision, and resolution. If specific method(s) choices are inferior
based on required level o f falsifiability, the ability to choose adequately would make a
research design more objective.
Based on concept o f falsifiability o f methods, factors derived from the literature
in Section 2.2.1, and factors proposed by Robinson [113], a set o f falsification criteria is
proposed next. These are scope, accuracy, resolution, precision, data, run speed, visual
display, reuse, and time to build a model. They can provide insight into the considered in
Section 2.4.2 high-level dimensions i.e. on origination o f study, methods considered,
system and phenomena, and human dimension in relation to a conducted study. This
work will especially focus on the evaluation context during method selection. Given a set
o f considered falsification criteria does not mean that all o f them are applicable to all
model components and study perspectives with the same magnitude. Falsification criteria
are next divided into two groups based on strength o f their relation with the concept of
falsification to form a theoretical and hierarchical view that provides some initial
guidelines on which o f these are considered more important and why.
The first group o f falsifiers consists o f scope, accuracy, resolution, precision, and
data availability. All these factors with the exception o f data availability aimed at
Popper’s universality and precision, and they are directly associated with falsifiability.
Because a lack of the proper data can inhibit calibration and validation o f a simulation
model this factor is included in the first group. Data availability should be considered
especially in cases where descriptive model is important, and where different methods
can be less prohibitive to generate an insight with limited amounts o f data. Secondary,
more pragmatic factors include simulation run speed, visual display, reuse, and time to
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build, which both can less directly affect testability using a simulation model. For
instance, a visual display o f entities and various visual analytics can be very helpful in
observing patterns o f behavior, while run speed can constrain an experimental framework
due to computational complexity. The reuse o f a previous model or building a model with
a consideration for future reuse and time to build can influence research design decisions
within origination o f study dimension. These falsification criteria would pertain to the
more holistic view o f a research project, which indirectly influences testability. For
instance, if model o f a phenomenon was developed using one method, it is quite natural
to consider its reuse for a similar project even if this necessitates combination o f different
methods. Although it is critical to confirm its usefulness within the research context,
reuse could provide a solid starting point. The addition o f a secondary set o f falsifiers is
justified based on adopted pragmatic philosophical stance as discussed in Section 3.2.1.
Moreover, both the knowledge o f methods and resources are important considerations.
Resources and skills are not included as a falsification criterion because they shape the
project’s scope. Because o f that, relevant information about available software and
methods should be disclosed within the origination o f study discussion. The modeler and
stakeholders must choose a level o f falsifiability that gives the most opportunity for
success with the given study constraints. The path to knowledge generation may need a
less falsifiable model at first, in order to realize how more falsifiability can benefit in
gaining more understanding later.
According to Glazner [35], the decision to choose among methods may have
some grey areas where no single method have unquestionable advantage. The ability to
explore this situation necessitates the flexibility o f representing study purpose using
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specific to a research question statements called falsifiers. Popper [45] discusses types o f
statements and their relation to falsifiability and verifiability (see the compiled view
attached in Table 7). A specific or singular statement refers only to a finite class o f
specific elements within a finite individual spatio-temporal region so, according to Popper
[45], they are not falsifiable. Moreover, universal statements should refer to any place
and time hence they are falsifiable, and for the same reason they are not verifiable. On the
other hand, strictly existential statements cannot be falsified, but can be verified. This is
based on Popper’s [45] logic that no singular statement can contradict the existential
statement because they are limited to space and time.

Table 7. Types o f statements according to Popper [45].
Type o f statement
Numerically universal
statement
Strictly or purely
universal statement
Strictly or purely
existential statements
Negations o f strictly
existential statements

Example
O f all human beings now living
on the earth it is true that their
height never exceeds 8 feet
All ravens are black
There are black ravens or there
exists at least one black raven
There is no perpetual motion
machine

Falsifiable
No (within space
and time region)
Yes (any place
and time)
No (no
empirical/
metaphysical)
Yes (any place
and time)

Verifiable
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

“We cannot search the whole world in order to establish that something does not exist,
has never existed, and will never exist.” [45] It is noted that the negation o f a purely
universal statement is always equivalent to a strictly existential statement and vice versa.
In development o f falsifiers used during method selection, the strict view o f falsifiable
statement is influential (objectivity), but may be prohibitive. Since only negations of
strictly existential statements are both falsifiable and verifiable, the goal is to develop
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method falsifiers in the sentence format, “there is no method that represents...,’’ which is
both verifiable and falsifiable. If one finds a method that falsifies the critical falsifiers,
this method has desirable characteristics. By forming sentences as negations o f strictly
existential statements, we direct the focus to the required characteristics o f the tested
methods and nothing more beyond these boundaries.
Potential falsifiers used for exploration o f a purpose o f a multi-method M&S
approach should be examined in the context o f enhancing falsification criteria. In order to
aid during the exploration o f purposefulness o f multi-method M&S approach, including
evaluation o f method(s) selection process it is preferable that these falsifiers can be used
to eliminate methods, but if there is no clear distinction how they can also be used to rank
methods by modelers and/or stakeholders within pragmatic stance advocated in this work.
Popper [45] provided an example o f deducibility relations between following four
statements:
A. All orbits o f heavenly bodies are circles.
B. All orbits o f planets are circles.
C. All orbits o f heavenly bodies are ellipses.
D. All orbits o f planets are ellipses.
Statement A has the highest degree o f universality and precision, and all other statements
follow from it. Similarly, falsifiers generated based on study requirements, and enhanced
within the context o f falsification criteria, could provide a base for exploration o f
potential o f simulation model falsifiability with a given method or a set o f methods.
Falsifiers could have advantage over criteria proposed in literature (e.g. refer to criteria in
Section 2.4.2). They can be derived in context o f appropriate universality (scope) and
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precision in the context o f system and/or phenomena as seen through the lenses o f a
modeler. Summarizing, falsifiers will be considered as a means to capture desirable
degree o f falsifiability.

Definition 15
The degree o f falsifiability is defined by the universality and precision o f falsifier(s).

Definition 16
The gain o f falsifiability (GOF) is the difference between higher and lower degree o f
falsifiability.
Kuhn stated “ .. .that men who hold incommensurable viewpoints be thought o f as
members o f different language communities and that their communication problems be
analyzed as problems o f translation.” [138] The measure o f commensurability is in large
part still a philosophical concept that is difficult to assess or even describe, but it can
offer an additional interesting perspective on multi-method M&S approach, hence an
attempt to define it for the purpose o f this work.
One can compare things or phenomena to search for similarity, differences, and a
mix o f both. The value o f similarity and difference often depend on the context. If
something is similar in a given context, it is often not different and vice versa, although
crisp boundaries are not always easily distinguishable, and this situation is called fuzzy.
Commensurability reflects ability to compare at language level. The context o f
comparison can be the language itself, which could provide value if more precisely stated
in relation to the purpose o f comparison. For instance, if comparing languages pertains to
the purpose o f comparing theories (models) arising from the language then
commensurability can be analyzed in the context o f closeness between theories in relation
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to the language that was used to describe them. If comparing languages pertains to the
purpose o f expanding theory that have better potential for closeness o f theory (model) to
system or phenomena, then commensurability can be better analyzed in the context o f
language uniqueness.
The first purpose aligns with triangulation, while the second with
complementarity. The purpose o f complementarity o f methods is used for expansion,
while pseudo-triangulation can be seen as unattainable, and often leads to expansion. If
triangulation produces perfectly the same results, one can say that confirmation produced
view o f phenomena is more credible. In the situation when different methods
continuously produce the same or very similar results based on the same situation, it may
be claimed, to a degree, that the measures arising from different methods are suitable to
triangulate given situation [139]. This way one could approach confirmation o f
correctness o f triangulation o f a given method/measure. On the other hand, if a
triangulation study produces some differences, the expanded view based on differences in
results necessitates further exploration. Because the differences in methods could cause
different results, the comparison o f methods would be a part o f explaining the differences
in produced theories.
The uniqueness o f methods dominates the region o f commensurability that is
characterized by expansion, while closeness between theories dominates region o f
commensurability that is characterized by triangulation. The ability to point to methods
uniqueness and theory closeness is a convention for differentiation between meaning o f
commensurability in relation to the context o f its purpose i.e. the ability to compare at the
language level. Finding uniqueness in the context o f lack o f similarity can be misleading
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and vice versa. A lack o f similarity does not guarantee uniqueness, and a lack o f
uniqueness does not guarantee similarity. The distance between these extreme poles is
what makes the gray area so large.
The difference between commensurability o f models (e.g. a theory) and
commensurability o f methods will be explained first. As a convention, these terms have
opposing meanings because of their different purposes. Commensurability o f models
pertains to commonality o f language that permits or does not permit comparison o f
models (theories). Kuhn described incommensurability using the phrase ‘no common
language’:
“ ...theories are incommensurable is then the claim that there is no language,
neutral or otherwise, into which both theories, conceived as sets o f sentences, can be
translated without residue or loss.” [140]
Because a method is a form o f a language [33], the phrase ‘no common language’
can be stated as ‘no common method’. The commensurability as defined originally by
Kuhn [138] means that different methods can produce sentences that are
incommensurable because o f a translation problem (leading to misinterpretation). From
this perspective, methods that are more similar could produce sentences, in relation to a
theory, that are more similar and incommensurability o f two models representing the
same theory should be less probable given that these theories are meant to be the same. A
notion o f commensurability o f methods is proposed at one level higher over the
commensurability o f a model. If the previous logic is applied, one can say in the context
o f commensurability o f methods ‘no common language about/of method’. If one
considers choosing method(s) from a set o f methods, determination o f their
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commensurability could pertain to their characteristics and ability to find a common
language that consists o f sentences that would allow finding their required unique
characteristics. If the goal o f comparison o f methods is to choose a method or a set o f
methods, falsifiers that compare methods characteristics should focus on their uniqueness
in the context o f study purpose. From this point o f view, if methods have unique
characteristics they would be more comparable hence more commensurable (proposed as
convention). The difference between commensurability o f models and commensurability
o f methods relates to the purpose o f comparison versus purpose o f expansion. Using this
perspective, when methods possess their necessary unique characteristics, these will be
considered as methods that are more commensurable, but may not necessarily imply less
commensurable models o f the same theory. When methods are more alike for a given
purpose, it implies a better chance for commensurable models o f the same theory, but
does not focus on unique characteristics o f methods. This leads to a definition of
commensurability o f methods and models.

Definition 17
Commensurability o f methods and models are characteristics that determine the
existence offalsifiers, allowing fo r either complementarity o f methods, triangulation, or
both.
The relationship between GOF for methods M l and M2 and commensurability o f
models is proposed in Figure 9. The shape o f the graph is assumed for illustration to
display a decrease o f GOF along the commensurability o f models axis. The challenge is
to find falsifiers that make less commensurable models more commensurable, which
would enable advancements o f theories. The relationship between GOF,
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commensurability o f methods, and complementarity is proposed in Figure 10. The shape
o f the graph is assumed for illustration, and it displays increase o f GOF along the
commensurability o f methods axis. The problem surfaces with the practical aspects o f
measuring gain of falsifiability, and commensurability o f models and methods, which
may be subjective because they depend on developed falsifiers and their evaluation.
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Figure 9. Conceptualization o f relationship between falsifiability and commensurability
o f models for two methods M l and M2.
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Figure 10. Conceptualization o f relationship between falsifiability and commensurability

o f models for two methods M l and M2.
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The question is how to determine the level o f commensurability o f methods and
how it can be used. This work next proposes how to identify and estimate
commensurability o f methods. The approach is based on ability o f methods to have
unique characteristics like assumptions, unique measures, and unique language in relation
to purpose o f representation manifested e.g. into model components. Having common
criteria/falsifiers that can be used to compare methods is a requirement o f
commensurability o f methods. The degree o f difference between alignments to criterion
for compared methods will be used to assess commensurability o f methods.
The measure o f commensurability o f methods in relation to criteria/falsifiers is
described by Equations 1 and 2. Equation 1 describes commensurability C o f methods A
and B for a given criterion or falsifier i. Equation 2 calculates the average over n number
o f given criteria.

C, = |CU - C „ |

(1)

C„ = S u £ i

(2)

Commensurability is calculated as an absolute difference between criterion/falsifier
scores o f two methods. The larger difference between the methods’ characteristics means
more distinguishable, hence commensurable, methods. Similarly, if methods are similar
for a given criterion they are more difficult to distinguish, hence lower commensurability
o f methods. Equation 2 is used to calculate average commensurability o f methods for a
given set o f criteria.
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A purpose o f complementarity o f methods will be used to explain the purpose of
multi-method M&S approach. The concepts o f falsifiability (testability) [45] and
commensurability o f methods will be used to explore complementarity o f methods.
The concept o f sub-falsifiability is defined in the context o f the study boundaries
to choose methods that can facilitate a desirable level o f falsifiability based on a study’s
purpose.

Definition 18
The sub-falsifiability score is a partial degree o f falsifiability, evaluated in relation to
characteristic(s) defined by a falsifier(s) reflecting desirable degree o f falsifiability.

Definition 19
The complementarity o f methods score (CoMS) is a gain o f the sub-falsifiability score
calculated as a difference in sub-falsifiability scores between better adequate and less
adequate methods fo r a given falsifier or a set offalsifiers.

Complementarity Principle 1
I f a higher degree o f sub-falsifiability is desirable, and i f fo r considered falsifiers,
multiple methods used together facilitate CoMS above zero, a multi-method M&S
approach is justifiable.

Complementarity Principle 2
I f a higher degree o f sub-falsifiability is desirable, an approach with higher CoMS fo r
considered falsifiers is more justifiable.

Complementarity Principle 3
If, fo r considered falsifiers, CoMS equals zero, a multi-method M&S approach is not
justifiable except fo r a pseudo-triangulation. This would mean that, if, for a given
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falsifier, sub-falsifiability o f each method used in total separation is the same, then both
methods have equivalent characteristics for a given purpose. Pseudo-triangulation
between views created with method(s) at the same level o f falsifiability for a given
purpose may be conducted in cases where methods are the same and are adequate for the
purpose. In these cases, methods or a combination o f methods used separately should be
able to realize the same concepts and possibly subsequent results for comparison. In this
case, a single modeler could to some degree benefit from pseudo-triangulation, but
engaging different modelers would facilitate more objective triangulation.

Complementarity Principle 4
If, fo r considered falsifiers, neither o f the classes offalsifiers o f considered methods
could include the other(s) as a partial subclass, the methods have non-comparable
falsifiers thus complementarity and pseudo-triangulation are impossible. In this case,
methods cannot be used for comparison or expansion because they do not have relevant
mental, numerical, or language domains o f consideration.
It would be not be appropriate to use a single falsifier; hence, a different set of
considered falsifiers can yield different CoMS results, even for the same set o f methods
considered. This requires some elaboration. The devised falsifiers can influence research
objectivity and communicate its subjectivity. It is prohibitive to use a set o f methods
based on a single falsifier (naive falsifiability). A set o f methods may be used both for
complementarity and pseudo-triangulation reasons given different falsifier are
considered.
In reality, the decision to choose methods during research design may be more
blurred due to limited knowledge about systems and phenomena, and some
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approximation made by researcher/modeler will be required. For instance, if CoMS is
insignificant for a given falsifier or a set o f falsifiers, expansion may be less valuable
given the effort to build a more complex multi-method simulation model. In this case, the
effort would end up closer to pseudo-triangulation with some possible expansion. If
methods have desirable unique characteristics, using multiple methods has the potential
to boost CoMS and in turn may improve the developed theory.

3.3 PROPOSED METHOD FORMATS
Balaban and Hester [10] proposed an initial concept o f MFs derived from
empirical mixed method approach based on Greene [27]. In Section 2.4.1, a definition o f
MFs have been proposed and three general relations were derived from M&S relevant
literature with support o f UML relations. In short, MFs pertain to generalized view that
consists o f methods and system and/or phenomena. A set o f MFs and transitions o f model
component(s) toward atomic MF(s) can be used to design a simulation based research
that can involve multiple modeling methods. A theoretical principles proposed in
previous section will aid in the process. Please refer to Figure 11 during the following
discussion. Each MF and its transition(s) are described next.

3.3.1 Special Case Transitions: Single Method
Transition 1 toward MF I conveys the idea that in order to triangulate a view o f
phenomenon and/or system A, while using the same method(s) two modelers M l and M2
are needed. This is the most proper triangulation because the same method(s) are used.
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This transition pertains to the case where CoMS and commensurability o f methods is
zero in a given context because both methods are the same.
Transition 2 toward MF II conveys the concept o f refinement or extension o f
system and/or phenomenon with an addition o f a new component developed with the
same method. This is the case where multi-method approach is not needed because a
single method is at sufficient degree o f sub-falsifiability to expand the system or
phenomenon to fulfill the research purpose. An additional method would not have
facilitated a CoMS above zero.
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3.3.2 Multi-Method M&S Approach
Transition 3 toward MF III displays three multi-method M&S situations. At the
beginning, it is worth to emphasize that all three versions are not multi-method
simulation models. The arrows that depict relations point toward mental (learning) and/or
analytical spaces; hence, methods are not bounded by a simulation engine. In the first
situation supported by Complementarity Principles 1 and 2, only one-directional,
sequential data and/or insights flow takes place. This means that the first method can be
used e.g. to conceptualize and generate parameter values, while the second method can be
used to expand concept upon its accuracy, resolution, precision, computational efficiency,
or to balance them. This MF should be characterized but CoMS above zero for a given
purpose.
The second situation within MFIII shows pseudo-triangulation o f phenomena or
system through the lenses o f different methods to identify irrelevant sources o f variation
and observe consistency o f two models. A one-directional flow o f data and/or insights
aims at comparison o f results, hence sufficient similarity o f methods and CoMS that
equals zero o f combined methods is desirable (Complementarity Principle 3).
For instance, within ABM, an agent’s states can be mapped properly to stocks o f
SD method, or if within ABM, an agent’s states can be mapped properly to the process
view o f DES blocks for a given phenomenon as demonstrated by Borshchev and Filippov
[141]. In practice, expansion can also take place because o f methods’ differences, which
can mean two things: 1) modeling error leading to unnecessarily inflated purpose, or 2)
discovery of desirable expansion unforeseen by the original purpose.
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Balaban et al. [76] used MFIII.2 first by employing first a Bayesian Network
(BN) model as a way to increase conceptual validity o f a causal diagram, by using a point
estimation results o f BN. In the following step model was expanded by building a more
accurate simulation trajectory using SD as MFIII. 1. Both phases can be seen in Figure 12.
In the third case o f MFIII, data and insights can be exchanged between
complementary methods in two directions. This could allow for expansion o f partial to
different methods phenomena and systems based on gain o f falsifiability or allow for a
pseudo-triangulation o f results o f sufficiently similar in the context o f comparison
methods. This situation is a combination o f earlier presented situations one and two o f
MFIII, which most likely would occur at different stages o f a study.
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Figure 12. MFs showing two phases: conceptual validation and expansion.

For instance, Calanni Fraccone et al. [142] separately used two methods ABM
and Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) in a two-step methodology. The first phase focused on
exploration o f hazardous scenarios with ABM method, while the second phase used SPN
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to quantify the risks o f identified hazards. This approach falls into transition 3 toward MF
III. ABM was used to model a portion o f the National Airspace System (NAS), e.g.,
aircraft trajectories, actions of pilots and ATCs in order to explore hazard scenarios, and
extract traffic parameters and conditions. The insight and outputs from ABM were then
used in SPN model, which allowed for higher level o f abstraction o f the environment,
while preserving crucial aspects o f system and human errors necessary to capture
hazardous scenarios. The efficiency o f SPN allowed for faster exploration o f sensitivity
o f various parameters:
“ ...running 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations for 10,000 s o f operation for each set
o f parameters, which takes about 15 s o f total simulation using a MacAir laptop;
this can be contrasted with about 5 hrs. o f agent-based simulation required to
produce the same results.” [142]
Moreover, ABM was also used for pseudo-triangulation (called validation) with a
more abstract SPN model. This methodological approach showed the value o f
complementarity o f methods where SPN method was able to preserve accuracy o f ABM
while significantly decreasing experimentation time. The authors used both transitions
MFIII. 1 and then MFIII.2, which could also be displayed as MFIII.3. Both ways to
represent this multi-method study is shown in Figure 13. This example shows case where
the authors used the same two methods for both expansion inward (generalization) and
for comparison.
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Figure 13. MFs on left shows two phases: Expansion and comparison, while on the right
MFIII.3 is shown as an aggregated equivalent view.

The main point to understand within MFIII situations is that the first situation lends itself
toward a CoMS above zero, while the second makes more sense for triangulation. In the
third case, methods are used for both expansion and pseudo-triangulation at different
stages o f study.

3.3.3 Transitions Specific to Multi-Method Simulation Models
MFs IV, V and VI come to existence by the addition o f a second constructive
method, which creates multi-method simulation model that can support sequential (not
shown) or bidirectional interactions between methods controlled by a simulation engine.
The transition toward these MFs should be supported by CoMS above zero.
Transition 4 toward MF IV is realized by a combination o f constructive methods
that exchange or manipulate data, trigger events, or allow for transitions between forms
o f representation. This MF is the most general association (relation A from Figure 4),
which also explains its large scope o f possible interactions between methods and possible
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subjectivity to decide which method(s) to use. This MF has two different cases related to
flexibility o f phenomena conceptualization. Case 1 is described by a single phenomenon
and two methods. Case 2 defines a second phenomenon, as an expansion outward [10]
(scope). This is a pragmatic, but subjective, matter related to how social phenomena are
defined; hence, it must assume interpretivism as a philosophical stance for support, which
is allowed from within a pragmatic stance as long as it aligns with the purpose o f a study.
A level o f justification for using a second method as captured by CoMS in both cases
depends on falsifiers used. Because o f its general characteristic and subjective
phenomenon or phenomena structure this format can reflect the problems during method
choice as pointed by Glazner [35], and requires special attention.
Transition 5 toward MF V represents “fuzzy complementarity” (case 2). Desirable
higher degree o f sub-falsifiability would be infeasible by adding component A2 with the
same method (see Figure 11 case 1 o f MF V) because o f CoMS would equal zero
(Complementarity Principle 3). Case 2 with the overlapping methods A and B creates
some unique and separable complementary representation, which can produce cascading
effects and allows for dualism o f conceptually atomic unit. Both methods add their
unique behavior under combined element. This MF is equivalent to relation B in Figure 4
(Section 2.4.1).
In a simulation model, separable views can influence each other via two
directional interaction points, which requires both having complex structures and often
behaviors (not simple variables). For instance, a service system can be conceptualized
with the dual view o f customer as an entity and an agent. DES offers easy and more
efficient view o f service process, while ABM allows for representation o f active or
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proactive behaviors (see Appendix A for definitions) e.g. balking from queue at any time
based on internal event generation while being in the DES process. DES alone would
allow only for decision at exact points (gates) o f the process.
Transition 5 is added to discuss important aspects o f multi-method practice:
methods evolution, which was already briefly indicated in Section 2.4.2.3. The level o f
integration and evolution o f methods can take different routes. If each method can be
considered a system, than an evolutionary character o f multi-method M&S can be viewed
as concept similar to evolution o f SoS [143], For instance, a simulation vendor
AnyLogic® offers “Road library” as integrated DES with functions o f motion optimized
toward mimicking highway traffic, street traffic, and parking lots. This allows more
efficient physical and queuing modeling o f systems with vehicles, roads, and lanes but
hides to the user some access to original DES or solution functions used for car motion
separately. Lost independence o f two methods is partially compensated by restricted
compatibility with DES library. Similar route took other simulation software vendor
Emulate3D by offering physics based DES. The integration process is often realized by
simulation software vendors because o f their competition, driven by pull from customers
and simulation community. One o f the challenges M&S field faces is to find mechanisms
that allow for easy model development as in fully integrated methods and flexibility to
use methods separately when needed, e.g. allowing for easy aggregation and
disaggregation o f libraries at different level o f abstraction. It is also added that from a
computational stand point o f view, both Case 2 and Case 3 configurations in MF V could
generate the same results, but efficiency, model creation process, and reuse at different
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stages o f integration could differ significantly (more efficient, easier to develop, and less
flexible for more integrated version).
Transition 6 toward MF VI, where one method is enclosed within other method,
can be helpful for creating different multi-method simulation architectures based on
embedding methods into one another. This is relation C in Figure 4. Currently, this
concept is mainly used to embed different methods (SD, BN, and DES) into an agent
(object) within ABM. From the software engineering point o f view, it is possible to
implement embedding o f different methods into each other, but why would one need to
do it is less obvious. For instance, ABM with its characteristics benefits from embedding,
while one at this point simply does not know if e.g. BN or SD could benefit from it.
Moreover, interaction o f methods within this format is optional and it can be one or two
directional (Figure 11 shows two directional).
In aggregation/disaggregation, interaction points o f simple variables will be
always one-directional. Only in the cases where complex structures interact, they can be
devised in the way that their internal views can be codependent bi-directionally.

3.3.4 Demonstration: MFs of Multi-Method Simulation Model
The purpose o f this demonstration is to examine the ability to map a multi-method
simulation model using MF II, IV, V and VI (methods interact during a simulation run).
The example is based on a multi-method simulation model developed by Balaban and
Mastaglio [144], The study identified potential cases that call for the application o f
simulation-based decision support system in the context o f short sea shipping at both
strategic and operational level. A simulation model discussed employed multiple M&S
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methods i.e. DES, SD, ABM, BN, SC, and Road Library (RL). The components
represented by using different methods will be retrofitted using proposed in previous
sections MFs. A brief introduction o f system will be followed by an overview o f main
components from which the MFs will be drawn.
Graphical depiction o f the discussed next Roll-On-Roll-Off (RoRo) system is
shown in Figure 14.

T erm inal re p re s e n ta tio n

P o rt/T erm in al B

T
Ship re p re s e n ta tio n

A s s o c ia te d c a r g o

P o rt/T erm in al A

Figure 14. View o f RoRo system concept.

Two ships operate between Port A and Port B. These ships are under schedule
constraints correlated with speed o f vessels required to support the schedule. The cost o f
ship operation is largely dependent on fuel economy that is dependent mostly on ferry
speeds during transit. The transit reliability depends on port, ship, transit conditions
including weather, and human elements. The unforeseen variability o f ship transit could
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be potentially compensated on the terminal side o f the RoRo system by higher capacity
for cargo and more time efficient loading and unloading processes allowing for punctual
arrival at destination. Moreover, time flexibility during transit should allow lower fuel
consumption and cost. Passengers are aware o f the schedule and are prompted to arrive
within certain period before the ferry departure. Passenger must decide at what time to
arrive before departure, and this decision can affect congestion during processing at
terminal. Customers arrive depending on terminal demand as a population o f potential
customers. Seasonal and weekly fluctuation o f demand for various cargo types affects
arrival rate. Arriving at a port, customers are processed to an access area, where they wait
for permission to enter a ship. A ship has back ramp used for loading and unloading
vehicles. After loading, a ship departs e.g. Port A. Transit conditions can generate speed
fluctuations. A loaded ship arrives at the terminal o f Port B, moors, its ramps are
deployed, and terminal cargo operations begin. Alternative sequences o f cargo loading
and unloading can be tested. When all cargo is unloaded and loaded, the ship prepares to
depart by closing ramps and cruises back toward Port A. The cycle repeats based on
schedule o f daily departures. The customer is modeled throughout round-trip, and it is
permitted to decide on mode o f transport during each phase. The hierarchical structure o f
model is shown in Figure 15.
The transit environment (TE) modeled as ABM includes two other main
components: ports and fleet, and is a placeholder for weather and map components. The
map consists o f an accurate scaled route representation as a transit path. The simplified
map displays a spatial view o f ports and moving ships. A weather component represented
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as SC generates weather oscillations to represent ships’ transit conditions that influence
their speeds.

(M n tririM

1

Figure 15. A diagram o f main components and subcomponents.

The port environment (PE) is modeled as ABM, and it is a subcomponent o f TE.
It consist the following components: layout o f terminal, ship operations (DES), and
loading and unloading processes, which have conceptually very similar functionality
hence are considered together as cargo operations. Additionally, a demand estimator
component developed using SD generates terminal demand as a population o f potential
customers. Seasonal and weekly fluctuation o f demand for various cargo types affects
arrival rate. PE creates and maintains customer representation component and its
transitions between components throughout its persistence.
Cargo operations are modeled using RL and are subcomponents o f PE, and are
crucial activities o f the system. They represent cargo movements within a terminal’s
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layout as loading and unloading processes. The differences in loading and unloading that
range only in minutes can translate into significant ship’s cost reduction. For this reason,
these processes require high fidelity mapping o f real system to generate data reflecting
accurate time based measures related to reliability o f RoRo terminal operations. Accurate
examination and detection o f minute-range time differences o f different layouts and
operational rules for access areas requires high accuracy representation o f moving cargo
with scaled physical dimensions. It is possible to adjust logic o f cargo flow to test
different options by controlling individual lanes.
Ship operations are modeled using DES and take place within the PE as its
subcomponent. They include ship time-based processes such as mooring, ramp
operations, departure, and coordination with cargo operations.
Customer is modeled as ABM and it is a subcomponent o f PE, and its main
components: Cargo, Behavior and Satisfaction Construct are shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. A diagram o f main subcomponents o f Customer component.
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The Customer component can be o f type private or commercial. A customer is
also a Cargo (modeled as RL), which can have also two types: commercial truck or
private car. The customer representation persists throughout two-way travel, which is
captured within Behavior component modeled as SC method. The Behavior component is
also necessary to represent potential shift o f its original travelling mode plans. If the
customer decided to choose RoRo, it is scheduled to arrive at terminal. Once customer
arrives at terminal, it is processed as Cargo according to terminal’s rules depending on
type o f cargo associated with it (e.g. car or truck). The customer follows its scheduled
time to come back, and chooses the mode o f transport once again. It must coordinate its
activities with terminals and ships. The customer experience translates into satisfaction
within Satisfaction Construct modeled as BN, which could also be used to represent
intention for choosing between modes o f transportation.
RoRo ships are modeled using ABM and are subcomponents o f TE. They need the
following components: sh ip ’s logic (modeled as SC), ship’s operational status (modeled
as SC), movement and fuel-consumption (modeled as SD) sub models as shown in Figure
17. The ship represents cargo transporting between ports. It is susceptible to weather
conditions during transit, and can break. Additionally, ship is involved in ship operations
(DES) like mooring, ramp and departure processes. The ship’s goal is to follow the
schedule while minimizing fuel consumption. The ship represents patterns o f transit
speeds to calculate transit time and cost o f fuel. It must coordinate activities with PE,
cargo, and customers.
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In order to draw MFs o f this model, first all components with embedding relation
were connected, followed by components with duality relation, and finally with exchange
relation. Then all methods and interaction between methods were acknowledged.

is also

M S**2

Figure 17. A diagram o f main subcomponents o f the Customer component.

Developed by Balaban and Mastaglio [144] a multi-method simulation model is
characterized by the MFs shown in Figure 18. ABM view enhanced with SC and BN
provided more flexibility in representing individual customers and their behavior,
whereas processing view o f RL simplified representation o f high fidelity cargo flow
through terminals. DES was used to capture ship’s operations within a port, yet ABM
was used to capture the ship’s transit between ports because this allowed the
representation o f internal fuel consumption and movement dynamics using SD. SD was
also used to estimate high-level demand. The combination o f modeling methods with
their unique characteristics facilitated the representation o f both aggregated and
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individual levels. The funnel-like estimated demand o f customers permitted to include
both effects o f large scope o f considered population o f customers and higher fidelity o f
the operational view.

m odel

MFVI

Figure 18. RoRo multi-method simulation model displayed as MFs.

3.3.5 Summary of Method Formats
Each proposed MF could be distinguished from the others based on its unique
characteristics as summarized in Table 8. Moreover, the ability to map MFs to both
multi-method M&S approach in which methods do not interact and interact were
demonstrated using examples.
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Table 8. Summary information for model formats (MF).
Model Format
I
II

III

IV

V

VI

Summary Characteristics
Depicts the purpose o f triangulation using the same method or a set o f
the same methods, while more than a single modeler is available.
Depicts the expansion o f system and/or phenomena representation by
adding a component/subcomponent using the same method as it suffices
for the purpose.
Depicts the expansion (M FIII.l), pseudo-triangulation (M FIII.l), or
pseudo-triangulation with expansion (MFIII.3) o f system and/or
phenomena representation using a multi-method M&S approach realized
by different methods not joined by a simulation engine.
Depicts the expansion o f a system and/or phenomena representation
using a multi-method simulation model realized as direct replacement,
aggregation/disaggregation, trigger events, or transformation.
Depicts the expansion o f a system and/or phenomena representation
using a multi-method simulation model, with at least single duality
realized using different methods.
Depicts the expansion o f a system and/or phenomena representation
using a multi-method simulation model, where one method is embedded
within other method.

3.4 SUMMARY
The first section o f this chapter explored the problem o f ontological ambiguity for
the use o f the term “multi-method M&S approach” . The philosophical discussion
clarified stance adopted about chosen terminology and provided basis for defining multi
method M&S approach and relevant terms.
In the second section, a search o f the theoretical basis was conducted to move
toward answering the research question. The complementarity principles were derived
based on theory o f falsification as a mechanism for reasoning about method choice that
can facilitate desirable level o f sub-falsifiability in relation to a study purpose. In this
context, CoMS was proposed as a measure used to justify the use o f multiple methods to
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enhance representation. Moreover, the exploration o f commensurability provided an
additional dimension of the analysis o f complementarity.
In the last section, MFs were derived as a blueprint o f multi-method M&S
approach. MFs III, IV, V, and VI fall under a multi-method M&S approach. The
principles o f complementarity direct to appropriate MFs. MF I and MF II provide an
alternative to a multi-method path. MF I depicts the purpose o f triangulation with the
same method or a set o f the same methods. MF III is realized by different methods not
joined by a simulation engine. MFs II, IV, V, and VI can be used to create a larger
structure o f a multi-method simulation model. This means that MFs IV, V, and VI can be
used multiple times by different components o f a multi-method simulation model, and
can be combined with MF II. On the other hand, MF II on its own is a single method
simulation model. In order to increase research objectivity and transparency transitions
toward formats must seek justification as directed by complementarity principles. For
instance, the criteria for method(s) selection or falsifiers could be used to evaluate
methods. The evaluation using falsifiers is expected to provide a way to select a viable
configuration in the study context. Falsifiers could highlight unique aspects o f methods,
explaining specific merits o f multi-method M&S approach and possible configurations.
In the next chapter, the criteria will be used as a proxy for falsifiers to explore the
relationship between commensurability and CoMS, which is related to the purpose o f
multi-method M&S approach and problem o f method(s) selection.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF THEORETICAL BASIS USING CRITERIA
The goal o f this chapter is to gain insight into commensurability o f methods and
CoMS and their relationship. This will help to assess plausibility o f the theoretical basis
proposed in Section 3.2 related to the purpose o f multi-method M&S approach and
problem o f method(s) selection. A sample set o f criteria for method selection proposed in
Section 2.4.2.2 will be used as a data layer during the analysis. The criteria will be used
as a proxy for falsifiers.

4.1 ANALYSIS
The proposed criteria in Section 2.4.2.2 aligned with seven methods were
estimated using scale ranging from none through minimal, moderate, significant, to
unique, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Ordinal scale between criteria and a set o f seven sample methods.
C r ite ria /M e th o d

DES

SD

ABM

BN

FM

SC

PN

significant

minimal

unique

none

none

none

moderate

none

unique

significant

unique

moderate

moderate

moderate

Ability to handle uncertainty

unique

minimal

significant

significant

significant

significant

significant

Interaction

significant

none

unique

none

none

m oderate

significant

descriptive usage

unique

minimal

moderate

moderate

m oderate

significant

significant

theoretical usage

minimal

unique

unique

significant

significant

moderate

m oderate

emergence

minimal

minimal

unique

none

none

none

m oderate

Ability to represent active
behavior

none

none

unique

none

none

significant

significant

Representation o f individual
behavior as p a rt o f a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
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Next, each item was quantified using Table 10. Table 11 shows the realization o f
Equation 1 and the quantified scale from Table 10.

Table 10. Quantified ordinal scale.
unique

1

significant

0.75

moderate

0.5

minimal

0.25

none

0

Table 11. Possible values o f commensurability o f methods.
scales

unique

significant

moderate

minimal

none

unique

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

significant

0.25

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

moderate

0.5

0.25

0

0.25

0.5

minimal

0.75

0.5

0.25

0

0.25

none

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0

Using Equations 1 and 2, commensurability o f methods for each criterion and
each pair o f methods were calculated. For instance, Table 12 shows commensurability of
methods scores for DES with all other methods considered, while Appendix B provides
scores for the rest o f the methods.
It was proposed that commensurability o f methods is based on methods’
uniqueness in relation to units o f common language. If the difference in methods’
alignments with a criterion is high, they are highly commensurable, which is viewed in
Table 12 as a higher score. For instance, if one o f assessed methods within a pair being
compared does not align with a criterion at all, while the other method is evaluated as
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unique, the methods are highly commensurable. They are comparable based on their
differences for that characteristic and it is easy to determine which method to use if one
method does not align with a criterion at all and the other has a unique characteristic. For
instance, commensurability between DES and SD methods for ability to operate on
aggregates is one.

Table 12. Commensurability o f DES with six other methods for given criteria.
DES/SD

DES/ABM

DES/BN

DES/FM

DES/SC

DES/PN

0.5

0.25

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.25

1

0.75

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

Interaction

0.75

0.25

0.75

0.75

0.25

0

Descriptive usage

0.75

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

Theoretical usage

0.75

0.75

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

Emergence
Ability to represent active
behavior

0

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0

1

0

0

0.75

0.75

Sum

4.5

4.5

4

3.5

3.25

2.5

Average

0.56

0.56

0.5

0.44

0.41

0.31

Criteria/M ethod
Representation of
individual behavior as
part of a larger system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle
uncertainty

It would be a clear choice between the two if one needed to use aggregated values as a
single criterion. If one o f methods did not align with a criterion at all, it would not be
applicable to concepts within the context o f the criterion, which would have permitted its
elimination from consideration as a viable option clarifying situation in the context o f
method selection e.g. for a given component.
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The criterion ability to represent active behavior is precise for methods like DES
and ABM, making them highly commensurable. Passive entities in DES clearly do not
allow for active behavior, while agents in ABM clearly do.
In a situation when neither o f the two methods aligns with a criterion or they are
assessed at the same level, their commensurability o f methods is zero. On the other hand,
the different cases where commensurability o f methods is evaluated to zero should be
noticed. In the first case, both scores are evaluated at zero because methods do not align
with criterion. They are not appropriate for pseudo-triangulation in the context o f that
criterion. In the second case, especially where both methods scored high on criterion (e.g.
0.75 or 1) they seem more appropriate for pseudo-triangulation. The quantitative to
qualitative interpretation scale o f commensurability o f methods is proposed in Table 13.

Table 13. Scale for commensurability o f methods in relation to criterion/falsifier
considered.
Level o f methods
commensurability
Not decidable

Estimate
0

Minimally
decidable
Moderate decidable

0.25

Significantly
decidable
Fully decidable

0.75

0.5

1

Description
Methods are incommensurable for a given
criterion/falsifier
Methods are minimally commensurable for a
given criterion/falsifier
Methods are moderately commensurable for a
given criterion/falsifier
Methods are significantly commensurable for a
given criterion/falsifier
Methods are completely commensurable for a
given criterion/falsifier

Table 14 shows aggregated scores for commensurability o f methods between all
methods considered. The relatively lower overall scores for commensurability o f methods
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between PN and SC, ABM, and DES reflect similarity o f some o f their characteristics.
Based on this analysis, PN has potential for pseudo-triangulation where scores are 0 or
0.25 in Table 15, and additionally the PN scores in Table 17 are 0.75 or 1 (descriptive
usage for PN and DES, and SC, and interaction for PN and ABM and DES).

Table 14. Aggregated scores for commensurability o f methods for seven methods
considered.
Methods

SD

ABM

BN

FM

SC

PN

0.5625

0.5625

0.5

0.4375

0.40625

0.3125

0.5625

0.1875

0.25

0.46875

0.5

0.5625

0.5625

0.46875

0.3125

0.0625

0.28125

0.4375

0.21875

0.375

DES

DES
SD

0.5625

ABM

0.5625

0.5625

BN

0.5

0.1875

0.5625

FM

0.4375

0.25

0.5625

0.0625

SC

0.40625

0.46875

0.46875

0.28125

0.21875

PN

0.3125

0.5

0.3125

0.4375

0.375

0.15625
0.15625

Table 15. Commensurability o f methods between PN and other methods.
PN/SC

PN/FM

PN/BN

PN/ABM

PN/SD

PN/DES

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0

0

0.5

0.25

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.25

0.25

0.75

0.75

0.25

0.75

0

Descriptive usage

0

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.25

Theoretical usage

0

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.25

Emergence
Ability to represent
active behavior
Sum

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0

0.75

0.75

0.25

0.75

0.75

1.25

3

3.5

2.5

4

2.5

Average

0.16

0.37

0.44

0.31

0.5

0.31

Criteria/M ethod
Representation of
individual behavior as
part of a larger system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle
uncertainty
Interaction
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Sub-falsifiability scores for all methods and CoMS in relation to maximum option
are displayed in Table 16.

Table 16. Criteria scores for all methods.

D ES

SD

ABM

BN

FM

sc

PN

M ax

Highest
scored
method(s)

0.75

0.25

1

0

0

0

0.5

1

ABM

0

1

0.75

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

SD/ABM

1

0.25

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

1

DES

Interaction

0.75

0

1

0

0

0.5

0.75

1

ABM

Descriptive usage

1

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.75

0.75

1

DES

Theoretical usage

0.25

1

1

0.75

0.75

0.5

0.5

1

SD/ABM

Emergence
Ability to represent active
behavior

0.25

0.25

1

0

0

0

0.5

1

ABM

0

0

1

0

0

0.75

0.75

1

ABM

Sum

4

3

7

3

2.5

3.75

5

8

na

Average
CoMS in relation to max
option

0.50

0.38

0.88

0.38

0.31

0.47

0.62

1.00

na

0.50

0.62

0.12

0.62

0.69

0.53

0.38

0.00

na

Criteria/M ethod
Representation of individual
behavior as part of a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle uncertainty

One should notice that none o f the methods was evaluated with the highest score for
every criterion. This implies that if all presented characteristics were required within a
research context none o f the methods could have provided the highest possible score
without combining them. It is visible that different methods could complement each other
to enhance overall approach, which is in accordance with complementarity principles.
One should also notice that some o f the methods would not be selected based on the
highest score even once e.g. FM, SC, PN. This can be viewed as both limitations o f these
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methods in comparison to the “winning” method and limitations o f criteria to display
their unique characteristics.
In Chapter 5, a case study will explore the use o f falsifiers instead o f criteria. If
falsifiers could be developed more precisely in the context o f the research requirements,
they could mitigate these limitations.
A scale for CoMS is shown in Table 17. It has a purpose to give a qualitative
degree o f justification to different configurations with multiple methods. If CoMS is
estimated as none, there is no justification to utilize multiple methods based on gain o f
sub-falsifiability. On the other extreme, if CoMS is evaluated to critical it means that
original method(s) was/were insufficient for the falsifier or falsifiers considered.

Table 17. Scale for CoMS.
Degree of
justification
None

CoMS Value
CoMS = 0

Minimal

0 < CoMS < 0.25

Moderate

0.25 < CoMS < 0.5

Significant

0.5 < CoMS < 0.75

Critical

0.75 < CoMS < 1

Description
There is no gain o f sub-falsifiability when
combined methods are used
A gain o f sub-falsifiability is minimal when
combined methods are used
A gain o f sub-falsifiability is moderate when
combined methods are used
A gain o f sub-falsifiability is significant when
combined methods are used
A gain o f sub-falsifiability is critical when
combined methods are used

The added method has then a critical effect to enhance the approach toward a desirable
level o f falsifiability (sub-falsifiability). In the following discussion, CoMS is estimated
for a given set o f methods based on a sample set o f criteria to illustrate the idea using
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CoMS as a degree o f justification for the use multiple methods. This idea will be
extended during a case study in the next chapter where falsifiers will be used instead o f
criteria.
CoMS as a gain of sub-falsifiability can be calculated at individual criterion/falsifier level
or at a set of criteria/falsifiers level. At the individual level, CoMS is calculated as a
difference between better adequate and less adequate method. For instance, for a given
criterion/falsifier a score for the first method is 0.5, while the score for the second method
is 0.75. CoMS would be 0.25 if the second method was used instead o f the first one, but
zero other way around. When comparing configurations based on cumulative scores
across multiple criteria/falsifiers, CoMS can be calculated for a considered relation e.g.
between methods or sets o f methods, or between methods and the highest achievable subfalsifiability for a set o f considered falsifiers. CoMS could be displayed using a
perspective o f adding each o f methods to another or as a combined view. Columns 2 and
3 in Table 18 display scores for DES and SD methods for each criterion respectively.
Columns 4 and 5 display CoMS seen as adding SD to DES, and DES to SD respectively.
Column 6 displays mutual CoMS, while Columns 7 and 8 display the highest possible
score for DES/SD combination and methods with the highest score for each criterion
respectively. It is noticed that none o f the methods could support representation o f active
behavior. Total sub-falsifiability o f combined DES/SD is 0.72. When SD and DES were
added CoMS was 0.22, and 0.34 respectively. Mutual CoMS is 0.56 meaning that the
gain o f sub-falsifiability is evaluated as significant for the considered criteria (based on
Table 17). It is noted that mutual CoMS is calculated with the same equation as
commensurability o f methods, which means that commensurability o f methods is
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proportional to mutual CoMS. Figure 19 shows graphs o f mutual CoMS for DES in
relation with all other methods assembled based on Table 12.

Table 18. Different scoring views for choice between DES and SD.

DES

SD

SD
added
CoMS

DES
added
CoMS

M utual
CoMS

Final
scores for
criteria

Choice

0.75

0.25

0

0.5

0.5

0.75

DES

0

1

1

0

1

1

SD

Ability to handle uncertainty

1

0.25

0

0.75

0.75

1

DES

Interaction

0.75

0

0

0.75

0.75

0.75

DES

Descriptive usage

1

0.25

0

0.75

0.75

1

DES

Theoretical usage

0.25

1

0.75

0

0.75

1

SD

Emergence
Ability to represent active
behavior

0.25

0.25

0

0

0

0.25

DES/SD

0

0

0

0

0

0

none

Sum

4

3

1.75

2.75

4.5

5.75

Average

0.5

0.38

0.22

0.34

0.56

0.72

Criteria/M ethod
Representation of individual
behavior as part of a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates

Each radar graph has eight vertices. The top vertex represents the first criterion
from Table 12, and subsequent criteria are assigned clockwise. Each vertex has mutual
CoMS and a line is drawn between vertices creating an area. This graph provides a visual
representation o f complementarity o f DES with other methods, which can be informally
perceived as the size o f the area. Figure 20 combines the graphs from Figure 19 into a
single radar graph. The outer vertices indicate the highest complementarity between DES
and other method(s) for a given criterion.
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Figure 19. Mutual CoMS for DES in relation with other methods.
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The requirements could be translated into falsifiers and used to select method(s).
CoMS can be useful to display numerical difference between configurations with
different methods and to evaluate a single versus multi-method options. The problem
surfaces with the practical aspects o f measuring sub-falsifiability and commensurability
o f methods, which may be subjective because they depend on subjectivity o f human
during development and evaluation o f falsifiers. Ranking o f methods against falsifiers
could lead to a better insight about which method or a set o f methods is more appropriate.
Complementarity o f methods can be seen as a fuzzy purpose for using multiple methods
within gain o f sub-falsifiability and commensurability o f methods boundaries, where
fuzziness is related to subjectivity o f knowledge about systems and phenomena at
consideration, which in turn translates into research question, M&S requirements, and
conceptualization.
According to Popper [45], the smaller the range (less statements permitted by a
theory), the better the theory. In the context o f multi-method M&S theory, this pertains to
the quality o f developed falsifiers to facilitate unambiguous choice o f method(s). In other
words, the less methods are permitted (but at least one) to a developed falsifier used for
method(s) selection, the less ambiguous choice o f method(s), which should translate into
a better theory or an answer to a research question. This can also be used to observe
evolution o f M&S methods.
This also brings the idea o f satisfactory level o f sub-falsifiability as seen by a
modeler, which is related to limitations o f methods. The known fact in M&S field is that
there exist no perfectly valid models, yet models can be sufficiently valid for a given
purpose. In order to define sub-falsifiability one must develop a set o f falsifiers, and may
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enhance them in the context of a set o f falsification criteria. The falsifiers in the study
context are falsifiable statements that describe the requirements and permit or do not
permit for selection o f method(s) adequate in the context o f study purpose. Moreover,
criteria referenced and provided in Section 2.4.2.2 can be helpful as a general view o f
unique characteristics o f methods.

4.2 SUMMARY
A sample set o f methods and criteria were analyzed in the context o f
commensurability o f methods and CoMS. The analysis revealed that commensurability o f
methods is proportional to mutual CoMS. None o f the methods was evaluated with a
maximum score for every criterion, which contributed to credibility o f complementarity
principles. If all considered characteristics were required within a research context, none
o f the methods could have provided the highest possible sub-falsifiability score without
combining methods and the resulting CoMS would have been above zero. Section 2.4.2.3
discussed the evolutionary character o f methods, systems, phenomena, and unique study
contexts as seen through a human dimension. Because the possibility o f devising a “one
size fits all” criteria that would fit different studies capturing specific requirements was
ruled out, the next chapter will look into practical application o f the theoretical basis
using falsifiers instead o f criteria.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY
This chapter builds on previously developed theoretical basis o f multi-method
M&S approach to propose and examine multi-method M&S approach research
guidelines. Concurrently developed simulation model related to a real-world problem will
serve as an evaluation case. This chapter uses a case study format, which could also serve
as a model o f how to explore multi-method M&S approach in the future. The case study
will have three dimensions:
1. A dimension driven by a multi-method M&S approach research guidelines
2. A dimension driven by the purpose o f a real-world problem explored by using
proposed multi-method M&S approach guidelines
3. An overarching evaluation dimension, which will assess the two other
dimensions in the context o f developed complementarity principles
As discussed in Section 2.4.2.3, the evolutionary character o f methods, systems,
phenomena, and unique study contexts as seen through a human dimension constraints
the possibility o f devising “one size fits all” criteria that would fit different studies, and
capture specific requirements. The emphasis on objectivity and better understanding o f
subjectivity on one hand, and evolutionary character o f dimensions on the other, lead to
contradicting options to assume a constant or study-dependent set o f criteria,
respectively. This can lead to an inevitable conundrum, and a pragmatic view about
criteria use was deliberated and adopted. The idea is that criteria can be divided into
separate parts i.e. structural and behavior falsifiers tailored to each study needs and
enhanced using falsification criteria from Section 3.3. The use o f these types serves here
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as a core o f the multi-method conceptualization. Moreover, complementarity principles
are operationalized within multi-method M&S approach research guidelines.
The remainder o f this chapter provides the following sections. In the first section,
research guidelines are discussed. The next section discusses the choice o f a problem that
will be addressed within M&S development. In the third section, an evaluation plan is
proposed and discussed. The fourth section explores a real-world problem using multi
method way o f conceptualization. Finally, the next section evaluates M&S development
in the context o f proposed guidelines, and the final section ends this chapter with a
summary.

5.1 RESEARCH GUIDELINES
Current research guidelines for multi-method approach are often method or
domain (or both) specific [8,23, 31, 35]. This view can cause constrained, domain based
conceptualizations, and specific to a given set o f methods assumptions. The guidelines
aim at devising a process that facilitates enhanced conceptualization by providing an
option for employing multi-method M&S approach, and consequently arrival at more
desirable falsifiability level (sub-falsifiability). The development is supported with
seemingly opposing goals: devising a robust, systemic approach, and better flexibility
and creativity o f modeling process. Both opposing aspects can be important within multi
method study at different stages, facilitating better chances o f insight into research
questions and solution(s) to problem(s).
Section 2.2 o f this dissertation analyzed rationale for the use o f multi-method
M&S approach given by M&S community. This led to the conclusion that purposefulness
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o f a multi-method M&S should be based on a tangible reasoning propelled by guidelines
that support the decision to choose multi-method simulation over a single method based
on some merits related to unique characteristic o f combined methods. The overarching
ideas that support use o f multiple methods was characterized as complementarity o f
methods and it was further explored in Section 3.3 using concepts o f falsifiability and
commensurability. These analyses provide insight helpful during development o f both
systemic and general guidelines related to questions why and how to use multi-method
M&S approach.
The following multi-method M&S guidelines aim to direct toward specification o f
MFs developed in Section 3.4 to describe multi-method M&S approach. The general
steps for the guidelines are proposed as shown in Figure 21. The process can often be
iterative, but for clarity, the phases are presented in a linear manner.

1. Study origination

2.Study background

3. Identify outputs)
and inputfs) of a
simulation model
and requirements

4. Identify a set of
major required
components and
structure

5. Identify required
behavior and choose
methods

6. Develop
conceptual model

7. Model
development

8. Model Validation

9. Experiments and
Analysis

Figure 21. Proposed steps o f guidelines.
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The theoretical basis o f multi-method M&S refers to the complementarity principles
proposed in Section 3.3. The analysis o f the complementarity o f methods will be pursued
in this case study because it aligns with confirmation o f proposed theoretical basis.
Because the choice o f multiple methods can have confirmatory effect in relation to the
purpose o f complementarity as defined by Complementarity Principle 1, the reasoning for
method choice is the main consideration within our guidelines. Although all steps o f the
process shown in Figure 21 are important, because the choice o f methods from a set of
considered methods occurs before low-level conceptual model specification it narrows
the main focus o f the considered guidelines to the first six steps. More specifically, steps
one to three should provide a high-level conceptual view, steps four and five guide
toward low-level conceptual model, and step six develops low-level conceptual model.
The proposed guidelines provide discussion about the elements to consider and the
directions that are more specific depending on the step. This discussion leads to the
following main requirement of the research guidelines:
•

Guide the development o f reasoning to support, or not support, the use o f multi
method M&S approach including development o f falsifiers for method(s)
selection, subsequently leading to a developed method format(s)
A general guidance considered could be used by an M&S practitioner during

multi-method conceptualization, but could also be helpful to stakeholders and scientific
communities by providing mechanisms for evaluation o f multi-method M&S based
research. For instance, disclosing that methods were selected mainly based on skills and
preferences o f modelers can affect perceived quality o f research.
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Figure 22 displays use cases o f multi-method M&S approach guidelines. A
conceptualization with multiple methods should be at the core o f these guidelines,
because all other use cases depend on it. A modeler is displayed as a part o f scientific
community. All, the modeler, the scientific community, and a stakeholder should be able
to use these guidelines as an aid in reasoning about methods. A modeler focuses on
developing new research, or retrofitting and possibly extending existing studies. Both
cases should disclose information allowing for external method falsifiability, which in
turn depends on multi-method way o f conceptualization. This should permit for a better
understanding o f subjectivity o f the emerging multi-method M&S approach.

MutNmethod guidelines uses

« tn c l u d e »
< < tn d u d e»

« ln c k jc te »

evaluate

SoenM c Community

OM fc muft'meffiod conceptuteumtion

Stakeholder

Figure 22. Use cases for multi-method M&S research guidelines.

The guidelines are developed with the focus on answering dissertation’s research
question and are considered a work in progress. Nonetheless, it is hoped that they poses
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practical value for the M&S community. Following next, steps one to six are described,
while steps seven through nine are briefly introduced and the references are provided.

5.1.1 Study Origination
Aspects related to a stakeholder may or may not need to be considered, which
depends on situation. Assuming that there exists at least one stakeholder other that
modeler, the first step o f the research guideline process should aim to understand
stakeholders’ expectations. Initial consultation and problem definition is rarely stated
clearly. Because o f various possible levels o f expectations and generalization o f problems
Robinson [113] advised to clearly identify the purpose. Depending on the type o f a
problem, this step may require iterative approach in form o f meetings with project
manager, analyst, and subject matter experts (SMEs). It is appropriate to decide if the
simulation is the right choice. The dialog between all parties often involving going over
help lists that consist o f important for modeling and simulation (M&S) practitioner
questions should result in definition o f a problem, which is understandable to all. That
leads to definition o f overall objectives o f the project, like what type o f questions should
the project answer, for instance:
How can system performance be improved?
How can future design problems be avoided?
How can true system requirements be predicted?
How can system behavior be understood?
This step should also display how human dimension influences the study design
process. It is necessary to define stakeholder requirements and determine necessary
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resources. Stakeholders may be interested in various types o f the study to conduct 1) an
atomic study that explores a system or a phenomenon, 2) an atomic study that attempts to
confirm other past research related to a system or phenomenon via triangulation, or 3) a
concurrent triangulated study (multi-case) 4) multi-phase study that includes both
exploration and triangulation. Options one and two can be considered as simplified cases
o f option 4. The multitude o f ways that the study can be designed based on MFs provides
general guidelines for multi-method research.
Interaction with a stakeholder to a various degree spans throughout all the phases
o f study. Stakeholder can also influence research methods, which can constrain or change
the research. Finally, the desirable or required time to conduct the study is an important
factor, and it is often provided or known based on the type o f activity.
The availability o f software can significantly influence available methods, hence
possible options should be considered as early as possible. Simulation software often
allows using a single, two, and rarely multiple M&S methods. Usually, software with
more open IDE architecture permits to extend software capabilities. Considered software
can also characterize some specific capabilities o f methods, for instance their visual
display capabilities.
Both theoretical (e.g. mathematical, logical, and formalism) and practical
(programming, scripting, visual modeling) knowledge about methods are needed to be
able to successfully utilize M&S methods. It is noted that if a very large number o f
methods is considered this could have also negative consequences related to complexity
o f possible options. For instance, if only five main components and five methods are
considered, and assuming that each component can be modeled only using a single
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method, initial number o f combinations is 3,125 (55). If the number o f components is
increased to six this would have generated 15,625 combinations (56).

5.1.2 Study Background: Phenomena, System, and Research Question(s)
This step usually requires conducting qualitative analysis to define, redefine,
clarify and analyze phenomena and system(s) involved in order to understand study
purpose, problem(s), and to develop RQ(s). For instance, an M&S practitioner tasked
with modeling o f system that involves social phenomena conducts qualitative analysis,
which can involve “information gathering by direct observation, analysis o f documents
and sources, and interviews” in order to gain familiarity about phenomena [41]. If
previous theoretical work and implementation o f simulation model is found in literature,
it is examined for reuse within the study. Moreover, depending on type o f research this
step can also involve creation o f high-level conceptual models showing necessary
dependencies. This approach allows for flexibility during initial conceptualization within
study background. It would not be appropriate to constrain conceptual derivation.
Clearly, different high-level conceptual methods can be helpful and used to aid in this
process. If primary data collection is possible, modeler can be more creative when
developing RQs.

5.1.3 Identifying Outputs and Inputs of a Simulation Model and Requirements
Oren [145] offers a systemic view on using simulation to finding values o f two
out o f three types: output, input, or state variables given that two out o f three types are
known. Three types o f objectives are identified and relate to an analysis problem, i.e.
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generating model behavior (output), a design problem (states satisfying input/output
pair), or a control problem (searching for a necessary system input control). What can be
defined as input, output, or states depends on purpose, not a simulation model. In a realworld (especially when involved with social phenomena), two out o f three elements are
often not given and solving a problem may involve iterative filling gaps both at
conceptual and simulation experiment levels. Robinson [146] defined inputs as model
elements that are manipulated during simulation run to obtain desired effects determined
by study objectives, while outputs are the results from simulation run to see if objectives
are achieved and if not, why. This step aims at identifying outputs from the simulation
model that are required to explore and/or answer RQs, and identifying input(s) to the
simulation model, which should be used to manipulate model’s conditions in order to
explore and/or answer RQs. Next, a set o f requirements should align study background
with input(s) and output(s).

5.1.4 Identification of Major Required Components and Structure
The multi-method M&S approach requires looking beyond the concept, while still
developing it to generate insight into which methods to use. The main differences
between conceptual modeling for a single method approach and multi-method M&S
approach are reflected in the necessity o f a multi-method way o f conceptualization. Steps
four and five are proposed to guide toward a low-level conceptual model and should end
up with a specification o f MFs. This part o f multi-method conceptualization investigates
scope and structural dependences o f components o f a model and employs constraints
related to structural characteristics, at the same time guiding toward appropriate methods.
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This step should identify major simulation model components and their subcomponents
that can realize output, input, and phenomena. The steps shown in
Figure 23 are iterative, and only displayed as linear for clarity. The process starts
with identifying major simulation model components based on analysis o f RQ(s),
output(s), input(s) and requirements. The most important components should allow
manipulations related to input requirements to produce simulation output that have
potential to answer RQ(s). If they do not, this indicates a need to go back to the study
background section to explore further phenomena.

For each
separate model

1. Identify major
components and
relationships

2. Find embedding
relation between
components
(composition)

4. Find exchange
relation between
components
(association)

5. Analyze structural
constraints related
to methods

3. Find duality
relation between
components
(aggregation)

6. Draw current
view of MFs

Figure 23. Steps to defining model structure.

Only compositions and aggregations create constraints related to structural
falsifiers. Association is the most general relation and does not have any constraints
related to a structure, but provides information about required connectivity between
components. It is noted that if some components are not connected, they become separate
models. Similarly, there may be a situation where two or more separate assemblies that
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each consists o f multiple components are created, which also indicates number o f
separate models needed. All compositions, aggregations, and associations should be
conceptually acknowledged providing high-level structure that can represent output,
input, and phenomena. Next, structural characteristics are turned into structural falsifiers
and methods are evaluated against them. A falsifier has to be evaluated as false in order
to accept considered method as an option for a component. Finally, structural falsifiers
related to method characteristics must be developed and analyzed and current structural
view using MFs must be drawn.

5.1.5 Required Behavior and Choice of Methods
This part focuses on conceptualization o f behavioral requirements o f components,
including interaction points between components. The aim is to identify critical
characteristics o f methods needed in order to capture behavior o f components and their
interaction that allows answering RQ, which at the same time can facilitate insight into
method choices and development o f MFs. The main interaction types were recognized in
Section 2.4.2.1. These were focused on data exchange by replacement, aggregation/
disaggregation, transformation, and triggering and listening to conditions. The main steps
for this phase are shown in Figure 24.

1. Analyze
interaction points
and identify
required behavior

Figure 24. Analysis o f behavior.

2. Develop behavior
falsifiers and
evaluate m ethods
for each com ponent

3. Employ falsification
criteria to resolve
com p onents with m ore
than a single m ethod
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The first step combines conceptualization o f behavior and interaction points between
components. This should lead to critical characteristics o f each component. Next, these
characteristics are turned into behavior falsifiers and methods are evaluated against them.
Falsifier has to be evaluated false in order to accept considered method as an option for a
component. In the last step, ties must be analyzed if more than a single method evaluates
falsifier false. It is proposed to combine falsifiers with falsification criteria discussed in
Section 3.3 and evaluate scores for each method, the scope was already covered in the
section related to the structure of a model. Moreover, because methods can be associated
with externally developed graphical representation, the evaluation o f visual display
criterion can be constrained to the prebuilt features o f modeling elements associated with
considered methods. Ease o f developing a simulation model affects time to develop;
hence, only time to develop will be evaluated as a falsification criterion.
The scoring (level o f disagreement) o f falsifiers in the context o f falsification
criteria is proposed in Table 19, while importance o f falsification criterion is scored using
Table 20. The overall sub-falsifiability score is a multiplication o f both scores.

Table 19. Scale for scoring of methods in a context o f falsification criteria and falsifiers.
Level o f disagreement
Very strongly disagree

Score

Strongly disagree

0.75

Disagree

0.5

Somewhat disagree

0.25

Do not disagree

1

0
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Table 20. Level o f importance o f falsification criterion on component.
Level o f
importance

Weight

Insignificant

0

Minimal

0.25

Moderate

0.5

Significant

0.75

Essential

1

Description
The falsification
component
The falsification
component
The falsification
component
The falsification
component
The falsification

criterion bears insignificantly on the
criterion bears minimally on the
criterion bears moderately on the
criterion bears significantly on the
criterion is essential for the component

The outline for calculation o f CoMS is proposed as follows. For each falsifier / ,
falsification criterion j , and each method i calculate sub-falsifiability score
Ffji = Ifji *

(3 )

An importance o f falsification criterion on component is represented as Ifjh and ( Fe) fij
stands for evaluation score (level o f disagreement). Second, for each falsifier f and each
method i calculate cumulative sub-falsifiability score

(4)
A size o f falsification criteria set is represented by a letter m. Next, calculate cumulative
sub-falsifiability score for each method i

V ')t =

(5)

The number o f falsifiers is represented by a letter p. Then, using a cumulative subfalsifiability score for each falsifier / , assess the maximum sub-falsifiability score.
(F

mox)

/ =

M a * ( ( F c )* )

(6 )
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Finally, assess the maximum cumulative sub-falsifiability score.

FMax ~ 7LfJo(.FMax)f

(? )

Similarly, calculate the overall maximum achievable sub-falsifiability score, which is a
maximum score that methods could have been evaluated, including importance o f
falsification criterion.

Max(Fc)f l = ZJjZ™Max(Ffji )

(8 )

M a x {F c) i = Y!f ZvQM a x {F c)fi

(9)

M ax{ F ) = S l= g A fax (F c) {

(10)

Given all the scores calculated above, calculate the CoMS as a difference between the
actual maximum cumulative sub-falsifiability score and the cumulative sub-falsifiability
score for each method i
CoMSt = FMax - (Fc) t

( 11)

This score can be used to get an insight into advantage o f using particular options. This is
also operationalized complementarity principle, which can be used e.g. to show
advantage o f multi-method M&S approach over a single method. Also, calculate the
CoMS as a difference between maximum achievable sub-falsifiability score and actual
maximum cumulative sub-falsifiability score to see how closely the methods fulfilled the
requirements.
Co MS t = M a x { F ) - FMax

( 12)

It is also advised to normalize results using M a^(F ) as maximum value for clearer
comparison.
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The problem o f subjectivity during multi-method conceptualization relates to the
fact that simulation models with different configurations o f methods do not exist, and
cannot be fully observed unless implemented. The proposed approach that employed
falsifiers and falsification criteria is only approximations based on reasoning on a future
simulation model as discussed by Robinson [113]. As mentioned earlier, because lowlevel conceptual models contain strong implications about M&S methods, the choice o f
methods from the set o f considered methods should occur in steps four and five, which
means that at this point method formats should be determined.

5.1.6 Low-level Conceptual Model(s) Development
Once the methods are assigned and MFs developed, the low-level conceptual
model can also be developed. During the method choice process, highlighted conceptual
features should be expanded upon in this step. Upon reaching this point o f the process,
the structure and behavior should be known enough to develop a low-level conceptual
model using modeling elements typical for selected methods.
Different methods have different modeling blocks and/or characteristics. For
instance, Robinson [113] specified four types o f components within DES as entities,
activities, queues, and resources. SC would consist o f states (simple, composite, final,
and history), transitions, initial points, and branch objects. SD often uses causal loop
diagrams during conceptualization, while the main implementation building blocks o f SD
are stock, flow, general variable, and SD often supports lookup tables. There are a few
possible ways o f looking at developing conceptual model within ABM [1, 147], but
common component types o f ABM is a population o f agents and agent specification
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itself. BN has typically nodes (chance, decision, and value) and arcs that connect them.
Moreover, types o f components have dependencies, which must be obeyed.

5.1.7 Steps Seven to Nine
The development, design o f experiment, and analysis o f multi-method simulation
model depend on selected methods and software used. If a conceptual model was
developed using M&S software, this provides a smooth transition into specifying all the
necessary code that connects components structure and behavior into an executable
simulation model reflecting desired inputs, states transitions, and outputs. A detailed
guideline for model development, design o f experiment, and analysis is outside o f the
scope o f this work. Please refer to Section 2.4.2.1 and M&S textbooks and publications
for more information, for instance see [16, 17, 31, 96, 148, 149].
Similarly, it is difficult to prescribe detail guidelines on validation that can be
applied to multi-method M&S approach. Please refer to Section 2.4.3 for discussion
about simulation model validation. As pointed there, the key aspect to consider when
conducting validation o f a multi-method simulation model is the fulfillment o f the
purpose with a sound and holistic perspective on a study. This may indicate that the level
o f validity might depend on the standards used, which should define their limitations and
the proper context o f their usage. Verification and Validation (V&V) processes expose
scientists’ skills about a subject studied and M&S skills for representation o f the
researched phenomena.
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5.2 SELECTION OF A PROBLEM FOR M&S DEVELOPMENT
An undertaken real-world problem through proposed research guidelines serves as
a data layer for evaluation o f multi-method M&S approach. The choice o f the real-world
problem selection is discussed first.
The simulation model should be able to explore non-trivial situation, where more
than a single method seems appealing but also problematic. The multi-method M&S
approach has already been used to represent technical phenomena, for instance: in
manufacturing [4]; healthcare [5, 6]; and supply chain systems [7]. In hybrid Discrete
Event Simulation/System Dynamics (DES/SD) models, methods often complement each
other. For instance, DES offers better representation o f detail complexity, and SD allows
for easier representation o f dynamic “feedback” effects [8, 9]. Technical phenomena that
are considered in these studies appear within well-bounded levels o f analysis. A situation
is more problematic if social and technical phenomena are mixed. Social phenomena can
be very difficult to understand. A social system is often characterized by high complexity
that arises from more than one level o f analysis and fuzzy boundaries [150]. A
representation o f social phenomena with a combination o f different methods seems
intuitively appealing especially in the situations where questions pertain to descriptive as
well as theoretical aspects o f a social phenomenon. It is likely that some M&S methods
would serve better in addressing theoretical, and some answering descriptive questions.
There is also a possibility that single research questions pertain to both theoretical and
descriptive characteristics. Recently, communities that were usually focused on
representation o f technical phenomena also started exploration o f social concepts [18, 63,
151]. Unfortunately, the usefulness o f a multi-method M&S approach to represent social
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phenomena is not well understood and demonstration o f its advantages is not an easy
endeavor. For all the above reasons, the case study will focus on a real-world problem
that consists o f both technical and social phenomena.
The real-world problem will pertain to a return to work phenomenon o f Social
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) enrollees in the United States. A multi-method
simulation model may or may not be needed to capture system conditions and enrollee
behavior.
A general purpose o f this work exists in a higher logic o f evaluation o f research
guidelines and theoretical basis, while at the lower level o f this scenario it pertains to the
use o f a simulation model to investigate aspects o f the return to work phenomenon. The
problem with representation o f enrollee’s decision to work is not trivial. In order to get
insight into the “why” enrollees consider to work, a common approach involves
qualitative analysis o f issues related to disability to provide further hypotheses for
quantitative analysis [152]. A different research path to the above approach is proposed in
this case study. A simulation-based study is considered, in which generated pseudo
qualitative data will be processed at a higher level, providing a more holistic view o f the
system. This approach could potentially complement traditional data collection and
analysis. With the current state-of-the-art, simulation at multiple levels o f analysis can
combine aspects o f both qualitative and quantitative empirical worldviews. The
developed simulation model will be used to answer a sample research query developed in
Section 4.4.2 that examines how the attitude o f an enrollee toward work incentives
related to health improvements, money, and vocational assistance can affect the return to
work phenomenon for 18 to 39 year old SSDI enrollees (at enrollment). The choice o f the
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population type is related to availability o f relevant research literature and data.
Moreover, young population of enrollees has the most potential to return to work and
value for the stakeholders, because if they do not return to work they will use SSDI funds
for a very long time. The research question will be measured as the total percentage o f
population with benefits terminated for work.

5.3 EVALUATION PLAN
The evaluation will have two major sections. The first section uses evaluation
questions and statements, while the second one attempts to pseudo-triangulate the
developed simulation model using a single method that was not selected.

5.3.1 Questions and Statements
The response to questions and statements will look directly at how well the
requirements o f research guidelines are supported by the developed process. The
proposed steps within the research guidelines are based on common M&S steps, but
additional multi-method features during conceptualization make them unique. These
additional features are the main subject o f the analysis, but evaluation o f the scenario is
also included. The following questions and evaluation statements will be explored.
1. Did the research guidelines facilitate generation o f information for external
method falsifiability?
This question examines if the proposed steps (especially structural and behavior
conceptualization that involves multiple methods) can provide a good base for a critique
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o f the selected methods. This is important to evaluate and improve a particular study and
multi-method M&S research practice in general.
2. Within this case study, did MFs provide high-level description o f multi-method
M&S approach?
This question reviews whether MFs supported these research guidelines. No other
guidelines were found that would support this generalized way o f representing multi
method M&S research approach including a structure o f a multi-method simulation.
3. Was the use o f multiple methods justified based on operationalized theoretical
developments from Section 3 related to complementarity principles?
This question explores developments from Section 3. The choice o f methods from the set
o f considered methods occurs somewhere between the research background step and
before the conceptual model is fully developed. The theoretical developments in Section
3.3 led to proposed approach that estimates complementarity o f methods using CoMS,
which will be examined within this question and evaluated in the context o f
complementarity principles. This question examines also how selective were developed
falsifier during choosing methods and falsification criteria.
4. Based on the case study, evaluate the sentences that apply to the multi-method
approach:
a. The use o f multiple methods was justified by examining if a similar
insight could not be generated without using a multi-method simulation
model (adapted from Greene [27]).
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b. The use o f multi-method M&S approach facilitated the use o f different
perspectives e.g., insider and observer’s views (adapted from
Onwuegbuzie and Johnson [118]).
c. The weakness from one approach were compensated by the advantages
from the other approach (adapted from Onwuegbuzie and Johnson [118]).
Questions 1 through 3 and Statements 4a, 4b, and 4c investigate aspects of
complementarity o f methods in different contexts. Moreover, the described real-world
problem used in this case study was summarized as a paper and submitted to a Winter
Simulation Conference 2014 to obtain some independent external evaluation source
[153]. Three reviewers evaluated the paper by answering questions 5, and 6. The
evaluation questions 5 and 6 can provide also insight into value o f multi-method M&S
approach as seen by M&S experts.
5. What is the novelty presented in the paper?
6. How do you evaluate the potential impact on the application field?

5.3.2 Demonstration
A structural and behavioral analysis should lead to selection o f a method or a set
o f methods for conceptualized components that will be used to develop a simulation
model. The question arises if the selection process provided a sufficient justification. The
purpose o f this demonstration is to pseudo-triangulate the developed simulation model
using a method not previously selected to explore possible biases during the selection
process. This effort can demonstrate whether or not the selected solution can capture
inputs, outputs, and possibly the results o f the developed simulation model. It examines
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feasibility o f representation in spite o f demonstrated weaknesses o f a not selected method
in the research context. Pseudo-triangulation o f all possible configurations that were not
selected is outside o f the scope o f this work (this would require 624 configurations). A
single simulation model that includes a not selected method will be developed and
evaluated.

5.4 M&S DEVELOPMENT
This section employs proposed in Section 5.1 research guidelines to explore
return to work phenomenon o f SSDI enrollees in the U.S.

5.4.1 Study Origination
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, the study origination will consider aspects related
to stakeholders expectations, choice and availability o f modeling software, and
considered methods.
•

Stakeholder and/or researcher expectations

This is a very important step in real M&S practice. In this case, the researcher
expectation is to use a real-world problem to provide a data layer for evaluation driven by
the purpose o f dissertation requirements. Dissertation committee members could be
considered as stakeholders in this case because they evaluate this work’s quality. Because
the atomic study that explores a phenomenon is considered, triangulation that involves
additional modeler(s) can be eliminated. This means MFI is not applicable. The total time
to conduct the study is assumed below two months.
•

Choice and availability o f modeling software
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The comparison o f different modeling platforms and differences in implementation o f
methods within these environments could produce a separate dissertation, and it was
considered outside o f the scope o f this work. AnyLogic® simulation software (version
6.9) is used for this case study for two main reasons. The first reason is related to its
multi-method capabilities. This IDE based software includes ABM, DES, SD, SC, among
other domain specific libraries, and permits to include additional methods because it is
open to Java based code libraries. The second reason pertains to accessibility to a
“student version” o f this software. It is pointed out that used software provides graphical
layer associated with methods (modeling blocks). For instance, SD and SC have full
spectrum o f graphical blocks available e.g. stocks, flows, dynamic variables, and states,
transitions, branching block respectively. ABM provides a basic structure (shell) that
holds agents, where agents can be associated with a picture that may be located in chosen
graphical space, but it does not have to have graphical representation. Multiple options o f
using ABM make the visual representation o f internal behavior and external view o f
agent customizable to the particular purpose, which often requires more coding than other
methods. BN is not included in AnyLogic®. It can be implemented in Java code within
AnyLogic® (which can be time consuming) or integrated with implemented Java based
software or library. The second approach will be considered (using Genie ® tool) during
method selection. The Genie® tool is free and provides an easy-to-use graphical interface
to develop networks. It can be easily imported to AnyLogic® as a ja r library.
•

Considered methods

The number o f methods considered is limited to five to avoid too many possible
combinations. ABM, DES, SD, SC, and BN are considered because o f a good theoretical
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and practical knowledge about them. The brief description o f methods considered is
provided in Appendix C (mainly as implemented in AnyLogic®). The summarized view
using criteria developed in Section 2A.2.2 provides additional insight. It is noted that
some methods offer low-level conceptual view (DES, SC, BN) while others guide toward
low-level from high-level conceptual view e.g. causal loop diagram toward SD.

5.4.2 Study Background: Phenomena, System, and Research Question(s)
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) is a benefit available in the U.S. to
people with disabilities. It can often be combined with Supplemental Security Income
(SSI), Medicaid and Medicare [152], Statistical data from 2010 indicate 64.9% o f SSDI
recipients aged 2 1 - 4 4 years, 50% o f SSDI recipients, aged 45 - 54 years, and 31.4%
aged 5 5 - 6 4 years, were also Medicaid/Medicare beneficiaries, translating into
significant spending [152]. In 2008, estimated federal expenses on workers with
disabilities were approximate at $357 billion while state spending estimated $71 billion
(90% o f which on Medicaid) [154], The cost o f SSDI benefits for workers with
disabilities and their dependents was $127.9 billion [154]. Difficult economic situations
can increase the rate o f application for disability benefits. By the end o f 2001, 5.3 million
disability benefits were provided by Social Security Administration (SSA) with an
average o f 57,600 new recipients per month [155]. This number increased to 7.1 million
by the end o f 2007 with an average o f 68,900 new recipients per month, and to 8.8
million in mid-2012 with an average o f 82,400 new recipients each month [156]. A
typical SSDI enrollee stays in the program for many years. Three major paths to exiting
the program are as follows: 1) death; 2) reaching full retirement age; and 3) no longer
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meeting medical disability standards. Data show that in 2004,12% o f beneficiaries left
the program for the above reasons [157]. The 10-year follow-up study o f SSDI enrollees
provides information that benefits were terminated for 3.7% o f recipients after they found
work [158], Moreover, the data indicate that a majority o f SSDI enrollees who found
work while using work incentives do so in the first five years from being awarded [158].
Upon award o f SSDI benefits, a disabled person becomes eligible for federal and
state programs that include vocational rehabilitation and employment assistance. There
are four major work incentive programs: 1) Work Incentive Planning and Assistance
Program (WIPA); 2) Protection and Advocacy for Beneficiaries o f Social Security
Program (PABSS); 3) Ticket to Work Program; and 4) Social Security / Vocational
Rehabilitation Program. Kregel [159] provided an overview o f outcomes from current
research related to these programs. Livermore et al. [160] found a consistent and
significant relationship between the receipt o f WIPA services and an increased likelihood
that a beneficiary will be employed and experience a reduction in benefits in the future.
Once SSDI is awarded, there is a 24-month waiting period for Medicare entitlement.
Development o f a coordinated and comprehensive system o f incentives is
challenging because it must be tailored to many different groups with specific needs and
characteristics, but may bring profits for recipients and providers, assuring that the money
is spent wisely, bringing savings for the budget and at the same time giving the best
possible care and options for the disabled population. As pointed out by Kennedy et al.
[152] evidence from outside o f the U.S. suggests that an introduction o f vocational
rehabilitation and retum-to-work goals at the beginning o f an SSDI determination process
can encourage successful workforce reintegration. Because the amount o f outpatient
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services used for Medicare enrollees is negatively associated with employment, one
should expect savings o f government money [161]. Moreover, findings support efforts to
encourage work because o f associations between employment with better health, healthy
behaviors, and lower costs [162].
Liu and Stapleton [158] discussed the problem o f short term evaluations based on
“cross-sectional” statistics, and highlighted the need for a more detailed view o f
beneficiaries leaving SSDI for a work through longitudinal studies. They discussed the
complexity o f capturing dynamic changes in possible multiple transitions from significant
gainful activity (SGA), non- SGA, and an unemployed status. These transitions depend
on the amount o f enrollee earnings each month. Kennedy et al. [152] point out the need to
measure enrollee employment in terms o f earnings, which would require merging (e.g.
unemployment and Medicare) data.
In their analysis, Liu and Stapleton [158] identified five stages: SSDI awarded,
first time employed, trial work period (TWP) completed, benefits suspended after finding
work, and benefits terminated after finding work. Percentages o f SSDI awardees for each
stage from 1996 to 2006 were traced, giving also a cumulative percent at the 10-year
mark. Liu and Stapleton [158] focused mostly on reporting what has happened using data
analysis, which provided initial clues about how the system behaves. Ben-Shalom and
Mamun [163] focused on four milestones: service enrollment, start o f TWP, TWP
completion month, and the first suspension month. They used only “complete” cohort
data for 60 months after the first SSDI award, taking the research one-step further and
providing estimated probabilities o f service enrollment at considered stages, as a function
o f age and type o f disability. However, this more informative approach still lacks the
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answer to the question “why” enrollees would consider returning to work. The reviewed
literature provides insight into systemic rules, but it does not offer a theoretical model
that can be reused in simulation o f return to work phenomenon. No implementation o f
simulation model was found that considers this topic altogether, hence the reuse or
extension o f previous M&S work is not applicable in this case.
In order to get insight into the “why” question, a common approach involves
qualitative analysis o f issues related to disability to provide further hypotheses for
quantitative analysis [152]. A different approach is proposed here i.e. a simulation based
study is employed to generate data that can be processed providing a more holistic view.
Evidence indicates that younger beneficiaries who have received benefits for a
shorter period are more likely to become employed [159]. Work incentive programs
focus on different aspects (e.g. health improvement, money incentives, and vocational
assistance), which can contribute to a retum-to-work. The research question examines
how much attitude toward incentives related to health improvement, money, and
vocational assistance affect return to work phenomenon. This will be measured for the
younger population (18 to 39 year old) o f SSDI enrollees’ as the difference in percentage
that remained “on the rolls”.

5.4.3 Identifying Outputs and Inputs of a Simulation Model and Requirements
The following RQ was identified in the previous step: how much attitude toward
incentives related to health improvement, money, and vocational assistance affect return
to work phenomenon? This will be measured for the younger population (18 to 39 year
old) o f SSDI enrollees’ as the percentage that remained “on the rolls” .
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Using this information the output value is specified as a percentage o f population
(o f interest) with benefits terminated fo r work after given period, which then can be used
to compare differences between different cases. Based on the study background section, a
few requirements that pertain to output can be identified. The output should arise from
simulated (18 to 39 year old) population or a sample population o f SSDI enrollees. The
time span will be from 1996 to 2006 based on available data from relevant research, e.g.
[164]. The output should be calculated based on stochastic character o f individual SSDI
process related to systemic phases and transitions as described by Liu and Stapleton [158]
and Ben-Shalom and Mamun [163], and corresponding decision points o f individual
active enrollees to look for a job, and enrollee work status (e.g. SGA, non-SGA).
Descriptive accuracy o f the output is important but not at cost o f detail. For instance, the
highly accurate predictive algorithm with a low resolution is not desirable at this point o f
analysis, but rather a model in which we can identify factors and processes relevant to the
theoretical view. The simulation should explore stochastic characteristics o f output hence
output analysis should determine 95% confidence o f the output at the end time mark
(1996-2006) based on 30 runs or more, and determine variability o f the process via 2D
histogram. Moreover, it is desirable that simulation model provided visual display o f
SSDI process and work status for validation purposes.
In order to get insight into RQ, attitude toward systemic incentives related to
vocational assistance, money, and health improvement programs should be represented
as parameters within some identified adequate scale. For instance, inputs o f enrollee
attitude toward different incentives could be scaled on ordinal scale from sufficient to
insufficient. Psychological level should be considered e.g. beliefs, attitudes, and
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intentions. Inputs will reside in the enrollee’s modeled attitude and relate to incentives in
relation to the consideration o f work. Low-level input is important to investigate hidden
aspects related to transitions controlled by human behavior.

5.4.4 Identification of Major Required Components and Structure
The following four main components were identified based on requirements:
population o f individual enrollees, SSDI process, enrollee work status, enrollee attitudes.
Because the population o f enrollees consists o f individual enrollees as subcomponents
this is considered as an additional relationship.
•

Component 1 describes population or a sample population o f SSDI enrollees 18 to
39 year old as an individual active decision makers

•

Component 2 describes SSDI process o f phases and transitions describing retumto-work phenomenon

•

Component 3 describes work status o f enrollee e.g. working / not working state

•

Component 4 describes enrollee's attitudes toward incentives on the scale from
sufficient to insufficient
The relationships between components are identified as shown in Table 21 and

graphically in Figure 25 as compositions or associations using UML class diagram
notation.
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Table 21. Relationships between main components.
Components/
subcomponents
Population o f enrollees
Enrollee
SSDI process
Enrollee work status
Enrollee attitudes

Population
o f enrollees

Enrollee

SSDI
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Enrollee
work status

Enrollee
attitudes

follow s

has
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has
is influenced

has
is within
is for
is within
are within

influences
influences

1..*

▼ follows
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influences

A
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1..*

M

i
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Figure 25. Relationships between main components.

This structural view provides also a set o f requirements based on which one can develop
structural falsifiers in relation to methods considered for each relevant component. First,
statements describing structural requirements are presented.
1. Population o f enrollees is a composition o f enrollees
2. Individual enrollee is a composition o f SSDI process, enrollee work status,
and enrollee attitudes
3. SSDI and enrollee work status influence each other (association)
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4. Enrollee attitude influences SSDI process (association)
Next, considering the above statements as a base, structural falsifiers in relation to
methods considered for each relevant component will be developed. Component 1 uses
composition relation (MFVI) which can constrain the possible solution, whereas other
components use association relation (MFIV) which is the most general and do not
constrain the structure. Because o f this, only structural requirements one and two are
useful to develop structural falsifiers in the context o f Component 1.
Structural falsifiers:
•

No method represents a population o f individual enrollees as a composition o f
individual enrollees

•

No method represents individual entities as a composition o f SSDI process,
enrollee work status, and enrollee attitudes

The following are the results o f analysis in relation to the falsifiers:

Component 1:
DES
•

DES represents a population o f individual enrollees as a composition o f
individual enrollees (entities)

•

DES does not represent individual entities as a composition o f SSDI process,
enrollee work status, and enrollee attitudes

SD
•

SD represents a population o f individual enrollees as a composition o f individual
enrollees (an array o f stock and flow models)
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•

SD represents individual entities as a composition o f SSDI process, enrollee work
status, and enrollee attitudes. Individual stock and flow models are used as a
composition o f SSDI process, enrollee work status, and enrollee attitudes

ABM
•

ABM represents SSDI population o f individual enrollees as a composition o f
enrollees (agents)

•

ABM represents individual entities as a composition o f SSDI process, enrollee
work status, and enrollee attitudes. Individual agents are used as a composition o f
SSDI process, enrollee work status, and enrollee attitudes.

BN
•

BN does not represent a population o f individual enrollees as a composition of
individual enrollees

•

BN does not represent individual enrollees as a composition o f SSDI process,
enrollee work status, and enrollee attitudes

SC
•

SC does not represent a population o f individual enrollees as a composition of
individual enrollees

•

SC does not represent individual enrollees as a composition o f SSDI process,
enrollee work status, and enrollee attitudes

Table 22 displays results o f analysis o f structural requirements. Number one means that
the answer to a falsifier is false (negation o f sentence that is set as negation), zero means
true.
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Table 22. Results o f analysis o f structural requirements on methods.
C o m p o n en t/M eth o d

DES

SD

ABM

BN

SC

P opu lation o f en ro llee s

0

1

1

0

0

S S D I p ro cess

1

1

1

1

1

E n rollee w ork status

1

1

1

1

1

E n rollee attitudes

1

1

1

1

1

Analysis o f structural falsifiers allowed eliminating DES, BN and SC as possible
options for Component 1. Figure 26 displays partial MFs. After structural analysis,
methods are not fully determined for all components indicated as Xi.

ASM, or SO

MF 11.2 or VI
Method

MF 11.2 o r VI

M f II 2 or VI i

Method
•MF 11.3 or IV.2------ 1

■MF 11.3 or IV.2

Figure 26. MFs with placeholders for methods.

5.4.5 Required Behavior and Choice of Methods
I. Analyze interaction points and identify required behavior
An SSDI awarded enrollee enters SSDI system, where they may consider the
“working path”. Their attitude to work will affect the decision to work. This interaction
was specified in previous section as Component 4 influencing Component 2. This
interaction point is critical because it could facilitate insight into investigation o f hidden
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aspects related to transitions controlled by human behavior. This sets the requirement on
Component 1, which means that enrollees must be able to make decisions by internally
generated decision events.
Once enrollees decide to work, they will look for work, which will trigger their
work status (Component 3). This interaction was specified in previous section at high
level as Component 2 (SSDI process) influencing Component 3 (work status). This was
described in Section 2.4.2.1 as triggering and listening to interaction type. Enrollees
move to TWP stage if they find a job and make more than TWP income limit. This
interaction was specified in previous section at a high level as Component 3 (work status)
influencing Component 2 (SSDI process). Additionally, in order to represent this
behavior the work status component must represent working and not working states, and
SSDI component must represent transition that depends on state o f Component 3 and the
TWP income limit. This is again triggering and listening to interaction type. The enrollee
stays in TWP stage o f SSDI process until a total o f 9 months has accumulated. This leads
to the requirement that the Component 2 must represent a condition that counts the TWP
months during which the enrollee made more than the TWP income limit. The amount of
monthly income and its consistency determines length o f stay in TWP.
After enrollees accumulate 9 months above the threshold, they enter the Extended
Period o f Eligibility (EPE) stage. During this time if the enrollee makes over $980 per
month, which is considered SGA, the financial benefits are withheld for this month. This
requires representation o f condition within SSDI process that checks work status (SGA
and NSGA) to determine if this month’s money is withdrawn, and adds time spent within
EPE stage. If 36-months have passed and the enrollee’s work status is SGA, the financial
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benefits will be terminated for work. This, again, requires representation o f the condition
within SSDI process that checks status o f work status (SGA and NSGA). There is also a
need for a behavior that can represent amount o f earnings, which may be represented
using probability distribution function (PDF).
In the Section 5.4.3, requirements related to input were specified for Component
4. The incentives to work at psychological level scaled from sufficient to insufficient
were o f special interest.
Based on described requirements behavioral characteristics o f individual components
and their relations are identified as follows.
•

Component 1: Enrollee is an individual, active decision maker.

•

Component 2: SSDI process are to be represented as stochastic, capable to trigger
and capable to be triggered. For instance, with transitions between SSDI stages
are based on time stochastic functions, be responsive to external triggers, and are
able to trigger work status (Component 3).

•

Component 3: Work status is represented as able to trigger and response to an
external change. For instance, it is able to be activated by other components. It
represents enrollee working and not working states, and states related to working
state i.e. SGA and NSGA.

•

Component 4: It represents enrollee attitudes at psychological level to uncover
hidden aspects related to decision to work.

2. Develop behavior falsifiers and evaluate methods fo r each component
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Based on the above requirements, behavior falsifiers are developed. Although more than
a single falsifier per component is permitted, each component has in this case only a
single falsifier.

Component 1:
No method represents enrollee as an individual active decision maker.

Component 2:
No method represents SSDI process component with stochastic transitions and behavior
that can trigger and is capable to be triggered (listen to other conditions).

Component 3:
No method represents work status component with behavior that can trigger and is
capable to be triggered (listen to other conditions).

Component 4:
No method represents enrollee attitudes at psychological level.
Table 23 shows the results o f applying behavioral falsifiers to methods.

Table 23. Analysis o f behavioral falsifiers.
B eh a v io r falsifier/M eth o d

DES

SD

ABM

N o method represents enrollee as
an individual active decision maker

X

0

1

N o method represents SSDI
process component with stochastic
transitions and behavior that can
trigger and is capable to be
triggered
N o method represents work status
component with behavior that can
trigger and is capable to be
triggered
N o method represents enrollee
attitudes at psychological level

BN

SC

I

X

X

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1
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The number one means that the answer to a falsifier is false, zero means true, and x
means that this option was eliminated in the previous structural analysis. Component 1
should be developed using ABM because SD cannot represent individual active decision
making behavior logic. Although DES was already eliminated, this falsifier would have
been also eliminated here because DES can create only individual passive entities (see
Appendix A for definition). DES, ABM and SC can describe required by Component 2 ’s
behavior i.e. stochastic transitions related to systemic phases and transitions, and
behavior that can trigger and is capable to be triggered. SD cannot describe SSDI
stochastic process related to systemic phases and transitions because it is based on
differential equations, which are inherently deterministic and would not be able to convey
concepts o f transition between phases but rather flows. Similarly, BN cannot describe
SSDI stochastic process because it does not convey concepts o f transition between phases
but probabilistic relations between nodes. Component 3 has very similar requirements to
Component 2 (except stochastic behavior requirement), and the same methods can be
applied to Component 3. The behavior falsifier for Component 4 was not able to
eliminate any o f the methods because it is not precise enough to clearly associate
characteristics o f methods with behavior.
3. Employ falsification criteria context within falsifiers to resolve components with more
than a single method
The criterion o f scope was previously examined as the structural falsifiers in
Section 4.5. Because no relevant simulation model was found in the literature (Section
4.3), and because reuse is not a concern o f this implementation the criterion o f reuse is
not applicable and it is skipped. Similarly, the run speed mainly depends on sample size
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o f population o f enrollees and is not o f concern for behavior falsifiers. The sample size
will be adjusted to fulfill run speed tolerance. The falsification criteria evaluated will
consist o f resolution, accuracy, precision, available data, visual display, and development
time.
Table 24 provides evaluation scores o f falsifiers in the context o f required resolution for
considered methods. Because both falsifier one and two are very similar in this context
they are discussed together. All methods are close contestants for falsifiers one and two.
SC has characteristics that strongly falsify this sentence.

Table 24. Analysis o f methods using falsifiers in the context o f resolution.

Falsifier

N o method represents the
SSDI process component
with stochastic transitions
and behavior that can trigger
and is capable to be triggered
with required resolution

N o method represents the
work status component with
behavior that can trigger and
is capable to be triggered
with required resolution

Method

lncl.

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

lmpo.

Eval.

N o method represents the
enrollee attitudes at
psychological level with
required resolution

Score

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

DES

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.25

0.25

SD

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

0.75

0.75

ABM

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

BN

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

1

1

SC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

The ability to have a composite structure especially adds possibilities to represent levels
o f detail related to triggering behaviors that can produces higher resolution. ABM itself
would require a lot o f coding to represent required resolution, and which would likely
end up as implemented in code state machine. DES would require workarounds to
translate process view to represent considered behavior at sufficient resolution. On the
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other hand, all three methods could produce the required resolution. Although SC may be
easier and faster to use, this is not a concern o f this falsification criterion.
For the third falsifier, all methods seem possible but some seem less adequate for
the purpose. For instance, it is difficult to conceptualize attitudes as discrete entities and
events associated with DES processes. This is possible option but at this stage o f research
the resolution is too high to build a useful model. SC seems a little more applicable than
DES since its holistic view may offer better match to desired resolution, but it is difficult
to conceptualize the representation o f multiple attitudes as states affected by multiple
factors at the same time (network view). ABM could represent enrollee attitudes as
individual competing agents. This is an interesting but very challenging approach, and it
would produce too much detail for the purpose at this stage o f the research. SD should be
considered, but similarly to ABM it would require assumption o f some parameters related
to dynamic relations, which at this point would be too difficult to implement numerically.
BN denies the third falsifier, because it is very intuitive and descriptive in the context o f
detail qualitative attitudes, which can be represented as a network o f prior and conditional
probabilities. At the current state o f knowledge o f return to work phenomena, this method
has potential to produces desirable resolution and gain insight into the phenomenon.
Table 25 provides evaluation scores o f falsifiers in the context o f the required
accuracy for considered methods. It seems that the accuracy context, the same as
resolution, directs slightly more toward SC then ABM or DES, but this cannot be clearly
determined. Although SC has the ability to describe triggering behavior as its key
element, allowing for asynchronous transitions between states to produce high accuracy,
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and although ABM has to be programed and DES needs workarounds it could not be
determined that these methods would make difference in the context o f accuracy.

Table 25. Analysis o f methods using falsifiers in the context o f accuracy.

Falsifier

N o method represents the
SSDI process component
with stochastic transitions
and behavior that can trigger
and is capable to be triggered
with required accuracy

N o method represents the
work status component with
behavior that can trigger and
is capable to be triggered
with required accuracy

Method

lncl.

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

Impo.

Eval.

N o method represents the
enrollee attitudes at
psychological level with
required accuracy

Score

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

DES

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.25

0.125

SD

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

0.5

0.75

0.375

ABM

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.25

BN

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

0.5

1

0.5

SC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.25

The lower score o f importance for the third falsifier reflects the direction given
during the analysis o f requirements in Section 4.4.2 that accuracy is less important than
resolution. Enrollee attitudes should be first represented well as a theoretical concept
before engaging with a more detail view, and DES is not a good candidate for theorizing
the multi-factor concept with its “black box” viewpoint. Accuracy o f DES would be more
questionable at this point o f research because o f lack o f top-level concept o f phenomenal
and related data. A similar problem may pertain to ABM, although this approach can be
used to theorize at the micro and macro levels. This could be enabled in the future to
provide a detail specification o f entities and decision processes, but not at this stage o f
knowledge. SC may have more potential to represent more accurately attitudes at
aggregated level, but its discrete event character requires specifying a detailed view o f
conditions leading to transitions, which is problematic without sufficient knowledge. SD
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and BN have the most potential for “accurate” results; hence they better falsify the
falsifier. This can be viewed as alignment with their close to theoretical use
characteristics, which also matches current state o f knowledge about return to work
phenomenon. Because enrollee attitudes are not explored, the view that is less granular
can also be more accurate in this case. Because SD requires more data to implement its
dynamic view, this can also influence accuracy, whereas BN intuitively can capture
concept without need to specify detailed dynamic relationships.
Table 26 provides evaluation scores o f falsifiers in the context o f required
precision for considered methods. Because all three methods are considered for the same
simulation software, they are equivalent when considering precision for falsifier one and
two in relation to simulation time unit.

Table 26. Analysis o f methods using falsifiers in the context o f precision.

Falsifier

N o method represents the
SSDI process component
with stochastic transitions
and behavior that can trigger
and is capable to be triggered
with required precision

N o method represents the
work status component with
behavior that can trigger and
is capable to be triggered
with required precision

Method

lncl.

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

Impo.

Eval.

N o method represents the
enrollee attitudes at
psychological level with
required precision

Score

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score
0.063

DES

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.25

0.25

SD

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

0.25

0.75

0.188

ABM

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.25

0.5

0.125

BN

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

0.25

1

0.25

SC

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.25

0.5

0.125

Similarly, all three methods can have the same precision in relation to estimation o f
stochastic output. The precision o f simulation time unit can be important for statistical
accumulators, but not to internal events, which will be asynchronous for all three
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methods when developed as internal method within an agent. The easier modeling o f
asynchronous events using SC could have indirect impact on precision but this cannot be
proved.
The third falsifier has less emphasis on precision, because the knowledge about
the underlying phenomenon is not sufficient to demand higher precision. High precision
o f enrollee attitudes representation is not realistic at this stage o f research. Because o f the
long simulation period, obtaining insight into possible enrollee attitudes in relation to
return to work phenomenon does not focus on high precision. For this reason, a method
that allows representation o f attitudes that would not require precise implementation o f
dynamics seems better adequated. BN allows representation o f the attitudes along the
probability scale, which can simplify initial conceptualization o f qualitative factors. SD
could provide future enhancements o f BN, but at this point o f research, it requires too
detailed specification in relation to time, while not even a structural view exists.
Table 27 provides evaluation scores o f falsifiers in the context o f available data
for considered methods.

Table 27. Analysis o f methods using falsifiers in the context o f available data.

Falsifier

N o method represents the
SSDI process component
with stochastic transitions
and behavior that can trigger
and is capable to be triggered
with available data

N o method represents the
work status component with
behavior that can trigger and
is capable to be triggered
with available data

Method

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

DES

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

1

0

0

SD

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

0.5

0.5

ABM

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

1

0.25

0.25

BN

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

0.75

0.75

SC

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

0.75

1

1

0

0

N o method represents the
enrollee attitudes at
psychological level with
available data

Score
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Because the systemic view that pertains to the SSDI system is clearly defined and
available, this, although important, does not affect greatly methods for the first falsifier as
all three could produce systemic SSDI view. The second falsifier pertains to enrollee
work status, which although can be clearly defined is driven by enrollee earnings data,
which are thus far not found. Because o f lack o f enrollee earnings data, they must
become a calibration input factor. This provides insight into model development, but does
not change evaluation o f falsifier two in relation to three methods considered. The third
falsifier is the most difficult to estimate, because no data at this level were found and
there is not clear structure o f model at this time. Because BN facilitates qualitative view
this enables more flexibility to represent qualitative phenomenon with limited amount o f
data, and aid to approximate data as a proof o f concept.
Table 28 provides evaluation scores o f falsifiers in the context o f required visual
display for considered methods.

Table 28. Analysis o f methods using falsifiers in the context o f visual display.

Falsifier

N o method represents the
SSDI process component
with stochastic transitions
and behavior that can trigger
and is capable to be triggered
with required visual display

N o method represents the
work status component with
behavior that can trigger and
is capable to be triggered
with required visual display

Method

lncl.

Impo.

lncl.

Impo.

DES

1

SD

X

ABM

1

BN
SC

Eval.

Score

0.5

1

0.5

1

X

X

X

X

0.5

0.5

0.25

1

X

X

X

X

1

0.5

1

0.5

N o method represents the
enrollee attitudes at
psychological level with
required visual display

Eval.

Score

lncl.

0.5

1

0.5

X

X

X

0.5

0.5

0.25

X

X

X

1

0.5

1

Impo.

Eval.

Score

1

0.5

0.75

0.375

1

0.5

0.5

0.25

1

0.5

0.25

0.125

X

1

0.5

0.25

0.125

0.5

1

0.5

0.75

0.375
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In AnyLogic®, methods could be associated with additionally developed graphical
representation. Because o f this, the evaluation is focused on the prebuilt features o f
modeling elements associated with considered methods. DES and SC deny falsifiers one
and two because their visual representation o f building blocks provides easy to follow
interactive (DES) or animated (SC) graphical view into their dynamic transitions.
Because o f its characteristic, ABM would require coding to achieve the same visual
effects, hence its lower score. Attitudes as the BN model can be quickly and intuitively
developed using selected Genie ® tool and imported to AnyLogic®, but this approach
does not have dynamic visual representation prebuilt within AnyLogic® and requires its
implementation. All other methods except ABM have visual display blocks that would
allow monitoring dynamic changes related to the components representing attitudes.
Table 29 provides evaluation scores o f falsifiers in the context o f required
development time for considered methods.

Table 29. Analysis o f methods using falsifiers in the context o f development time.

Falsifier

N o method represents the
SSDI process component
with stochastic transitions
and behavior that can trigger
and is capable to be triggered
with required development
time

N o method represents the
work status component with
behavior that can trigger and
is capable to be triggered
with required development
time

Method

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

lncl.

Impo.

Eval.

Score

DES

1

1

0.25

0.5

1

1

0.5

0.5

1

1

0.25

0.25

SD

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

0.25

0.25

ABM

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

BN

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.25

0.25

SC

N o method represents the
enrollee attitudes at
psychological level with
required development time
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This falsification criterion has significant importance because o f time constraints related
to this study. For falsifiers one and two, SC is the most time efficient method in the
context o f implementation, DES requires some workarounds, while ABM would require
significant time to code required behaviors. Using BN for the development o f attitudes
seems the most time effective, because the development o f network is the most time
consuming yet very quick and intuitive using Genie ®. On the other hand, detailed
dynamic views offered by all other methods in context o f representing enrollee attitudes
seem to be more time consuming, and are very problematic at this point, which
negatively affect development time.
Table 30 provides methods chosen and CoMSs for considered methods derived
using falsifiers in the context o f falsification criteria using proposed in Section 5.1.5
equations.

Table 30. Choice o f methods and analysis o f CoMS for considered methods and falsifiers
in the context o f falsification criteria.

Falsifier

Falsifier for
SSDI process

Falsifier for
work status

Falsifier for
enrollee
attitude

Falsifiability
score

Relative
to max

DES

4.5

4.5

1.06

10.06

0.68

CoM S

SD

X

X

2.31

2.31

0.16

ABM

4

4

1.25

9.25

0.63

BN

X

X

3.63

3.63

0.25

SC

5.25

5.25

1.50

12.00

0.81

0.28
0.80
0.33
0.71
0.14

Highest
score

5.25

5.25

3.63

14.13

0.96

0.04

Method
choice

SC

SC

BN

SC and BN
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Based on cumulative score from all falsifiers, SC is selected for SSDI and work status
components, while BN is selected for representation o f attitudes o f enrollees. When both
SC and BN methods are selected instead o f only SC or only BN, SC are complemented
by BN with the CoMS o f 0.14, while BN is complemented by SC with the score 0.71.
CoMS for combined SC and BN versus DES or ABM is 0.28 and 0.33 respectively.
Table 31 provides CoMSs for all considered methods and both structural and behavior
falsifiers.

Table 31. Choice o f methods and analysis o f CoMSs for all considered methods and all
falsifiers (both structural and behavioral).

All Falsifiers/Method

DES

SD

ABM

BN

SC

Max

Highest
scored
method(s)

No method represents a population o f
individual enrollees as a composition o f
individual enrollees

X

1.00

1.00

X

X

1.00

SD/ABM

N o method represents individual entities
as a composition o f SSDI process,
enrollee work status, and enrollee
attitudes

X

1.00

1.00

X

X

1.00

SD/ABM

N o method represents enrollee as an
individual active decision maker

X

X

1.00

X

X

1.00

ABM

N o method represents SSDI process
component with stochastic transitions and
behavior that can trigger and is capable to
be triggered

0.86

X

0.76

X

1.00

1.00

SC

N o method represents work status
component with behavior that can trigger
and is capable to be triggered

0.86

X

0.76

X

1.00

1.00

SC

N o method represents enrollee attitudes at
psychological level

0.25

0.54

0.29

0.85

0.35

0.85

BN

Sub-falsifiability score

1.96

2.54

4.82

0.85

2.35

5.85

na

Score relative to max score

0.34

0.43

0.82

0.15

0.40

0.98

na

CoMS

0.64

0.55

0.16

0.83

0.58

na

na
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The order o f reasoning is kept in agreement with the developments i.e. first structural
falsifiers, then behavioral falsifiers, and finally scores for behavioral falsifiers in the
context o f falsification criteria. The symbol x indicates that the method was already
eliminated. ABM has the overall highest sub-falsifiability score, and its CoMS when SC
and BN are added is 0.16. From the perspective o f SC the CoMS is 0.58, and finally from
the perspective o f BN CoMS is 0.83. Figure 27 displays complete MFs. The analysis o f
falsifiers led to selecting methods for all four components. Component 1 will be
developed using ABM, Components 2 and 3 using SC and Component 4 using BN.

rutudi

Figure 27. Completed MFs.

5.4.6 Low-level Conceptual Model(s) Development
ABM is used to develop Component 1, which provides an overarching structure
for the agent’s behavior (Components 2, 3, and 4). Components 2 and 3 are developed
first using two inter-reliant SCs. Finally, Component 4 will be developed using BN.
Figure 28 presents an SSDI enrollee (agent) passing through different stages
related to the retum-to-work phenomenon. SSD I behavior and Work Status are two main
parts (state charts) visible within the enclosed blue dashed lines. The goal is to represent
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SSDI systemic conditions related to the retum-to-work phenomenon and corresponding
behavior o f enrollees.
An SSDI awarded enrollee enters the initial composite state: SSDI awardee,
where he or she may consider working, represented as Transition 1 from Awarded state
to Decided To Work state. This transition triggers Condition 1 for moving the enrollee
from awarded state to Look For Job state, both located within composite state Not
Working.
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Figure 28. SSDI process and work status.

If the enrollee finds a job ( Transition 2), he or she enters the composite Working state
significant gainful activity (SGA) or not significant gainful activity (NSGA) at the same
time triggering Condition 2. If the enrollee makes more than TWP income limit, he or she
moves to the TWP Start state. This counts as the first month o f TWP [163]. During this
time, the enrollee can make as much as he or she wants-without financial reductions of
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SSDI payments [155]. Internal Condition 3 counts the TWP months in which the enrollee
made more than the TWP income limit. The enrollee stays in TWP Start state until a total
o f 9 months has accumulated. The amount o f monthly income and its consistency
determines length o f stay in TWP Start state. Upon accumulating 9 months (Condition 4),
the enrollee enters Extended Period o f Eligibility (EPE) state, and the internal Condition
5 starts adding time. During this time if the enrollee makes more than $980 per month,
which is considered SGA for non-blinded enrollee [163], the financial benefits are
withheld for this month. This is shown as transitions between SGA and NSGA states
within Working state based on monthly income o f enrollee. After the 36-month mark is
reached, the enrollee’s financial benefits will be terminated for work after the first SGA
month (Condition 6 - completion o f EPE and SGA state). Otherwise, the enrollee stays in
EPE state indefinitely. If the enrollee is terminated for work, Condition 7 checks the
enrollee’s job status and if other than SGA (e.g. NSGA, Look fo r job), the benefits will be
reinstated. In addition, the enrollee enters Medical Reason state if SSDI is terminated for
medical reasons (Condition 8), enters Retired state after becoming 64 years old
0Condition 9), or enters D ied state (Condition 10) when deceased. The Conditions 1 to 10
represent the system process. Hall et al. [162] reported that enrollees are being
discouraged from working by medical professionals and federal disability policies.
Transitions 1 to 3 define enrollee behavior and job related factors. Prediction o f the
system behavior and subsequent experimentation o f alternative solutions (interventions
and/or programs) could only be accomplished based on the gained understanding o f
transitions as prerequisite.
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Both medical condition and internal attitude about the system are determinants for
a decision to work. In the system, the monthly income o f enrollee determines SGA or
NSGA state, which in turn determines transitions to TWP, EPE, and termination o f
benefits because o f work. Understanding the relationship between enrollees’ attitude
about level o f income that is sufficient to encourage working behavior, and minimizing
adoption o f the patient role can provide insight into a possible design o f retum-to-work
programs. The systemic conditions presented using SCs above provide a high-level view
that needs to be expanded to uncover hidden aspects related to transitions controlled by
human behavior.
Please refer to Figure 29 during the discussion that explains the concept o f the
Component 4.

Figure 29. Factors affecting enrollee-working behavior.
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Genie ® software was used to develop a conceptual model as a BN. The factors
relations are derived based on work o f Hall et al. [162], Kennedy et al. [152] and
Thomas and Ellis [161]. This BN model aims at capturing financial and health factors on
the probability o f an enrollee to consider work, and subsequently be able to work.
Possible incentives can encourage working behavior, but Fear o f losing current benefits
create a detrimental effect to looking fo r work factor, especially because o f a high effort
to obtain benefits in the first place [152], The scope and availability o f current health
benefits, significance o f current financial benefits, and confidence to prove disability
(which at least in principle, are proportional to actual disability level) influence fe a r o f
losing benefits. This fear may be offset by providing possible incentive, for instance
vocational assistance (such as vocational rehabilitation, personal assistance, and adaptive
technologies and transportation), money incentives, and health improvement programs at
a sufficient level as seen by the enrollee (sufficient, insufficient, or a degree sufficiency).
Adoption o f patient role can change an enrollee’s attitude toward work and
influences level o f competitiveness [161]. Level o f competitiveness is also influenced by
vocational assistance and disability level, while disability level may be improved by
health improvement programs. Both, the level o f competitiveness and looking fo r work
factors influence probability o f enrollee to work, which in turn influences medical and
financial independence o f enrollee. Current financial benefits and current health benefits
can work as a mental inhibitor to work, while incentives can offset this attitude.
Assuming that, for some enrollees, their health condition permits work, the
question is how to establish the system o f benefits and incentives to prevent adoption o f
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patient role, which can prohibit enrollees to better their lives through work and
subsequent financial and medical independence. Improvement o f their health through
health improvement programs can improve level o f competitiveness, at the same time
decreasing confidence to prove disability, hence increasingyear o f losing benefits. This
can be especially true when current health benefits are already provided (2 year waiting
period).
The selected methods resulted in development o f a conceptual model. As seen by
the modeler, a combination o f ABM, SC, and BN provided a satisfactory choice to
describe both systemic transitions o f SSDI process and theoretical relations related to
individual enrollee’s decision to work.

5.4.7 Model Development
A multi-method simulation model that comprises ABM, SC, and BN methods was
developed using AnyLogic® modeling software. It implements details o f system phases
and enrollee behavioral factors developed during conceptual modeling as an agent
behavior. The upper-level, which consists o f Component 1, is developed as an ABM. It is
used mainly as a shell for other components to collect statistics about internal states o f
agents providing information relevant to the RQ e.g. numerical counters and graphs
depicting cumulative view of SSDI process for the sample population o f enrollees. A
custom distribution o f the population ages 18 to 39 was created based on the Annual
Statistical Report by the Social Security Disability Insurance Program [155] for the 1996
population (beginning o f enrolment). State charts developed during conceptual modeling
were used as a blueprint for a sample population o f SSDI awardees. Software adequacy
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testing (see Section 2.4.3.2) was conducted to verify model translation from a low-level
conceptual to the computational form; here the methods used and their interaction points
were important considerations. The model was calibrated using historical data o f return to
work phases for the population ages 18 to 39 [164] (see Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Cumulative longitudinal work incentive statistics for 1996 awardees age group
19-39, 1996-2006.

The values o f conditional probability tables (CPT) were estimated and are available in
Appendix D. Empirical derivations o f CPTs based on qualitative interview data are
desirable, but this was not possible for this study. Useful guidelines and examples for
using interviews to build CPT values can be found in literature [148, 165, 166].
In the first phase, Transition 1 was represented as a rate. The rate is determined
by a scaled looking fo r work factor o f BN. The time-series probability tables o f
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vocational assistance, money incentives, and health improvement programs factors
within BN are zero in the base case scenario and will serve as an input variable during
experimentation. Six CPT values (other six are equal to 1- probability o f the first one) o f
looking fo r work factor representing a person decision to work are derived through a
calibration experiment that minimized error between enrolees that entered TWP Start
state and historical data for the completed TWP phase [164]. The meaning o f the
calibration curves shown in the bottom-right part o f Figure 31 is as follows: “standard” is
the historical data, “current” is the last run, and “best feasible” means the curve with the
overall lowest error. The top left o f Figure 31 displays an extract o f CPT for the looking
fo r work factor, while symbols HH, HM, H L... are its parameters used during calibration.
For instance, HH is its conditional probability value that person is seeking job given that
both the fea r o f losing benefits and the possible incentives are high (see CPT table).
Support arrays (1) store values o f input and output variables for each agent’s BN, which
connect (2) to the experimentation framework through a set o f parameters (3 and 4) as
depicted in Figure 31. Transitions 2 and 3, and internal transitions between SGA and
NSGA states within Working state depends on the amount o f money made by an enrollee.
The money made varies with the amount, and with the frequency o f changes represented
as a dynamic event setting different probability distribution functions (PDF) for each
enrollee’s phase. The monthly amounts o f money made are represented using Beta PDFs,
which were also derived through calibrating the experiment against historical data for
percentage o f enrollees that completed EPE phase [164]. Different PDFs were tested (e.g.
uniform, triangular, truncated normal, exponential, and beta). None o f them was an exact
fit, but the closest matches were obtained using Beta PDFs (see Figure 32). Two Beta
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PDFs were used within the EPE phase. The triggering point to switch between first and
second Beta PDFs in this phase was developed in an effort to represent approaching the
end o f EPE phase and the possibility o f losing benefits. Further experimentations were
conducted to alter Beta PDF and to create custom distributions to minimize calibration
error.
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Figure 31. Calibration o f CPT o f looking fo r work factor.

Only one o f the custom PDFs (for Decide To Work and TWP Start states) was
finally used because it had a smaller error as compared to Beta PDF. Ideally, all
transitions should be calibrated at once, but this was not possible only because seven
parameters maximum can be optimized using the educational version o f AnyLogic®. The
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professional or “university researcher” versions o f AnyLogic® does not have these
limitations.
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Figure 32. Calibration o f Beta PDF for transition to EPE phase.

5.4.8 Model Validation
A validation process aims at the determination o f feasibility o f the developed
model to conduct necessary experimentations to answer the sample research question. It
was a challenge to capture phenomenon related to termination o f benefits using
aggregated PDFs representing money made by enrollees during period o f Extended
Period o f Eligibility due to high variability (see
Figure 33). This is most likely because o f enrollees’ awareness o f possible
imminent termination of benefits (highly variable human behavior). A 2D histogram was
built based on 200 runs. It displays variability levels for a percentage o f benefits
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terminated. It ranges from 0 to 132 on the x axis and 0 to 25 on the y axis, with 132 and
125 intervals, respectively. According to the graph, rarely, percentage o f benefits
terminated could reach 20 percent at the high end and 3 at the low end (less than 10).
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Figure 33. 2D histogram showing variability levels for percentage o f benefits terminated
based on 200 runs.

More likely outcomes (darker color) can range between 6 and 12 percent. The end o f EPE
phase, similarly to initial decision to start TWP, should be represented in the future in
more detail, for instance similarly as Transition 1 using a BN. The simulation model
output was compared to the real historical data [164], Figure 34 shows percentages for
four phases o f a sample population o f 3000 enrollees within the retum-to-work process,
generated by the simulation model (purple), in comparison to the historical data (green).
The visual inspection indicates correct trend lines o f the model. Additional calibrations
and refinement related to the EPE phase could improve this model further. A 200simulation run experiment with 100 enrollees per each run was used for validation.
Ontological adequacy testing (OAT) is conducted by comparison o f empirical data versus
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simulation model output (see Section 2.4.3.2). A sample mean o f benefits terminated was
used for statistical validation o f output using the test statistic value z =

, where

x = 9.36 is a sample mean o f percent o f benefits terminated; Ho = 9.5 is the historical
value o f benefits terminated; S = 3.1 is the sample standard deviation, and n = 200 is
the sample size.
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Figure 34. The output from the simulation vs the historical data for return to work phases.

The test conducted is based on a two-tailed z 0025 = 1.96 at a significance level o f
0.05. The resulting z = 0.62 < 1.96 so the model cannot be proven to produce results
different from statistical and historic data. Finally, it is pointed out that except for looking
fo r work factor values o f the rest o f CPT were not fully calibrated nor derived based on
interviews or surveys, hence results should be considered as a proof o f concept and not
real values.
Analytical adequacy testing (AAT) (see Section 2.4.3.2) was used to assess
theory-versus-conceptual-model validation and validation o f theory with a descriptive
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simulation model. The BN and SC mix allowed to map theoretical conceptual model
(based on relevant literature) related to enrollee’s attitudes toward return to work at
desirable resolution. BN probabilistic value was transformed into time event generated by
a time based (rate) transition within SC. Analytical adequacy could be significantly
improved if CPTs were derived based on qualitative data gathering e.g. interviews to
better grasp variability related to indigenous factors. This problem can also be viewed as
theoretical filter (path 5 on Figure 7), which indicates subjectivity related to lack o f
empirical data o f enrollee attitudes. Moreover, transformation interaction point should
have been more thoroughly investigated because changes to CPTs affect transformation
pattern. Because no empirical CPT values were collected here, calibration was conducted
based on a single CPTs set. Validity within a range o f the transformations o f the
interaction point should be established if real qualitative data were available by using
sensitivity analysis o f CPT values versus accuracy o f generated output from SC
transition. This would be very importation to increase analytical adequacy as a
representation o f return to work theory. The model could also be extended in relation to
money made by enrollees. Probability to find a job and money made by enrollee are
influenced by a specific job market. The relevant factors and appropriate data could
enhance current model and have positive impact on its validity.

5.4.9 Experiments and Analysis
A developed simulation model will be used to conduct experiments to create
insight into the research question. In order to answer the research question, enrollee
attitude about three types o f incentives: vocational assistance, money incentives, and
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health improvement programs was varied. The base case was compared to four scenarios,
in which the effects o f enrollees’ increased attitude toward incentives was assessed as the
difference in the total percentage that remained “on the rolls” at the end o f year 2006.
The first three scenarios used a single incentive, while the last one used all three
incentives combined. Prescribed yearly “levels o f incentives” are represented as time
series prior probabilities o f sufficient incentives as seen by enrollee (see Figure 35) and
are set with the same values for all incentives to enable their comparison. There is a
single output measure captured: percentage o f population with benefits terminated for
work.

tt Tim e (0 equals 19% )

Figure 35. A sample input probabilities for incentives used for analysis.

Figure 36 shows the results the sample scenario. All incentives were statistically
significant at 95% as compared to the base simulation. The difference with the base
simulation ranges for vocational assistance between 6.80 and 8.28, for money incentives
between 6.52 and 7.86, and for health improvement between 7.32 and 8.74. All three
incentives resulted in similar values with only money incentives and health improvement
statistically different (1.60; 0.08), but as mentioned in the validation section, these results
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should be considered with caution. When all incentives were combined, this resulted in a
difference between 16.90 and 18.44 as compared to the base scenario.
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Figure 36. Percentage o f population with benefits terminated based on incentives used.

According to the simulation output, prescribed levels o f incentives significantly increased
percentage o f population with benefits terminated for work as compared to the base case
with no incentives. The relationship with the cost for this effect was not considered and
should be included in the future research. According to Kregel [159], annual savings
from the WIPA program accounted for about 20 percent o f the program cost itself, which
although it seems modest, can accrue over time. Better understanding o f costs related to
incentives could provide improved view on financial tradeoffs for decisions related to
which programs and incentives are implemented.
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5.5 EVALUATION
This section employs the evaluation plan proposed in Section 5.3.

5.5.1 Questions and Statements
The evaluation is conducted using questions and evaluation statements proposed
in Section 5.3.
Question 1: D id the research guidelines facilitate generation o f information fo r external
method falsifiability?
The information provided during origination o f study step can be helpful in
clarifying subjective human dimension necessary to better understanding possible
problems related to scope o f methods considered in subsequent developments. For
instance, the first step disclosed subjective aspects o f methods considered related to
software used and methods used. The implementation o f methods within software can
have differences, which will affect perception about what the method is and what it can
do. A choice o f AnyLogic® and Genie® as considered modeling environments without
consideration o f other software like Arena®, Simio, Repast, and NetLogo, Extend®,
Netica™ , BayesiaLab or even general programming platforms like Visual Studio® or
Eclipse® is in large a subjective aspect o f the process.
The first step also disclosed all preselected methods. Clearly, other modeling
methods such as PN and FM could have been considered but were not, which is
subjective. Some software offers low-level conceptual methods that can be implemented
into computable form, while other software may only offer conceptual view e.g. software
that can support UML modeling like MS Visio, Virtual Paradigm etc. High-level
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conceptual methods, e.g., causal loop diagram, or use case diagram must be extended
toward low-level concepts forms during steps 4 and 5 o f the guidelines. The guidelines
do not constrain or specify a set o f high-level conceptual methods as a prerequisite to
low-level method selection. This allows for freedom o f conceptualization at a high-level.
For instance, Figure 25 depicts a high-level method capturing structural dependencies.
The information about methods and software disclosed the boundary o f this
particular multi-method M&S approach, which could be used for external critique by
M&S community. This has the potential to improve multi-method M&S practice. The set
of multiple methods considered for multi-method conceptualization is indicated up front,
which provides a new perspective on multiplicity o f methods considered for
conceptualization versus the actual set o f methods used to develop a simulation model.
The developed RQ provides information that can be helpful in understanding
subjectivity related to the author’s perception about what is important as a research topic.
This directly affects methods that may have better chances to be selected. Many other
RQs related to this system and phenomena e.g. how enrollee characteristics such as age,
health, and profession influence return to work, or which strategies have more promising
outlook on return to work programs can be raised. Clearly, the choice o f RQ can affect
methods used.
The identified inputs and outputs needed to get insight into the RQ define
subjective requirements as seen by a researcher and provide insight helpful in clarifying
the subjective human dimension related to methods chosen in the subsequent steps. The
disclosed information related to specified requirements can be used as a base for a
critique. Specified requirements can influence method choice. Although some o f them are
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chosen based on the literature, others reflected the desire o f the author to direct the
research deeper into a psychological level o f SSDI enrollees. For instance, the focus on
understanding of internal drivers o f enrollee at psychological level within return to work
phenomenon can be argued as infeasible, yet it carries weight toward methods that can
facilitate particular modeling view.
During the structural analysis step, the insight is related to subjectivity o f
specifying structure o f a simulation model. The methods chosen are based on structural
falsifiers, hence objectivity o f each statement can be traced to principles o f falsification,
which discloses degree o f falsifiability (universality) as information that can facilitate
insight for external critique. On the other hand, the structural relations (see Table 21) can
be subjective if dependencies between social phenomena are considered at the structural
level in more detail (because they are unknown, or at best, fuzzy). Structural falsifiers
could also differ depending on the software used. For instance, if simulation software
adheres to a non-object oriented modeling concepts structural falsifiers may not be visible
and even relevant. Moreover, as a particular critique it could be argued that
implementation o f SD as an array o f stock and flow diagrams would depend on software
used or even a version o f the same software (e.g. commercial versus free). The use o f an
array view in SD has become more popular, but may or may not be considered as a part
o f the SD specification. The array view extension was taken into consideration in this
case, but could have been skipped with the given above argumentation.
The analysis o f behavior provides a final step during which methods were
selected. At the same time, this produced insight into subjectivity during specifying
behavior o f a simulation model. The methods chosen were based on behavioral falsifiers,
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hence objectivity o f each statement can be traced to principles o f falsification (precision),
which discloses degree o f falsifiability as an information that can facilitate insight for
external method critique. On the other hand, derivation o f behavioral falsifiers is
subjective to a modeler’s view about what it takes to build a model that has potential to
generate an insight into the RQ.
The evaluation scores o f falsifiers in the context o f falsification criteria, although
supported by reasoning, consist o f a subjective view o f a modeler on desirable
characteristics o f a simulation model. The CoMS calculated based on falsifiers in the
context o f falsification criteria facilitated the ability to select methods, but the objectivity
o f the reasoning can be questioned. Moreover, finding clear boundaries for characteristics
o f methods can be difficult. For instance, it could be argued that SD can represent active
events using dynamic variables i.e. external logic could be attached to dynamic variable
via functions, which could facilitate active behavior. This characteristic is not how SD is
specified but it is related to SD implementation within AnyLogic®. Moreover, inability
to differentiate score for ABM, DES, and SC methods for Components two and three in
the context o f accuracy, precision and resolution should be pointed out. The clearest
differentiator was a development time as falsification criterion, which is related to the
necessary coding in ABM and workarounds in DES. It is pointed that development time
is a pragmatic falsification criterion, and it was not identified in Section 3.2 as a core
criterion. Within ABM, one can implement a state machine pattern. In DES, workarounds
can make process behave like a state machine as well. Since those developments or
changes ultimately lead to mimicking SC characteristics the question one should ask is
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whether they are still considered original methods (ABM and DES), or a SC version built
or transformed with other methods.
The scoring process specified that each component could be developed with a
single method, which may not always be the case. For instance, with more than a single
falsifier describing the behavior o f a component, falsifiers can point toward the use o f
more methods, each for a separate falsifier that scored higher. Logically in such a case,
component could be disaggregated into separate components with their unique
characteristics.
The main critique o f a developed simulation model will most likely pertain to
estimated CPTs. On the other hand, the ability to describe dependencies o f attitudes
related to return to work has value on its own. For instance, the simulation model could
serve as a blueprint for a design o f interventions and evaluation projects.
Question 2: Within this case study, did MFs provide high-level description o f multi
method M&S approach?
During structural analysis phase, a general view o f MFs with placeholders for
methods offered an overview o f multi-method forming study. MFs offered a view o f
proposed multi-method M&S research design, which in this case was equivalent to a
structure o f multi-method simulation model. In particular, after structural analysis MFs
have shown the structure o f a simulation model and both placeholders and possible
choices o f methods based on research scope and structural requirements. During the
analysis o f behavior, MFs were filled with methods and relations between components.
This offered a high-level view on multi-method simulation model and, in this case, also a
study. This view can be naturally extended providing an easy overview o f the multi-
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method M&S approach with consecutive phases o f research. For instance, within this
case study pseudo-triangulation studies could be considered for different considered
methods for different components. MFs would offer an overview o f this effort, and the
possible subsequent expansions o f a simulation model.
Question 3: Was the use o f multiple methods justified based on operationalized
theoretical developments from Section 3 related to complementarity principles?
The structural falsifiers allowed eliminating three methods from Component 1.
This was helpful during further analysis because 625 original possible arrangements (five
methods and four components equals 54 and assuming that each component can only be
developed with a single method) were lowered to 250 arrangements (2*53). Nonetheless,
the structural falsifiers had limited power, which reflects similarity o f methods in the
context o f the desirable structure. For instance, SD seems less appropriate to use than
ABM, but it can be used as stated by structural falsifiers. At this point, the use o f multiple
methods was not justifiable, because there are two methods that could be used as a single
method model. On the other hand, at least in principle it is possible that more uniquely
structured model would have benefitted more from structural falsifiers in the context o f
method selection. For instance, if two different methods were evaluated exclusively as
false based on structural falsifiers for two different components and all other methods
evaluated to true, structural falsifiers would have been able to justify the use o f multiple
methods. Structural falsifiers can also be useful to demonstrate situations where no
method will evaluate a falsifier to false, which means that the methods considered cannot
represent a required structural configuration.
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First step o f behavior analysis investigated known facts o f system and phenomena
from the perspectives o f critical behavioral elements required in a simulation model. This
allowed for identification o f behavioral characteristics o f individual components. In the
second step, behavioral falsifiers were derived. They allowed eliminating five options
(one from Component one, and two from Components two and three each). This was
helpful during further analysis because 250 combinations were lowered to 45 possible
arrangements. Nonetheless, the behavioral falsifiers as true and false statements had
limited power, which reflected similarity o f methods in the context o f the desirable
behavior. The difficulty in deciding which method to use when more than one was still
possible was explored in the third step. The reasoning for choosing methods based on
falsifiers in the context o f falsification criteria provided additional context to enhance
conceptualization and scoring. This facilitated the ability to reason in cases where a true
or false approach based on structural and behavioral falsifiers yielded ties. Scoring
different methods via extended falsifiers required critical thinking about merits o f each
method in the context o f both behavior characteristics and falsification criteria. This also
improved the understanding o f the purpose by showing desirable, not idealized, view o f a
simulation model through the falsification criteria (especially for Component four).
The CoMSs that included all falsifiers provided a numerical value as an argument
that multiple methods are used in this situation to complement each other (see Table 31).
For instance, falsifiers for Components one, two, and three were zero for BN. On the
contrary, falsifier for Component four had the highest score for BN. This leads to a
conclusion that BN needed to be complemented with another method(s) that have a non
zero score for falsifiers one, two, and three.
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Operationalized theoretical developments i.e. evaluated structural and behavioral
falsifiers, and behavioral falsifiers in the context o f falsification criteria have helped to
build confidence in the solution that comprises multiple methods. The overall score o f
combined ABM, SC, and BN was estimated superior to any other individual method or
combination o f methods. The scores indicated that structural characteristics o f ABM are
complemented by behavioral advantages o f SC and BN, and vice versa. ABM is the only
method that could be used for all falsifiers, but with lower scores for three out o f six
falsifiers. This confirms finding from Chapter 3, where the exploration o f general criteria
led to the same general conclusions about complementarity o f methods as a principle that
could guide multi-method M&S approach.
Statement 4a : The use o f multiple methods was justified by examining i f a similar insight
could not be generated without using a multi-method simulation model (adapted from
Greene [27]).
It is difficult and problematic to prove this statement. First, it is difficult to prove
that any insight could not have been generated in spite o f doing any research at all. In
order to be able to discuss this question, more pragmatic philosophical view must be
assumed. One pragmatic way would require employing a pseudo-triangulation (see
Section 2.2.2 and Section 3.3.1). MFIII.2 would be required, because different methods
(in this case a single method simulation model) would have to be developed,
experimented with, and compared to the insights generated with the multi-method
simulation model. This could establish limitations o f particular solutions, which could be
partially tied to generated insights. If the used method cannot generate inputs or outputs
at the desired scope, resolution, accuracy, or precision the statement becomes much
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easier to evaluate. The insights that arise from the conceptualization process itself are
difficult to pseudo-triangulate and would require more than a single researcher.
According to the simulation output, prescribed levels o f incentives significantly
increased percentage o f population with benefits terminated for work as compared to the
base case with no incentives. Although results are based on some estimated by the author
CPT values o f BN, similar insight related to ability to inspect different type incentives
like vocational assistance incentives, money incentives, and health improvement
incentives would not have been possible within time afforded if e.g. DES, ABM, or SC
were employed. More specifically, look fo r work transition in SC was represented by BN
to disaggregate the meaning of this transition into a theoretical model with multiple input
variables.
The multiple methods enabled the ability to combine systemic and theoretical
levels o f return to work phenomenon. The generated insight pertains also to plausibility
o f using M&S approach to enhance decision-making. The results showed promising use
o f this approach, which would not have been possible when a single method was used.
The only method that had a potential to realize the simulation model as conceptualized
was ABM. Because ABM would have required coding all the parts, and the given time
constraints as two months, it would be highly unlikely to represent SSDI process, work
status o f enrollees and their attitudes with the same resolution, accuracy and precision to
generate comparable insight. If considering any other method other than ABM, a single
method solution appears limited. The use o f BN could provide insight into type o f
primary data to collect during interventions and evaluations. When considering amount o f
time spent on modeling, it is unlikely to achieve this level o f conceptual understanding of
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return to work phenomenon without using BN combined with other methods. The only
comparable to BN method would be SD, because o f its capabilities to represent
theoretical concepts. Moreover, the multi-method simulation model propelled ideas to use
M&S as a part o f bigger research efforts. M&S activity could be in the future a part o f a
larger multistage, both mixed-method and multi-method M&S research projects as shown
conceptually in Figure 37. For instance, when more data becomes available at different
stages o f research new relationships can be investigated or validated, allowing shifting
inputs and outputs within the model.

Design

Monitor

Multi-stage research project

Analytical frame (qualitative and quantitative)

Figure 37. M&S activity within a larger multistage, both mixed-method and multi
method M&S research project.

A multi-method M&S approach seems especially appealing in this context,
allowing for more flexible model expansion and analysis when additional data become
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available. This could enhance both descriptive view and allow for additional testing o f
theoretical assumptions, having positive impact on model, experimentation, and
ultimately improving research objectivity and decision-making.
Statement 4b: The use o f multi-method M&S approach facilitated the use o f different
perspectives e.g., insider and observer’s views (adaptedfrom Onwuegbuzie and Johnson
[118]).
With the current state-of-the-art simulation at multiple levels o f analysis could
combine aspects o f both qualitative and quantitative empirical worldviews. Based on the
case study, the use o f multiple modeling and simulation (M&S) methods within a single
simulation model can be helpful to gain insight for the system at multiple levels o f
abstraction. For instance, the developed within this case study simulation model
permitted for both insider’s and observer’s views. ABM provided a macro-level shell o f
enrollees, which facilitated observer’s view in terms o f aggregated characteristics o f
enrollees as statistical counters and graphs (see Figure 38). SC and BN enhanced the
insider’s view (see Figure 28 and Figure 29). SC facilitated internally viewed SSDI
process and behavior o f individual enrollee, while BN enhanced representation o f factors
related to attitudes and intentions. It is noted that ABM on its own could also facilitate
both the observer’s and the insider’s view, but SC and BN complemented ABM to
facilitate enhanced insiders’ views.
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Figure 38. Aggregated view o f enrollees’ characteristics as statistical counters and
graphs.

Statement 4c: The weakness from one approach were compensated by the advantages
from the other approach (adapted from Onwuegbuzie and Johnson [118]).
The SC and BN had structural weakness related to representation o f population o f
enrollees and were eliminated as possible solutions during selection process. On the other
hand, they outscored other methods based on their advantages related to effective
modeling o f internal behavior o f enrollees.
Introduction to the external evaluation (Questions 5 and 6).
The described in Section 5.4 case study was summarized in a paper format and
submitted to Winter Simulation Conference 2014. For this reason, the external evaluators
refer to this piece o f work as a paper and not as a dissertation. It is pointed out that the
paper reviewed by M&S experts did not contain all information included in this work due
to space limitations. All reviewers recognized novelty and value o f modeling using multi
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method M&S approach. Reviewers 1 and 2 noticed also a possibility o f application o f
this multi-method approach to other domains. Reviewer 2 mentioned important aspects
related to possible collaboration and extending M&S to different domains o f science
(proposed to engage with Statisticians). The positive impact was evaluated mainly within
application o f this approach domain, because the analysis domain is limited due to
mentioned earlier lack o f empirical data for CPTs. The main critique came from reviewer
3 pointing at CPTs problem, and extensive calibration o f the simulation model. The
following is the exact evaluation text provided by M&S experts.
Question 5: What is the novelty presented in the paper?
Reviewer 1:
This is a nice application o f the ABM methods together with a Bayesian-inspired
model for driving agent activity. This is useful in terms o f potential policy application,
though the paper does not focus on that dimension as much as on the modeling process.
Reviewer 2:
[The novel]... Is the development o f an ABM with the aim o f understanding the
return to work decision o f those in receipt o f SSI in the USA. The representation o f
individual agent level behavior through the use o f embedded BNs within each agent is
also novel. The conceptual model o f how and why the ABM was combined with
individual BNs can be applied in other domains.
Reviewer 3:
The combination o f a Bayesian Network and Agent-based simulation. The
application o f the combined method in the context o f social security insurance scheme.
Question 6: How do you evaluate the potential impact on the application field?
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Reviewer 1:
It seems to be a competently done analysis o f mixing the agent based modeling
and the Bayesian belief network ideas for agent state in an interesting application. There
are probably a number o f applications where this approach might also be useful. The
impact is more likely to be in the application domain more so than the analysis domain.
Reviewer 2:
The combination o f BN and ABM is a novel idea and the paper suggests that they
have been successfully integrated. Typically, the agent behavior in ABMs is captured
using state charts informed by behavioral rules, which can range from very simple to very
complex. The BN approach proposed in this paper adds to the existing methods o f how to
represent behavior in ABMs. It is also an opportunity to engage with Statisticians to
discuss simulation modeling approaches such as ABMs as the introduction o f BNs into
the ABM is a technique that many statisticians will be familiar with.
Reviewer 3:
The potential impact is probably minimal given that this appears to be a poorly
described proof-of-principle study with the value o f many o f the input parameters
determined by calibration. In addition, no conditional probabilities that are vital for the
Bayesian Network are reported in the paper, other than a statement that sample values
were used. Whether an empirical derivation o f these probabilities is feasible or not is not
discussed. Finally, the paper is difficult to follow as there is no clear structure. There is
no section with modeling requirements or assumptions and as such, it is difficult to
evaluate the quality o f the behavior modeling as this is presented by the two Statecharts.
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5.5.2 Demonstration
The structural and behavioral analysis conducted in Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5 did
not lead to selection o f DES for any o f the components. In turn, ABM, SC and BN were
chosen and used to develop a multi-method simulation model. The question arises if the
decision to discard DES as an overarching method was sufficiently justified. The purpose
o f this demonstration is to attempt a pseudo-triangulation o f the developed multi-method
simulation model using DES. This effort could demonstrate whether DES-based solution
can capture inputs, outputs and possibly the results o f the multi-method simulation
model. It examines the feasibility o f representation and accuracy using DES in
comparison to selected multi-method configuration in spite o f pointed out in Sections
5.4.4 and 5.4.5 weaknesses o f DES. The MFs for this pseudo-triangulation are shown in
Figure 39.
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Figure 39. MFs o f demonstration.
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During the analysis o f structural falsifiers, DES was eliminated as a candidate for
Component one because it was determined that each enrollee as DES entity cannot
facilitate composition o f SSDI process, enrollee work status, and enrollee attitudes.
Based on the definition o f passive entity (see Appendix A), a DES enrollee cannot
create an active behavior related to, e.g., triggering characteristics. This means that an
entity can only use its attributes to store information, which can be reevaluated at the
processing blocks. Because o f these and possibly other constraints, some workarounds
will likely be necessary to represent all components using DES. This situation is
problematic because pseudo-triangulation at the low-level conceptual method level is not
directly possible. This requires reformatting the low-level conceptual model using DES
characteristics. Two options were considered to represent transitions between phases in
DES as shown in Figure 40.
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The first option uses time-based delay blocks, e.g., using a PDF as a single-tick
transition between phases. For instance, a PDF would represent a transition when
enrollee decides to work from Awarded1 to D e c id e d T o W o r k l phases. The problem
with this representation is that, while the entity is within the delay block, it does not
evaluate other possible transitions, e.g., in order to go the Died, Retired, or Medical
Reason stages when appropriate. Moreover, when looking at TWP and EPW phases, this
approach is not appropriate because entity cannot evaluate its status in the context of
systemic rules, e.g., work status, including monthly salary, or time spent in the phase.
Option 2 is based on an artificial loop represented using delay block set to a time interval
and two subsequent select path objects. This looping o f entities allows for reevaluation o f
various conditions at gates. For instance, the condition would test every month, or other
desired time interval, to see if enrollee decided to work. This also allows evaluating if the
enrollee belongs in the Died, Retired, or Medical Reason stages. These loops aim to
mimic active behavior o f agents represented in the multi-method version using SC.
Option 1 permits the lumping o f the transition as a single time-based event, but it does
not permit representation critical to model the systemic rules that evolve with time, hence
a second option is required. It is noted that in DES there is no possibility to take the best
out o f the two options. The solution where work status is represented as a function
influencing attributes o f enrollee at gates lacks flexibility due to constrained to gates
process. This would be even more problematic if multiple different time-interval
decisions are considered by the entity. In the multi-method view with SCs inside o f an
agent, one can use both options because o f an unconstrained ability to represent behavior
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at various desirable frequencies as internally generated events at multiple hierarchical
levels o f SC (behavior resolution).
Whereas representation o f output variable is straightforward in DES model, the
input variables are problematic. The theoretical model represented using BN offers an
insight into hidden aspects related to transitions within SSDI process controlled by
human behavior. DES does not provide components that could facilitate easy
representation o f an enrollee’s attitude toward work. This means that the enrollee’s
decision to work would have to be generated based on some developed function that
would include necessary inputs (vocational assistance, money incentives, and health
improvement programs), and would be evaluated at gates. This algorithm should also
include all internal variables and their relations as used in BN. Creating an ad hoc method
using Java to capture these dependencies would require developing some method that
could capture inputs, outputs and dependencies as conceptualized, which will not be
necessary if DES were sufficient.
Precision o f DES representation related to the considered evaluation period of
systemic SSDI process rules is the same as in the multi-method simulation model because
monthly evaluation serves as a period in both cases. On the other hand, there is a
difference in representation o f work status, where DES has limitations related to
precision. In the original simulation model, salaries were modeled based on dynamic
events internal to each enrollee (agent), where a reevaluation period was part o f the
calibration. This straightforward implementation is more difficult in the DES version,
especially if less than monthly intervals would be needed. In the DES solution, all
behaviors have to be represented in the context o f the lowest considered evaluation
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period, so any asynchronous behavior with precision less than considered evaluation
period would have lower precision. On the other hand, one can lower evaluation period to
the lowest desirable interval, but subsequent adjustments and changes in DES solution
must be coordinated to adhere to the new period. This limitation may be less visible
through numerical accuracy because o f theoretical focus o f the representation, and
asynchronous dynamic events with precision based on monthly intervals.
Calibration against historical data across different phases was conducted for DES
simulation model in a similar fashion as in the first multi-method simulation model, but
using specific parameters. These parameters were used within functions controlling
transitions between phases and within probability distribution functions (Beta was used
as in the first model) to generate monthly earnings o f enrollees. Calibrations o f DES and
multi-method simulation models are shown in Figure 41. Calibration errors for multi
method simulation model were a little lower than DES, i.e., TWP complete phase was
3.111 for DES (see Figure 41, segment A) versus 1.057 for the original model; EPE
completed phase error was 1.834 (see Figure 41, segment B) versus 1.132; and benefits
terminated phase was 1.005 (see Figure 41, segment C) versus 0.0772. The run speed o f
DES was faster, although overall amount o f time spent on calibration o f both models was
not measured. Because model logic in DES was largely different from the multi-method
simulation model, most o f the parameters are not comparable. Moreover, without the
theoretical model considered, only partial analysis o f DES simulation results was
possible. A point estimator o f percent-terminated enrollees because o f work was
compared with a historical data point.
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ABM7SC/BN

Figure 41. Calibrations o f DES and multi-method simulation models.

Initial analysis based on calibrated DES model showed significant difference, hence
additional calibration (see Figure 42) was conducted to verify a possibility to produce a
statistically valid point estimator. A sample mean o f benefits terminated was used for
statistical validation o f output from DES simulation model using the test statistic value
z =

, where x = 9.357 is a sample mean o f percent o f benefits terminated;

= 9.5 is the historical value o f benefits terminated; S = 1.16 is the sample standard
deviation, and n = 200 is the sample size. The conducted test is based on a two-tailed
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Zo,o25 = 1-96 at a significance level o f 0.05. The resulting z = 1.74 < 1.96, so the
model cannot be proven to produce results different from statistical historical data.
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Comparison between two simulation models also did not show a statistical difference. A
—

paired-t approach was used with Z (n ) + t n - i a - a /2

/x ”_ [ z - - z ( n ) ] 2

— at level 0.05 for n =

200, t = 1.96. Because the resulting interval (-0.45, 0.46) contained zero, the difference
between benefits terminated for both simulation models cannot be shown as significant.
The practical significance o f this result is low since the additional calibration o f DES
model toward a point estimator was necessary. A conducted validation against the point
estimator did not provides sufficient credibility. On the other hand, trajectory data
provides more information about accuracy o f simulation models, facilitating higher
credibility. Figure 43 presents four phases o f the original multi-method simulation model,
while Figure 44 presents DES version. Each version is based on a population o f 1000
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enrollees. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between simulation trajectory and historical data
was calculated for both simulations and t-paired approach for n = 132 was used to
compare them (see Table 32).
The trajectories resulting from DES simulation model appeared less fitted and
linear when compared to the multi-method simulation model. This could be traced back
to the assumptions and parameters o f each model and possibly mitigated by spending
more time on development. MAE for ABM/SC/BN is lower than for DES.

completed TWP

historical benefits
terminated

historical completed
EPE

benefits suspended

Historical benefits
suspended

Figure 43. MAE for the multi-method simulation model.

The difference is rather small although statistically significant for all phases.
Based on visual inspection o f both graphs, DES appears more precise when compared to
ABM/SC/BN. This is the effect o f monthly reevaluation, and it is only apparently more
precise due to functions reevaluated each month by DES.
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Table 32. Analysis o f trajectories for both ABM/SC/BN and DES simulation models.
MAE for
Phase

Interval difference at
MAE for DES

ABM/SC/BN

0.05 level

TWP complete

2.44

3.18

(0.51,0.97)

EPE complete

2.25

2.77

(0.35, 0.69)

Benefits suspended

1.47

2.58

(0.77, 1.44)

Benefits terminated

1.14

1.39

(0.17, 0.33)

The DES simulation model was faster. A single run simulation with 100 entities took on
average 0.3 seconds, while the multi-method simulation model with 100 agents took
about 4.0 seconds. It was more difficult to track codependency o f SSDI process and
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could be easily tracked by visual inspection o f SC, which helped during verification o f
the simulation model.
As noted in Section 5.5.1, objectivity o f each structural falsifier can be traced to
degree o f falsifiability as information that can facilitate insight for an external critique.
The original decision to discard DES during structural analysis because it could not
facilitate composition relation is problematic. The DES entity, as implemented in
AnyLogic®, could facilitate composition o f objects, e.g., a BN method object, which was
found during development o f this demonstration. The use o f the embedded objects within
entity is permitted, but limited to types o f object and their use at gates. Active objects
cannot be used from within entity reflecting its passive character. The structural falsifier
two from Section 5.4.4 should have specifically stated the composition as it pertained to
the active objects. Moreover, DES implementation demonstrated that desirable degree o f
falsifiability in the context o f active behavior was slightly inflated, which is visible when
comparing DES with the multi-method simulation model. For instance, by using
recurring function calls at the gates, DES mitigated the active behavior requirements in
this particular case. On the other hand, it is better to set the bar too high rather than too
low. Moreover, the processing view is less practical and intuitive for the research that
focuses on individual behavior. Adding further internal logic o f an enrollee could make
the use o f DES even more difficult. DES results were a little less accurate against
historical data when compared to the multi-method simulation model. On the other hand,
the comparison o f results is irrelevant if one o f the simulation models could not represent
desirable unique characteristics. A single method DES cannot directly mimic desirable
characteristics captured by all selected methods, especially the theoretical construct
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captured by BN. Although the DES model closely replicated the historical output data for
a base case scenario, its inflexibility to represent the underlying theoretical construct does
not make it very useful in the context o f the research question. On the other hand, if the
DES representation was enhanced using BN, and mindful o f the DES limitations, DES
instead o f ABM would have seemed a more reasonable option.
The original model was developed with considerations related to desirable degree
o f falsifiability as defined by falsifiers, which if underestimated can lead to a workable
solution, but a more constraining view, and conceptualization options that can
compromise fidelity o f the representation. Moreover, slightly overestimated degree o f
falsifiability may not necessarily have a negative impact as shown in this case (except for
simulation run speed). The DES model had to be developed differently to compensate for
characteristics o f ABM/SC/BN, which required some workarounds. Although, at the
current stage o f research, it provided a similar numerical accuracy, going forward with
the DES model would be challenging, e.g., adding new considerations and
codependences related to the limited passive entities. It is noted that the conducted
pseudo-triangulation was not possible at the low-level conceptualization using DES, but
was based on the already developed high-level concept translated into DES simulation
model. DES showed potential for a high-level concept representation using its constructs
in spite o f its falsifier structural weakness. This demonstrated the value o f pseudo
triangulation as a mean o f verification o f selected approach. It would also be interesting
to conduct triangulation at the level beyond high-level concept using independent
modelers and explore differences o f the conceptualization processes and outcomes using
DES only and multi-method view (ABM/SC/BN).
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5.6 SUM MARY
This case study developed a multi-method simulation model related to a return to
work phenomenon. The M&S process was used as a data layer for evaluation. The
complementarity principles were applied during choosing method process using
developed structural and behavioral falsifiers, and later using behavioral falsifiers
estimated in the context o f falsification criteria. The evaluation indicated a value o f using
principles o f complementarity to aid during selection o f methods. The structural and
behavioral falsifiers were able to eliminate methods, but fell short to specify a final view
o f MFs because ties between methods for a given falsifier were still present. Subsequent
scoring o f behavioral falsifiers in the context o f falsification criteria allowed to select
methods, and development o f unique MFs for multi-method simulation model, but the
objectivity o f the reasoning could be argued.
Sub-falsifiability scores and CoMS calculated based on falsifiers in the context o f
falsification criteria facilitated ability to reason in the cases where true, false approach
based on structural and behavioral falsifiers yielded ties. The scoring process required
critical thinking about merits of each method in the context o f both behavior
characteristics and falsification criteria. CoMS for combined ABM, SC, and BN methods
were superior to any other individual method or combination o f methods, which helped to
build confidence before developing such a solution. The scoring method facilitated ability
to select methods, but the reasoning can be questioned, which is also valuable in the
context o f external method falsifiability. The sub-falsifiability scores and CoMS
indicated that structural characteristics o f ABM are complemented by behavioral
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advantages o f SC and BN, and vice versa. ABM was the only method that could be used
for all falsifiers, but with lower scores for three out o f six falsifiers. This demonstrates
value o f developments from Chapter 3 building credibility in complementarity principles
as a basis for the use o f a multi-method M&S approach. The proposed guidelines have
potential to improve multi-method conceptualization and decision to choose appropriate
methods. They improved level o f confidence to support the use o f multi-method M&S
approach in this case. Other important element o f practice, which exists within multi
method, pertains to the disclosed information about methods and software. This provides
the boundary o f a particular multi-method M&S approach, which is important to
understand better methodological scope, and allows for an external critique by M&S
community.
The application o f multi-method simulation model provided an insight about
phenomenon explored, which can be partially attributed to methods’ unique
characteristics. The developed simulation model was used to mimic a retum-to-work
phenomenon. A multi-method simulation model that consisted o f ABM, SC, and BN was
used in an attempt to capture system conditions and enrollee behavior. The RQ led to a
simulation model that connected attitude o f enrollee toward work incentives and
percentage o f benefits terminated. The simulation model was validated and
experimentation led to conclusion that prescribed levels o f incentives significantly
increased percentage o f population with benefits terminated for work as compared to the
base case with no incentives. To improve understating o f enrollee behavior, it would be
desirable to employ in the future qualitative data collection, and use them within CPT o f
BN to provide results that are more valid and credible. The growth o f the use o f a multi
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method M&S approach still trails empirical mixed methods in healthcare, but both
methodological views are built on similar pragmatic philosophical beliefs, and a
combination o f both will be the natural next step in the evolution o f scientific endeavors.
Although ABM could have been considered for all four components, it would not
have allowed for developing the same simulation model with the time allotted because it
would require coding most o f the characteristics, which is much more time-consuming
than reusing modeling blocks existing within the selected methods. The case study
demonstrated pseudo-triangulation o f the developed multi-method simulation model
using DES in spite o f its acknowledged weaknesses. DES resulted with trajectories a little
less accurate against historical data as compared to a multi-method simulation model.
Moreover, DES could not represent desirable unique characteristics, especially
theoretical construct captured by BN. Creating an ad hoc method using Java to capture
inputs, outputs and dependencies as conceptualized by BN will not be necessary, if the
DES was sufficient. The structural falsifier that led to the elimination o f DES for
Component 1 was imprecise, and its desirable degree o f falsifiability in the context o f
active behavior was somewhat inflated. Summarizing, the demonstration showed that the
DES approach would not have produced a comparable simulation model given the same
circumstances, although if enhanced with BN it could be considered.
The evaluated research guidelines provide also a high-level insight, which could
propel and advance the discussion about relations between objectivity and subjectivity
and broadening philosophical views about M&S field as a part o f scientific community.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
The concluding chapter o f this dissertation provides a review o f how the research
question was answered with stated objectives, and how this research contributed to the
body o f knowledge. Moreover, limitations o f this research and possible directions for
future work are identified.

6.1 CONTRIBUTIONS
The research has explored query about theoretical principles o f multi-method
M&S approach. The literature review added to the body o f knowledge by showing the
existing reasoning for the use o f the multi-method M&S approach based on M&S
literature within a socio-technical context. The found reasoning related to the
complementary nature o f methods with the additional need for methods coupling, data
availability and usability, skills and preference o f a modeler, stakeholder acceptability,
expectation o f unique insight, enhanced with the very diverse needs related to
understanding, credibility, validity, and complexity o f models. Moreover, projection o f
purposes for mixing methods from empirical social science contributed by offering
perspectives describing two main purposes o f multi-method M&S approach i.e.
complementarity and pseudo-triangulation. Another contribution to the body o f
knowledge relates to the demonstrated need for more consistency in using different terms
and general guidelines o f how to conduct multi-method M&S studies. These
contributions were related to finding theoretical basis on multi-method M&S approach,
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needed as a base for answering research question. The discussed literature review and
analysis fulfilled objective one o f this dissertation.
A pragmatic philosophical stance provided foundation for the choice o f terms and
definitions relevant to a multi-method M&S approach. Proposed definitions clarified
what multi-method M&S approach is by providing its major derivative definitions and
supporting terms. For instance, complementarity o f methods was identified as a main
reason behind the use o f multi-method M&S approach. The analysis and proposed
definitions for multi-method M&S approach fulfilled objective two o f this dissertation.
Another contribution in the context o f the research question pertains to the
complementarity principles. They were derived based on theory o f falsification as a
mechanism for reasoning about method choice that can facilitate desirable level o f
falsifiability in relation to a study purpose. In this context, the sub-falsifiability score and
CoMS were derived as measures supporting complementarity principles. Moreover, the
exploration of commensurability provided an additional dimension o f analysis o f
complementarity. MFs contributed to the body o f knowledge by providing a way o f
creating a general blueprint o f multi-method M&S approach. Transitions toward formats
must seek justifications to increase research objectivity and transparency. The MFs offer
overview o f the research, and can be used to describe phases o f research and a structure
o f methods within a simulation model(s). The presented theoretical developments
fulfilled objective three o f this dissertation.
A final contribution to the body o f knowledge includes evaluation o f the
theoretical principles proposed in this dissertation. First, a sample set o f methods and
criteria were analyzed in the context o f commensurability o f methods and CoMS. The
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analysis revealed that commensurability o f methods is proportional to mutual CoMS.
Moreover, if the considered characteristics were required within a research context, none
o f the methods could have provided the highest possible sub-falsifiability score without
combining methods and the resulting CoMS would have been above zero. Next, a case
study offered insights in relation to theoretical basis. A multi-method simulation model
that pertained to a return to work phenomenon was developed and used as a data layer for
evaluation o f complementarity principles. The case study demonstrated the plausibility o f
complementarity principles as a way to reason about the use o f a multi-method M&S
approach. The proposed research guidelines offered a scoring approach that involved
structural and behavioral falsifiers, in addition to using behavior falsifiers in the context
o f falsification criteria. Moreover, the application o f a multi-method simulation model
provided a novel way to explore return to work phenomenon for the disabled population
in the U.S. The demonstration attempted to pseudo-triangulate the developed multi
method simulation model using DES in spite o f its acknowledged weaknesses. It showed
that a DES approach would not have produced a comparable simulation model given the
same circumstances, although if enhanced with BN it could be considered. This
demonstration uncovered a limitation o f devised structural falsifier two. DES was
eliminated for Component 1 due to both an imprecise falsifier and a somewhat inflated
desirable degree o f falsifiability. The analysis demonstrated the value o f pseudo
triangulation as a means o f verification o f a selected approach. The developed case study
fulfilled objective four o f this dissertation.
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6.2 LIMITATIONS AND DELIMITATIONS
The research covered theoretical and methodological challenges and contributed
to theoretical basis o f multi-method M&S approach.
One o f the limitations o f this research is related to the evolutionary character o f
methods as a trend o f merging more established methods to create new versions. This can
confuse practitioners and researchers. Similarly, a multi-method M&S approach is still
evolving and crude, time-consuming to develop, can be problematic, and needa further
exploration, which can be visible throughout this dissertation. Although this research has
attempted to discover all the different MFs, the ever-evolving aspect o f MFs is beyond
the control o f the author. Moreover, the problem o f subjectivity during multi-method
conceptualization within research guidelines relates to the fact that simulation models
with different configurations o f methods do not exist, and cannot be fully observed unless
implemented. The goal o f the proposed approach is to mitigate this requirement, but it
allows only for approximations based on reasoning about future simulation model as
discussed by Robinson [113]. On the other hand, if all possible configurations were to be
implemented to confirm the reasoning this would have defeated the purpose o f having
method selection guidelines for studies with multiple methods in the first place.
The major delimitation pertains to the use o f a single case study and proposed
guidelines. The guidelines were developed with the focus on answering the dissertation’s
research question and served only as a proof o f concept in relation to the theoretical basis.
At their core, the guidelines were used as a means o f conceptualization for multiple
methods, with the reasoning for choice o f methods leading to MFs. They therefore do not
provide a definite solution that is proven to work in all cases neither to provide a solution
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for all the methodological problems related to multi-method M&S approach. The method
for calculating CoMS was used to operationalize complementarity principles within the
narrow scope related to this case study. Moreover, not all MFs were utilized for the case
study because they were not selected. Many combinations and hierarchies o f MFs can be
assembled, but examination o f all possible cases is outside the scope o f this research.
A subjective human conceptualization at various stages was discussed in Section
4.5, and it is added to a list o f delimitations. Many factors that affect human subjectivity
were exposed and discussed, for instance, methods considered, software considered, type
o f system and phenomena studied all affected developed falsifiers. For instance, the finite
number o f methods (SD, ABM, DES, BN, and SC) considered within the case study,
limits the evaluation scope in the relation to theoretical principles. On the other hand,
disclosed information showed the need and value o f additional transparency in multi
method studies e.g., pertaining to the analysis o f falsifiers.
Although the underlying motivation for multi-method M&S is based on the
principle o f complementarity o f methods, its overall theoretical basis is concerned with
both complementarity and triangulation (including pseudo-triangulation). The final
delimitation pertains to the limited exploration o f the triangulation echelon within the
case study. The next section highlights the need to explore this echelon in the future.

6.3 FUTURE WORK
The explorations o f methods in Section 3.3 and a case study analyzed
complementarity o f methods and its main principles but did not exhaustively examine
triangulation. The pseudo-triangulation using different methods may result in expanding
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the representation o f system or phenomena. It would be interesting to experiment more
with pseudo-triangulation and examine if methods expand system or phenomena
representation at different levels o f triangulation (see Section 2.2.2). This could yield
better insight into relation between complementarity and triangulation in M&S.
The case study showed that specific method(s) choices were inferior based on the
required level o f falsifiability. Subsequently, adequate choices were made. The disclosed
analysis o f the research design options adds objectivity to the research. Another step in
the research could focus on CoMS for a set o f methods in relation to level o f falsifiability
o f different research questions considered. This could permit the extension o f the scope
o f this research to investigate if CoMS in relation to methods facilitate generation o f
models (theories) at higher level o f falsifiability viewed as higher universality and
precision o f research questions (see Section 3.3) that could be tackled.
An exploration, review, and categorization o f M&S methods in the context o f
their unique characteristics could provide a knowledge database to a practitioners and
researchers. Related research could involve finding differences in implementation o f the
same methods in different commercial modeling software (or event their subsequent
versions) as a way to understand evolution o f M&S methods.
The commensurability o f methods and models deserves more investigation. For
instance, in depth exploration o f commensurability o f methods in relation to the
interaction points seems interesting. The reconceptualization o f commensurability in this
context seems to have practical value. For instance, the analysis o f transformation
interaction point could be especially valuable in this context because it could provide a
way to categorize method pairs in the context o f their possible use.
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As the case study showed subjectivity o f method choice related to mental
conceptualization phase, the understanding o f multi-method way o f conceptualization
could be undertaken by employing in the future brain exploration devices e.g. functional
magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIS) or hybrid brain-computer interfaces to study brain activities during
conceptualization processes. For instance, understanding subjectivity patterns and the
main places in the brain where subjective thoughts occurs could lead to better
understanding why they happen in relation to methods used, which could make an
important contribution to M&S practice (objectivity).
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A PPEN D IC ES
A PPEN D IX A
SECONDARY D EFIN ITIO N S
A passive entity is an entity that flows through predefined system structure, without
individuality that would allow them acting according to internally generated behavior.
Technical behavior is an observation engineered by humans or animals that abstracts
away active or proactive behavior.
Active behavior is a change-oriented and self-initiated behavior in situations that involves
acting rather than just reacting to it.
Proactive behavior is an anticipatory, change-oriented, and self-initiated behavior in
situations that involves acting in advance o f a future situation, rather than just reacting to
it.
A social event phenomenon is an observation produced because o f active or proactive
behavior(s) o f entity as an individual, in groups, or as a group.
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APPENDIX B
EXERCISE TABLES FOR COMMENSURABILITY OF METHODS
Table 1. Commensurability o f SD with six other methods for given criteria.
SD/DES

SD/ABM

SD/BN

SD/FM

SD/SC

SD/PN

0.5

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

1

0.25

0

0.5

0.5

0.5

Ability to handle uncertainty

0.75

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Interaction

0.75

1

0

0

0.5

0.75

Descriptive usage

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

Theoretical usage

0.75

0

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

Emergence
Ability to represent active
behavior

0

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0

1

0

0

0.75

0.75

Sum

4.5

4.5

1.5

2

3.75

4

Average

0.56

0.56

0.19

0.25

0.47

0.5

C riteria/M ethod
Representation of individual
behavior as p art of a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates

Table 2. Commensurability o f ABM with six other methods for given criteria.
Criteria/M ethod

A B M /S D

A B M /D E S

A B M /B N

A B M /F N

A B M /S C

A B M /P N

0.75

0.25

1

1

1

0.5

0.25

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.25

0

0

0

0

1

0.25

1

1

0.5

0.25

Descriptive usage

0.25

0.5

0

0

0.25

0.25

Theoretical usage

0

0.75

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

Emergence
Ability to represent
active behavior
Sum

0.75

0.75

1

1

1

0.5

1

1

1

1

0.25

0.25

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

3.75

2.5

Average

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.47

0.31

Representation of
individual behavior as
part of a larger system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle
uncertainty
Interaction
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Table 3. Commensurability o f BN with six other methods for given criteria.
BN/ABM

BN/SD

BN/DES

BN/FM

BN/SC

BN/PN

1

0.25

0.75

0

0

0.5

0.25

0

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

0.5

0.25

0

0

0

Interaction

1

0

0.75

0

0.5

0.75

Descriptive usage

0

0.25

0.5

0

0.25

0.25

theoretical usage

0.25

0.25

0.5

0

0.25

0.25

Emergence
Ability to represent active
behavior

1

0.25

0.25

0

0

0.5

1

0

0

0

0.75

0.75

Sum

4.5

1.5

4

0.5

2.25

3.5

Average

0 .5 6

0 .1 9

0 .5 0

0 .0 6

0 .2 8

0 .4 3 7 5

C riteria/M ethod
Representation of individual
behavior as p art of a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle uncertainty

Table 4. Commensurability o f FM with six other methods for given criteria.
Criteria/M ethod
Representation of individual
behavior as p art of a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle uncertainty

FM/BN

FM/ABM

FM/SD

FM/DES

FM/SC

FM/PN

0

1

0.25

0.75

0

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.25

0

0
0.75

Interaction

0

1

0

0.75

0.5

Descriptive usage

0

0

0.25

0.5

0.25

0.25

Theoretical usage

0

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.25

0.25

Emergence
Ability to represent active
behavior
Sum

0

1

0.25

0.25

0

0.5

0

1

0

0

0.75

0.75

0.5

4.5

2

3.5

1.75

3

Average

0 .0 6

0 .5 6

0 .2 5

0 .4 4

0 .2 2

0 .3 7 5
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Table 5. Commensurability o f SC with six other methods for given criteria.
SC/FM

SC/BN

SC/ABM

SC/SD

SC/DES

SC/PN

0

0

1

0.25

0.75

0.5

0

0.5

0.25

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.25

0

Interaction

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

Descriptive usage

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.25

0

Theoretical usage

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.25

0

Criteria/M ethod
Representation of individual
behavior as p art of a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle uncertainty

Emergence

0

0

1

0.25

0.25

0.5

Ability to represent active
behavior

0.75

0.75

0.25

0.75

0.75

0

Sum

1.75

2.25

3.75

3.75

3.25

1.25

Average

0 .2 2

0 .2 8

0 .4 7

0 .4 7

0.41

0 .1 6

Table 6. Commensurability o f PN with six other methods for given criteria.
PN/SC

PN/FM

PN/BN

PN/ABM

PN/SD

PN/DES

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0

0

0.5

0.25

0.5

0.5

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.25

Interaction

0.25

0.75

0.75

0.25

0.75

0

Descriptive usage

0

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.25

Theoretical usage

0

0.25

0.25

0.5

0.5

0.25

Emergence
Ability to represent active
behavior

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.25

0

0.75

0.75

0.25

0.75

0.75

Sum

1.25

3

3.5

2.5

4

2.5

Average

0 .1 6

0 .3 8

0 .4 4

0.31

0 .5 0

0.31

Criteria/M ethod
Representation of individual
behavior as p art of a larger
system
Ability to operate on
aggregates
Ability to handle uncertainty
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APPENDIX C
METHODS USED IN CASE STUDY
ABM
Agent Based Modeling (ABM) is a bottom-up method that aims at capturing
interactions by using computer created entities called “agents”. These individual agents
are assigned attributes, states, rules o f behaviors, and often interactions. ABM is more
suitable in representing complexity arising from individual behavior and interactions [1].
ABM can facilitate insider views into an agent, as well as observer based-views on
overall group emerging characteristics. Model development can consists o f developing
agent’s attributes, behavioral rules, memory specification, decision-making capability,
adjustment behavior properties, supporting data, relationships in form o f methods
between agents and environment.
ABM implemented in AnyLogic® is implemented as array list or linked hash set
o f agents. The macro view o f this implementation is discrete. Agent can have both
discrete and continuous internal representation, which is determined by methods used
(see MFVI in Figure 11). In AnyLogic® ABM can be easily enhanced with other
methods as its internal behavior e.g. SC, SD, or DES but should be considered as a
separate method since they do not need ABM to produce simulation models outside
scope o f ABM. Moreover, ABM on its own can produce simulation models by
implementing agent behavior rules using Java code.
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ABM in healthcare is often used to simulate epidemiological phenomena [167,
168], but also can be used to more operational setting, for instance, to test medical
innovations or interventions [169].

BN
A Bayesian method is based on the principles o f Bayes’ Theorem by Thomas
Bayes (1702-1761), where a probability is represented as the likelihood that a statement
is true, given the prior information [170]. The Bayesian method is extensively used in the
healthcare setting for design and inference o f clinical trials [171], and healthcare
evaluations [172]. TheBayesian method can be useful in drawing inferences with a
quantified degree o f confidence, based on some prior known evidence. This method has
evolved significantly e.g. into the Bayesian Network (BN) method, providing easy-to-use
tools with graphical interfaces allowing to quickly develop BNs which are widely utilized
within many scientific, business and government communities. BN can be used in a
simulation model to capture behavior intentions at a psychological level; for instance,
based on a theory o f reasoned action [173] as proposed by Balaban and Mastaglio [144].
BN can be used as a modeling method (see Definition 8) or as an M&S method (see
Definition 10), which would be at that point considered a Dynamic Bayesian Network.

SD
The System Dynamics method consists o f a feedback loops in form o f differential
equations that provide for building relations between variables. It is useful for studying
complex nonlinear systems, especially finding cause and effect relationships. Models
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built with this methodology can help framing issues and problems, revealing dynamics
related to change imposed on the system. Models are typically used to show trends of
relationships and not always precisely computing specific values. This method can be an
invaluable tool in assessing big picture o f a problem, testing alternative policies and
strategies at the governance or enterprise level [174], SD model development usually
involves creating a causal diagram. Causal diagram represents elements o f system and
relations between them in form o f links that end with arrows indicating what influences
what. Positive or negative relationship are marked as “+” or

on the line. A plus

symbol means that a second variable follows the direction o f change o f the first variable,
while the negative means that a direction is opposite to the direction o f change. At least
two links are needed to form a feedback loop, which can be positive or negative as well.
Feedback loops define type o f feedback behaviors, positive loops (plus sign or R for
reinforcement) propels the change and negative feedback (minus sign or B for balancing)
is the cause for stability in the system. During model development, a flow diagram is
created out o f a causal diagram. From the practical perspective on how to build a model,
one should know about so-called stocks or levels, flows, auxiliary variables (dynamic
variables), and constants as the main blocks providing for metaphors. Levels are used to
model accumulation and depend on function o f flows. Auxiliaries and constants are
parameters that serve as additional information needed to specify flows, which in turn
affect levels. Creating model structure is done by connecting blocks and arrows to form
desirable relationships.
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DES
In a discrete event simulation model, changes can occur only at separate points in
time. These changes are called events, and everything in the model is related to them in
one way or another. DES model consists o f entities flowing through designed by modeler
process. Events are stored in a calendar, which contain information that allows model to
be executed in accordance to its logic. The central idea o f DES is that variables o f the
model will not change between successive events. In addition, important to understand
element o f DES are queues. They are just like lines in the store, and can be define
depending on the system’s real queue, which may have limitations for number of
elements that can fit into it, and has different rules reflecting priority o f leaving it by
stored elements e.g. FIFO means first in first out and LIFO meaning last in first out.
Other essential components o f DES are resources, which may be personnel, equipment
etc. They are used by entities while going through process. DES is often used to capture
stochastic behavior o f the system but can model deterministic events as well. DES is
usually capturing anything that can be described in a processing way, and often is used at
operational and detailed level.

SC
SC is an implemented version o f UML-based state chart diagram within
AnyLogic®. SC consists o f states (simple, composite, final, and history), transitions,
initial point, and branch objects. Transitions are triggered by defined conditions,
messages, timeouts, or rates. Important feature o f SC is ability to represent hierarchy o f
states e.g. where a composite state consists o f one or more states. SC represents discreet
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events, and its implementation within AnyLogic® provides ability to define deterministic
and probability based time transitions between states that if used within ABM allow
representing stochastic behavior similarly to DES. Please see Borshchev [31] for a indepth introduction to SC.
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APPENDIX D
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY TABLES
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